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Abstract—Magnetic properties of the main allotropic modifications of carbon (diamond, graphite, nanograph-
ite, nanotubes, and fullerenes) are described. Properties of nanocarbon are considered from the standpoint of
the interrelation between structural imperfection and magnetic ordering. Experimental data on high-tempera-
ture ferromagnetism in carbon structures and some theoretical models of magnetic carbon are reported. © 2004
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Silicon and germanium are traditionally and prima-
rily assigned to the elements in the periodic table that
are semiconductors in the solid state. Carbon, the ele-
ment neighboring silicon and germanium, is rarely
included in the list of semiconductors.

A silicon or germanium ingot looks like a gray crys-
tal with a metallic luster. However, the use of the term
“ingot” in reference to carbon is debatable. A substance
consisting of carbon atoms can be transparent (like dia-
mond), silvery (like graphite), black (like soot), or yel-
low (like a defect-free fullerite crystal). No element
offers such a diversity of electronic structure as carbon.
Carbon with a tetrahedral spatial structure is an insula-
tor. Carbon with a planar structure is a semimetal with
an insignificant overlap of bands (about 30 meV) and a
low concentration of charge carriers; the resistivity of
this material is measured in µΩ cm in the layer plane
and µΩ cm in the direction perpendicular to the layers.

The linear structural form of carbon is a semicon-
ductor. Carbon allotropic modifications with a spheri-
cal structure are semiconductors with a band gap of
1.3–2.5 eV. Polymerized structures based on these car-
bon modifications are also semiconductors with a nar-
rower band gap. Cylindrical forms of carbon can be
either semiconductors or metals, depending on their
geometric structure (“zigzag–armchair” and chirality–
achirality). The entire range of materials with electrical
conductivity varying from that of undoped insulating
diamond to that of metallic graphite is covered by soot,
carbon black, carbyne, fullerenes, single- and multiple-
wall nanotubes (SWNTs and MWNTs), graphite
nanofibers and filaments (GNFs), nanoribbons, “her-
ring-bone” GNFs, platelet-type GNFs, bundles, ropes,
fibers, conical layer nanotubes (GLNTs), nanohoops,
toroids, nanocones, single-wall nanohorns (SWNHs),
“onion bulbs”, “Russian matryoshka dolls”, “peapods”,
and other carbon modifications known under the com-
mon (not quite correct) name of “amorphous carbon.”
This features various ratios between the numbers of sp-,
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sp2-, and sp3-hybridized atoms. Apparently, it is appro-
priate to consider carbon in general as a semiconductor.

I wrote this review in response to the following cir-
cumstances. Recently, a number of publications
appeared in which observations of the ferromagnetic
behavior of various materials based on fullerenes was
reported. These observations concern fullerenes poly-
merized under the effects of pressure [1–4] or illumina-
tion [5, 6] and fullerene hydrides [7]. I am confident
that the above behavior is only a manifestation of a
more general phenomenon: the ferromagnetic proper-
ties of carbon. Over the last three decades, a number of
theoretical studies have appeared that showed that spe-
cific features of the electronic structure of carbon could
give rise to ferromagnetic or superconducting correla-
tions retained at high temperatures [8]. These theoretical
results are also confirmed by experimental data, e.g.,
obtained for such a classical structure as graphite [9].

The ferromagnetism of compounds that contain
only p and s electrons is a fast-developing branch of sci-
ence [10]. The ferromagnetic chemical compounds that
have been synthesized so far, which are composed of
light elements, have a Curie temperature no higher than
35 K (up to 65 K under pressure). At the same time,
reports regularly appear in the literature on the synthe-
sis of organic materials that feature a magnetic hyster-
esis that is retained even at high temperatures (up to
800 K) [11]. The weak ferromagnetic signal and low
reproducibility of the results give rise to reasonable
skepticism and doubt that the above effect has a carbon-
related origin, although an analysis of the metallic
impurities is mentioned in each publication. However,
the term “impurity” is just a label that cannot be used to
explain either the value of magnetization or the various
dependences of magnetic properties on the degree of
amorphism of the material and the conditions of syn-
thesis or subsequent annealing.

This review is an attempt to combine the data on the
magnetism of carbon structures. These data cannot be
assigned to molecular magnetism since the structural
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unit (molecule) responsible for ferromagnetism was not
identified in any of the cases considered. In my opinion,
in the case of polymerized rhombohedral fullerene, the
structural unit is a certain set of specifically arranged
carbon atoms formed at the threshold of the fullerene-
cage collapse, rather than the C60 cluster itself and the
unit cell of the rhombohedral structure. The mechanism
of the origination of ferromagnetism in carbon struc-
tures has not been clarified so far.

This review is organized in the following way. The
magnetic properties of the main modifications of car-
bon (diamond, graphite, nanographite, nanotubes, and
fullerenes) are briefly described first. The properties of
nanocarbon are considered from the standpoint of the
interrelation between structural imperfection and mag-
netic ordering. Numerous experimental data (published
from 1986 to 2003) on high-temperature ferromag-
netism in carbon structures are then reported. In almost
none of the cases can we use the term pure carbon,
since the carbon structure is inevitably contaminated
with oxygen and hydrogen (sometimes, with nitrogen).
This contamination is not critical from the standpoint of
the existence of π-electron magnetism but can signifi-
cantly affect the identification of the mechanism of this
magnetism. The question of whether magnetic impuri-
ties are a feasible mechanism of initiation of carbon-
related magnetism is considered separately. The main
trends encountered in the experimental studies pub-
lished so far are combined in the last section of this
review, which, hopefully, forms the basis for further
theoretical studies in the field under consideration.

In the entire text, the term ferromagnetism is used in
sensu maiore, unless otherwise specified.

2. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF ALLOTROPIC 
CARBON MODIFICATIONS

The magnetic properties of carbon (like all its other
properties) depend on the carbon allotropic modifica-
tion. The diamagnetism of molecules is typically eval-
uated using the Pascal–Langevin formula and taking
into account the combined contribution of several com-
ponents with correction for the chemical bonding [12].
In contrast, we have to accept chemical bonds as dia-
magnetism components in the case of carbon. The dia-
magnetism of a C4+ ion amounts to –1.2 × 10–8 emu/g
[13]. The magnetic moment of molecules that form a
carbon material is mainly controlled by the total spin
magnetic moment of electrons and the van Vleck term
of opposite sign. This term accounts for the admixture
of excited energy levels to the ground state of the mol-
ecule due to deformation of the atom’s electronic shell
by an applied magnetic field. The contribution of the
paramagnetism of van Vleck polarization to the mag-
netic susceptibility of solid-state carbon phases is quite
significant in some cases [14, 15].
2.1. Diamond

According to the van Vleck formula [16], the mag-
netic susceptibility χ of diamond includes two diamag-
netic contributions (from the core electrons χcore and
from valent electrons χv) and the paramagnetic term
χvv, which originates from virtual magnetic dipole tran-
sitions between the valence and conduction bands:

(1)

The paramagnetic (van Vleck) term is proportional
to the interband magnetic dipole matrix element and is
sensitive to the symmetry of chemical bonds; this term
vanishes in the case of spherical electron distribution.
The other term that is indicative of spatial electron dis-
tribution is related to the diamagnetism of valent elec-
trons. The value of this term is governed by the arrange-
ment of the charge distributed at a distance of the
valence radius r and varies with temperature in inverse
proportion to the square of this distance. The tempera-
ture dependence of diamagnetic susceptibility of dia-
mond was analyzed and used to determine the follow-
ing partial contributions of each term to the molar sus-
ceptibility: χcore = –0.3 × 10–6 cm3/mol, χv = –24.7 ×
10–6 cm3/mol, and χvv = –13.2 × 10–6 cm3/mol [17]. The
value of χv was used to determine the mean diamag-
netic valence radius rL = (Σ〈r2〉)1/2 = 1.04 Å; for compar-
ison, the valence-bond length in diamond is 1.548 Å. The
total molar susceptibility χ = –11.8 × 10–6 cm3/mol on
the assumption that the unit cell consists of two
atoms; the specific susceptibility is equal to about –0.5 ×
10–6 emu/g.

2.2. Graphite

The magnetic properties of graphite are primarily
governed by circular currents that circulate above and
beneath the planar graphite layers. Bulk graphite is a
semimetal with a Fermi energy of 20 meV; the Fermi
level is located near a sharp minimum in the density of
states. As a result, Pauli paramagnetism χP in ideal
graphite should be absent. However, in actual graphite,
χP ≈ 10–8 emu/g [18]. The term χv, which is responsible
for the orbital contribution of valence electrons, is large
and anisotropic. The theoretical study [19] shows that
the value of χv is caused by the following specific fea-
tures of the energy-band structure: (i) a very narrow
energy gap and (ii) a high density of states due to an
insignificant dispersion of the energy bands in the kz
direction. Interband interactions make a major contri-
bution to χv⊥  and a negligible contribution to χv||. The
contribution of the core electrons χcore is believed to be
isotropic since the spin–orbit interaction is negligible.

As a result of delocalization of electrons, graphite
has the largest diamagnetic susceptibility (second only
to that of superconductors): χ⊥  = –(22–50) × 10–6 emu/g
for a field directed along the c axis. In the majority of
publications, it is pointed out that graphite is also dia-
magnetic in the situation where the magnetic-field vec-

χ χcore χv χvv.+ +=
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tor is in the basal plane; values on the order of χ|| =
−0.5 × 10–6 emu/g are reported. Careful measurements
show that experimental values of χ|| inevitably include
a diamagnetic contribution of χ⊥ , which is caused not
only by incorrect alignment of the sample but mainly
by the natural corrugation of graphene planes even in
highly oriented graphite. Thus, it is possible that the
true value of χ|| is several orders of magnitude smaller
or even has the opposite sign [20]. Graphite paramag-
netism χ|| was observed at low magnetic fields [15, 21].
The data of electron spin resonance (ESR) are indicative
of the complex behavior of the g-factor, which suggests
the existence of an internal field in graphite [22, 23].

2.3. An Intermediate Graphite–Diamond Structure

The existence of carbon structures in which spin
ordering and magnetic interactions take place was pre-
dicted in the 1960s [24–26]. One of the models [27]
implies the idea of ferromagnetism in pure carbon. If
some carbon atoms in a graphene sheet are replaced by
trivalent atoms (for example, by B, N, or Al; see closed
circles in Fig. 1), the resulting magnetic moment can be
very large. This idea can be also realized in a purely
carbon structure if sp2- and sp3-hybridized carbon
atoms are used as the atoms with differing valence. This
structural model cannot be planar since tetrahedrally
coordinated carbon forms a three-dimensional (3D)
structure. The requirements of the valence are satisfied
if the sp3 atoms in the odd-numbered lines (Fig. 1; lines 1,
3, and so on) are linked to the atoms in lower graphite-
like layers and the atoms in the even-numbered layers
(2, 4, 6, …) are bonded to the atoms in the upper layers.
Calculation shows that such an intermediate graphite–
diamond (IGD) structure, which has a monoclinic cell
of the P2/m group with parameters a = 3.99 Å, b =
5.08 Å, c = 2.59 Å, and β = 82.1°, is stable and features
a spontaneous magnetic moment equal to 230 emu/g.
This value was obtained for the case of an equal number
of sp2 and sp3 atoms, which corresponds to the highest
concentration (50%) of the carriers of unpaired spins
(i.e., sp2-hybridized atoms) [28].

It is technologically difficult to form a structure in
which carbon atoms with differing hybridization alter-
nate. Using high temperatures and pressures, one can
obtain nongraphitized nanocarbon with a mixture of
sp2- and sp3-hybridized atoms. This class of carbon
materials includes nanodiamond, tetrahedrally bonded
nanocarbon, and vitreous carbon. One modification of
tetrahedrally bonded carbon (carbon nanofoam) has a
very high concentration of spins, which gives rise to a
paramagnetic susceptibility on the order of 0.01 of that
of transition metals. This result is in sharp contrast to
the data for other known carbon phases [29].

2.4. Nanosized Graphite

Nanographite has attracted the attention of both the-
oreticians and experimentalists owing to the unique
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
behavior of its π-electron system, which is different
from that in molecules and solids. The electronic struc-
ture is completely controlled by geometric factors: pri-
marily by the width, packing, and shape of the edge of
the planes; the presence of voids; and the defects in cur-
vature. A complex energy-band structure gives rise to
unusual optical [30, 31], magnetic, transport [32, 33],
and thermal [34] properties, as well as special features
in the spectrum of collective electronic excitations [35].
Two-dimensional (2D) graphite structures do not
belong to the class of imaginary model objects. Graph-
ite images obtained using a scanning electron micro-
scope include a number of periodic superstructures
caused by the interference of the wave functions. Some
of these structures are attributed to the moiré patterns
that are caused by a mismatch between the inner and
surface regions, stresses, and the difference between
the processes of 3D tunneling on the nanometer and
atomic scales. It is shown that, in the case of graphite
flakes, oscillations with a large period are added to the
aforementioned pattern; these oscillations are caused
by electrons whose distribution reproduces the energy-
band structure of 2D graphene [36].

The electronic properties of graphene planes of
finite size differ radically from those of bulk graphite.
In order to describe the magnetic susceptibility of
quasi-2D graphites, one has to take into account the
contributions of the atomic-core diamagnetism χcore,
the Pauli paramagnetism and Landau diamagnetism of
conduction electrons χP and χL, the orbital diamagne-
tism χorb, the Curie paramagnetism χC, and the orbital
paramagnetic van Vleck contribution χvv:

(2)

The diamagnetic susceptibility of graphene planes
of a finite size is primarily controlled by the charge-car-
rier concentration related to structural defects. The

χ total χcore χP χL χorb χC χvv.+ + + + +=
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Fig. 1. Theoretical models of organic ferromagnets:
(a) graphite network in which 50% of atoms are replaced by
trivalent elements and (b) an intermediate graphite–dia-
mond structure [27].
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main parameters of the model (the spread in the density
of states at the Fermi level as a result of charge-carrier
scattering by structural defects and the temperature cor-
responding to the degeneracy of charge carriers) used to
calculate the susceptibility are governed by this con-
centration [37].

If graphite has a steplike surface, localized states
appear at the Fermi level [38]; these states are of pri-
mary importance in the case of nanosized graphite [39].
Graphite ribbons have an extremely high density of
states at the Fermi level, which leads to paramagnetism
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Fig. 2. Energy-band structure of graphite ribbons with a
width amounting to 20 cells and with (a) “armchair” and
(b) “zigzag” edges [40].
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Fig. 3. Experimental values of magnetic susceptibility of
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) in the longitudi-
nal (χ||) and transverse (χ⊥ ) directions, powdered HOPG
(χav), a graphite rod, multiple-wall nanotubes (MWNTs),
single-wall nanohorns (SWNHs), and C60 and C70
fullerenes [48].
and (for a certain packing) to antiferromagnetism. An
arbitrary boundary of a graphene plane can be
described by a combination of two types of edges:
“armchair” and “zigzag.” A nanographite ribbon can be
characterized by the type of the long edge and by the
number of cells N that fit between the edges. Zigzag-
type strips are always metallic, whereas the armchair
strips are metallic only if N = 3m – 1, where m is an
integer. A specific feature of the zigzag strips is the
appearance of a sharp peak in the density of states
localized at the Fermi level in the region where the π
and π* bands of 2D graphite contact each other [40].
Since the boundary states give rise to a peak in the den-
sity of states at the Fermi level, these states contribute
to the Pauli susceptibility that balances the orbital dia-
magnetism. The response of the strips with zigzag
edges remains diamagnetic at high temperatures. As
temperature decreases, this response is replaced by the
temperature (T) dependence of magnetic susceptibility
in the form χC = C/T, where C is the Curie constant [41].
This type of χ(T) dependence was observed experimen-
tally for graphitized diamond [42] and activated carbon
fibers; in the latter case, the dangling bonds were local-
ized in 10-Å-sized microvoids [43].

One of the specific features of the graphite elec-
tronic structure with zigzag edges is the presence of flat
energy bands near the Fermi level (Fig. 2). A consider-
ation of the effects of electron–electron interactions in
the context of the Hubbard model shows that there can
be a spontaneous magnetic ordering in nanographite. In
the case of the zigzag-type strips, a ferrimagnetic struc-
ture is possible; the appearance of magnetic ordering is
controlled by the magnitude of the surface deformation
caused by the electron–phonon interaction [44].

2.5. Nanotubes

It was verified both experimentally and theoretically
that the model in [37], which was originally suggested
for quasi-2D graphites is applicable to the case of mul-
tiple-wall carbon nanotubes [45]. The magnetic proper-
ties of single-wall nanotubes are mainly governed by
the spin polarization and ring currents that surround a
nanotube if the field is directed along the nanotube axis
[46]. The experimental value of diamagnetic suscepti-
bility for multiple-wall nanotubes is close to that for
misoriented graphite [47]; reliable data for single-wall
nanotubes are so far lacking because of the inevitable
presence of the catalyst’s ferromagnetic particles.
Nanohorns, i.e., short single-wall nanotubes closed on
one side, are similar in magnetic properties to fullerenes
[48]. In Fig. 3, the available experimental data on the
magnetic susceptibility of highly oriented graphite, dis-
ordered graphite, graphite rods, multiple-wall nanotubes,
nanohorns, and fullerenes are summed up [48].

A theoretical study revealed an unusually high para-
magnetism of nanotubes that are closed upon them-
selves to form toroids if the radius of the toroid is equal
to a certain “magic” number [49].
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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2.6. Fullerenes

Fullerenes are classified as aromatic compounds
[50], although the term aromaticity imposes several
requirements, not all of which are fully met by
fullerenes. The term “superaromaticity” was suggested
15 years before the discovery of fullerenes and was
introduced to describe diamagnetic currents around a
hypothetical 3D molecule composed of carbon atoms
and shaped like a truncated icosahedron [51]. One of
the main indicators of aromaticity is the presence of
ring currents. Circular currents represent a typical
response of an atom or a molecule to an external mag-
netic field: a current loop is formed around the atomic
nucleus. Ring currents are different because the loop in
this case encompasses several atoms. Cyclic delocal-
ization of electrons in aromatic compounds directly
affects the magnetic properties by varying the diamag-
netic susceptibility: an external magnetic field induces
a diamagnetic ring current. This gives rise to a magnetic
field within the aromatic ring; the direction of this field
is opposite to that of the external magnetic field. In con-
trast, the external magnetic field is enhanced outside the
aromatic ring. Therefore, the value of diamagnetic sus-
ceptibility is larger in aromatic hydrocarbons than in
other unsaturated compounds. An increase in diamag-
netic susceptibility as a result of ring currents is not an
isotropic effect; this increase manifests itself only if the
ring plane is oriented perpendicularly to an external
magnetic field. Thus, aromaticity can be recognized
from anisotropy. However, this criterion cannot be
applied to the case of fullerenes.

Even in the first publication dedicated to the discov-
ery of fullerenes, it was mentioned that spheroidal clus-
ters should have unusual magnetic properties. How-
ever, calculations using the London method showed
that the addition to the magnetic susceptibility due to
π-electron circular currents was unusually small [52]
and was controlled by the relative strength of two non-
equivalent molecular bonds. If all the bonds were
equivalent, the susceptibility would be equal to –0.21 of
the susceptibility in benzene (the field is applied per-
pendicularly to the six-membered ring). It is sufficient
to vary the relative values of the bond strength by 2%
for the susceptibility to change its sign.

In subsequent publications, the question of the neg-
ligible contribution of the π-electron currents to the
magnetic susceptibility of fullerene C60 was considered
again. It turned out the fact that the π-electron system
does not contribute to dielectric susceptibility cannot be
used as an indicator of the absence of ring currents [53].
The paramagnetic currents flowing in pentagonal
fullerene rings are nearly equal to currents in the ben-
zene ring. However, the paramagnetic contribution of
currents in pentagons is completely compensated by
the diamagnetic contribution of hexagons [54]. It has
been shown that paramagnetic currents in five-mem-
bered rings are generated by active motion electrons
around double bonds that are adjacent to the vertices of
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
pentagons. The current flowing in a five-membered ring
can be perceived using a model of a toothed wheel
driven by five uniformly arranged gears. Paratropic cur-
rents near the pentagon plane are generated owing to
the combined efforts of these five gears that rotate in
phase [55]. Calculations of chemical shifts at the cen-
ters of faces for the series of fullerenes C32–C180 con-
firmed that the regions of aromaticity and antiaromatic-
ity in fullerenes are in fact related to hexagons and pen-
tagons, respectively [56].

Once the hexagons are responsible for the diamag-
netic contribution to susceptibility and pentagons are
responsible for the paramagnetic contribution, it is rea-
sonable to assume that, as the fullerene size increases
(i.e., as the number of hexagons increases and the num-
ber of pentagons remains unchanged), the compensat-
ing paramagnetic contribution decreases. This means
that diamagnetic susceptibility should increase steadily
with cluster size and ultimately approach that of graph-
ite. However, this tendency is observed only for giant
fullerenes; as expected, the fullerene C5000 has a suscep-
tibility equal to that of graphite (Fig. 4) [57]. The dia-
magnetic susceptibility of clusters with a number of
atoms less than 100 varies randomly, which is attrib-
uted to the dependence of the characteristics of bonds
in pentagons and hexagons on the structure [58]. It is
interesting that electric polarizability increases steadily
in the sequence C60–C70–C84, whereas the magnetic
susceptibility increases drastically when C60 is replaced
by C70 and then decreases with a further increase in the
fullerene size [59].

Adding electrons to a fullerene has a significant
effect on the magnetic susceptibility: the hexaanion

 features a much larger diamagnetism than the neu-
tral molecule. This circumstance is caused by the fact
that currents in five-membered rings become diamag-
netic; thus, a large diamagnetic current becomes domi-
nant in the entire system [52]. C70 behaves in the oppo-
site way. The neutral fullerene C70 is diamagnetic to a

C60
6–
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Fig. 4. Calculated values of magnetic susceptibility caused
by circular currents for fullerenes Cn with number of carbon
atoms n. The values are normalized to the susceptibility of
an infinite graphene plane [57].
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greater extent than C60; however, the magnetic proper-
ties of the hexaanion are poorly pronounced. This
behavior is attributed to the fact that, in the case of C60,
additional electrons are localized in the region of five-
membered rings, whereas C70 has nonequivalent penta-
gons and hexagons, so the additional charge is distrib-
uted nonuniformly [60].

Experiments confirmed both the small value of
magnetic susceptibility of C60 and the much larger
value for C70; these values are χ = –0.35 × 10–6 and
−0.59 × 10–6 emuχ/g for C60 and C70, respectively. The
temperature dependences of magnetic susceptibility are
typically expressed as the sum of diamagnetic and para-
magnetic terms; the paramagnetism is related to inter-
calated oxygen. There is no paramagnetic contribution
to susceptibility in single crystals that were grown
under special conditions and were never in contact with
oxygen [63]. At the same time, there is evidence that
paramagnetism is related not only to oxygen but also to

intrinsic defects, for example,  ions. A drastic
change (jump) in susceptibility is observed at the point
of orientational phase transition. This jump is attributed
to a change in the shape of the molecule, which is
caused by intermolecular collective interaction. It was
also reported that high-resolution measurements of
magnetization in C60 and C70 powders revealed addi-
tional phase transitions interpreted as transitions to the
state of magnetic glass [64].

2.7. Magnetic Compounds Based on Fullerenes

Despite their almost negligible magnetism in the
initial state, closed carbon clusters became the first
members of a new class of magnetic materials [65]. The
intercalation of alkali metals (A) in A3C60 stoichiometry
gives rise to superconductivity; it is worth noting that
the critical temperature increases as the ion radius and
the lattice constant increase. Antiferromagnetic interca-
lational compounds of fullerenes have the highest Néel
temperature (76 K) for molecular structures without
magnetic atoms. It is interesting that intercalation of a
neutral ammonium molecule in K3C60 transforms the
crystal structure from face-centered cubic into orthor-
hombic. As a result, the superconducting ground state is
changed to the antiferromagnetic state [66]. These and
numerous other experimental data indicate that there is
a strong correlation between the orientation of the near-
est neighbors of C60 and intermolecular magnetic
exchange interactions.

The compound TDAE–C60 was the second ever
compound with a magnetic molecule composed only of
light atoms; it was also the first substance in which
π-electron ferromagnetism could be realized at a rela-
tively high temperature (16 K) [67]. TDAE–C60 is a
magnetic material of the donor–acceptor type. The ion–
radical is formed as a result of charge transfer from the
π orbitals of a donor molecule. Experimental data indi-

C60
–

cate that tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE)
C2N4(CH3)8 in itself is not so important for the origina-
tion of ferromagnetism. Replacing TDAE with another
efficient donor (cobaltacene) gives rise to similar ferro-
magnetism at a temperature below 19 K [68]; replacing
C60 with C70 does not produce a ferromagnetic com-
pound.

There are two modifications of the compound under
consideration: the ferromagnetic α-TDAE–C60 phase
and the paramagnetic α'-TDAE–C60 phase; the α' phase
transforms into the α phase as a result of heat treatment
at 300–370 K. The heat treatment affects the mutual
orientation of the nearest-neighbor C60 molecules; this
orientation plays a decisive role in the origination of
magnetic order [69]. The maximum value of saturation
magnetization in high-quality crystals is 6 emu/g,
which corresponds to ~1µB/C60. The isolating electrical
properties of these crystals and the absence of low-fre-
quency absorption exclude any models based on
energy-band magnetism. The data of ferromagnetic res-
onance were used to exclude superparamagnetism and
spin glass from consideration. All the experimental data
taken together tends to indicate isotropic or almost iso-
tropic Heisenberg ferromagnetism [70].

3. STRUCTURAL IMPERFECTION 
AND MAGNETIC ORDERING

Bulk graphite with a perfect structure is a diamag-
netic material whose magnetic susceptibility is second
only to that of superconductors. Graphite containing
certain defects can exhibit spontaneous magnetization.
This behavior is caused not only by carbon atoms but
mainly by its “honeycomb” structure. Certain defects in
this structure give rise to a sharp asymmetric peak in the
density of states at the Fermi level. In order for ferro-
magnetism to arise in a system of itinerant electrons, it
is necessary that the density of states at the Fermi level
be fairly high. This specific feature of the energy-band
structure gives grounds to discuss the possibility of
observing band-related magnetism in an organic mate-
rial. The reasoning is based on the Hubbard model,
since the latter is the simplest model for considering the
band-related magnetism in a π-electron system with
standard parameters: electron transitions between the
lattice sites, the interaction between electrons, and the
average number of electrons at the site are character-
ized by the kinetic energy t, the Coulomb energy U, and
the electron concentration n, respectively. It has been
reliably established that there are not many mecha-
nisms of ordering. Graphite can become magnetic as a
result of Lieb ferrimagnetism [71], which is a modifica-
tion of antiferromagnetism in a two-sublattice system
with a disbalance of sites in sublattices. Another possi-
bility is the ferromagnetism of flat bands according to
the Mielke–Tasaki mechanism [72].

If the energy-band structure includes a flat band at
the Fermi level, an infinite number of states corre-
sponds to a specific value of energy; such a situation is
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favorable for the origination of band-related ferromag-
netism. If the flat band is half-filled, repulsive electron–
electron interaction leads to a completely spin-polar-
ized ground state [72]. The presence of flat bands does
not in itself ensure ferromagnetism: the flat band in the
models under consideration should satisfy certain spe-
cial conditions (e.g., the condition for connectivity
[72]). If the condition for connectivity is satisfied, the
neighboring localized orbitals overlap and the spins are
aligned according to Pauli’s exclusion principle. The
Lieb theorem [71] is applicable to two-sublattice sys-
tems; according to this theorem, the effect of short-
range electron–electron repulsive interactions leads to
the fact that the ground state of a half-filled system with
flat bands becomes ferromagnetic with total spin S =
N(na – nb)/2, where N is the total number of unit cells
and na and nb are the number of sites in the A and B sub-
lattices of the two-sublattice structure. Nevertheless,
reliable data on whether the ferromagnetism related to
flat bands can arise in actual systems are lacking. The
ferromagnetism related to flat bands is often discussed
in the context of possible organic magnetism, because
it is precisely organic substances that can form the
required energy-band pattern, which will be illustrated
below by considering various types of defects in graphite.

3.1. Porous Graphite

Three types of defects in graphite can be recognized
provisionally: porosity, edges of the planes, and so-
called topological defects. The “honeycomb” structure,
i.e., an ideal infinite network of hexagons composed of
light-element atoms, has the energy-band structure of a
semimetal. The same plane, but porous and studded
with hexagonal holes, becomes semiconductive, semi-
metallic, or metallic, depending on the size and
arrangement of the holes, and flat bands appear system-
atically in the electronic structure [73]. On the basis of
the Lieb theorem, it is predicted that organic ferromag-
netism can appear in a “superhoneycomb” two-sublat-
tice structure. Another porous-graphite model that
takes into account the ordered structure of the plane
edges also reveals the presence of flat bands in the elec-
tronic structure [74]. The energy-band pattern of
porous graphite is governed not only by the shape of
voids but mainly by the symmetry; in some cases, the
energy gap is a periodic function of the distance
between voids. It is shown theoretically that the energy-
band structure of porous graphite allows for the separa-
tion of spin and charge [75].

3.2. The Curvature of the Graphene Plane

The magnetic properties of bulk graphite can be
changed radically owing to the Stone–Wales reaction
[76]: the rotation of two neighboring carbon bonds by
an angle π/2 transforms four hexagons into two penta-
gons and two hexagons. As a result, flat bands appear in
the energy-band structure. Variations in the curvature
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due to the appearance of hexagons and pentagons
instead of hexagons are referred to as topological
defects, Stone–Wales defects, or 5/7 defects. The peri-
odic system of these defects completely changes the
energy-band structure of graphite; a nondispersive band
is formed along one of the directions, while the peak in
the density of states caused by defects is located near
the Fermi level [77].

3.3. Edges of the Planes

Bounded graphite structures (Fig. 5) have specific
boundary states. Two types of edges of a graphene
plane are recognized when considering the electronic
structure of micrographite: a phenanthrene (or “arm-
chair”) edge and an acene (or “zigzag”) edge. Unsatur-
ated valence bonds at the boundaries of graphene flakes
are filled with stabilizing elements; these stabilizers are
theoretically considered to be hydrogen atoms. It is typ-
ically assumed that a zigzag-type edge is stabilized by
a single hydrogen atom. A “bearded” edge (considered
by Klein and Bytautas [78] and referred to as the Klein
edge) differs from a zigzag-type edge in that, in the
former, each edge carbon atom is bonded to two hydro-
gen atoms. There is a sharp distinction between the
electronic states with different shapes of edges. Narrow
and long graphene ribbons with zigzag edges feature a
sharp peak in the density of states at the Fermi energy;
such a peak is not observed in the case of bulk graphite.
The corresponding energy bands exhibit almost no dis-
persion at the Fermi level. The wave functions are
mainly localized at the zigzag edge. Fujita et al. [40]
used the Hubbard model in the mean-field approxima-
tion and assumed that the π electrons at a zigzag-type
edge could give rise to a ferrimagnetic system of spins.
Localized states do not appear in graphite structures
with an armchair-type edge. The graphene perimeter of
an arbitrary shape can be described as a combination of
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Fig. 5. A graphene structure of finite size. The “zigzag”
(acene), “armchair” (phenanthrene), and “bearded” (sug-
gested by Klein) edges are shown.
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zigzag- and armchair-type edges. The boundary states,
which cannot be disregarded, appear even in graphene
planes with a poorly pronounced zigzag structure: three
to four jags in the edge are sufficient to cause apprecia-
ble changes in the electronic structure [79].

If both edges of the graphene tape are of the zigzag
or bearded type, the total spin moment is equal to zero,
since a π-electron system forms a two-sublattice struc-
ture with an equal number of sites in the sublattices.
Using a simplified approach, one may state that local
magnetic moments interact antiferromagnetically at the
edges. The spin-wave mode of this magnetic state was
studied in the random-phase approximation using the
Hubbard model. If the spin polarization is taken into
account in the Heisenberg model, an energy gap is
formed. However, analysis shows that the gap is narrow
and the tendency towards ferrimagnetic correlations at
the edges is pronounced [80]. The use of the Möbius
boundary conditions for a graphene ribbon with zigzag-
type edges leads to destruction of the two-sublattice
system and suppresses the spin polarization, which
gives rise to a magnetic domain wall. The magnetic-
domain width is governed by the Coulomb interaction
and decreases as the ratio U/t increases [81].

The entrapment of hydrogen by dangling bonds at
the nanographite perimeter can induce a finite magneti-
zation. A theoretical study of a graphene ribbon in
which each carbon atom is bonded to two hydrogen
atoms at one edge (the Klein edge) and to a single
hydrogen atom at the other edge (the zigzag-type edge)
shows that the structure has a finite total magnetic
moment: a two-sublattice structure with a different
number of sites in each sublattice is formed. The two-
sublattice system is stable and features a spin-polarized
flat band. The magnetism obtained using the local spin-
density approximation (LSDA) calculations is inter-
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Fig. 6. Electronic band structure of a hydrogenated graphite
ribbon. The solid and dashed lines represent dispersion
curves for electrons with spins directed up and down,
respectively. There is a completely spin-polarized disper-
sionless band at the Fermi level [82].
preted as an appearance of ferrimagnetism in the Hub-
bard model with flat bands (Fig. 6) [82]. The same
mechanism is operative in the case of hypergraphites,
i.e., structures with edges where completely degenerate
states appear [83].

3.4. Packing of the Planes

Unusual magnetism was predicted theoretically and
observed experimentally in nanocrystals of carbon
material that were formed as stacks of graphene layers.
There is a sharp dependence of the magnetic behavior
of nanographite systems on the order of alternation of
graphene planes. The Hubbard model was used by
Harigaya [84, 85] to consider the simplest packing A–A
(where the sites of carbon atoms were identical for all
layers) and the packing A–B (where every other layer
was shifted by half the cell width, so that the layers
alternated as in hexagonal graphite). Harigaya consid-
ered the situation where the number of atomic sites and
the number of electrons is the same for all graphene
planes. The matrix element for hopping between the
layers is larger in the case of the A–B sequence, which
gives rise to a finite magnetization of the structure. For
an ideal A–B packing [84] and also for a structure with
smaller values of interplanar spacing due to a slight
shift of the B layers with respect to the A layers [85], an
antiferromagnetic solution was obtained. The A–B
packing is characteristic of the most abundant hexago-
nal graphite modification and is apparently typical of
nanographite systems, since nontrivial magnetic prop-
erties (the state of the spin glass [86, 87] and the varia-
tion in the ESR line as a result of adsorption of gases
[88]) were discovered experimentally.

3.5. An Open Electron Shell

A model of a closed electron shell cannot account
for the experimental fact that the magnetic moment
decreases as the interplanar spacing decreases as a
result of adsorption of water molecules [89]. Calcula-
tions for systems with an open electron shell in an iso-
lated nanographite layer were performed [90–92]. An
open electron shell can be formed either by changing
the geometric parameters or by adding active side
groups that supply nanographite with electrons or
holes. Effective potential was used to simulate the
charge that comes from the side functional groups
[90−92]; it was shown that absolute values of the total
magnetic moment in nanographite with an open elec-
tron shell decreased with decreasing interplanar spac-
ing, which was completely consistent with experimen-
tal data. Ferromagnetism is stable in the regions with an
intense interlayer hopping interaction and a strong
Coulomb repulsion of electrons at the lattice sites.
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3.6. A Defect Consisting of a Carbon Atom 
and a Carbon Vacancy

The energies of adsorption and diffusion of carbon
adatoms on the graphene plane were calculated from
first principles. These calculations show that a defect
consisting of a carbon vacancy and a carbon adatom
features both high mobility and magnetism [93]. In the
equilibrium state, the carbon adatom forms a bridge
between two carbon atoms at the surface (Fig. 7). Cal-
culations performed using the density-functional
method show that this carbon adatom should have a
magnetic moment equal to 0.45µB. The magnetism of
the adatom is explained by the fact that the atoms of the
substrate and the adatom are hybridized differently. The
surface atoms are transformed into sp3 hybridization,
whereas the adsorbed atoms remain in the sp2 state. The
adatom electrons are distributed in the following way:
two electrons are involved in the covalence bonding
with the atoms of the graphene plane. One of the
remaining electrons forms the dangling sp2 bond,
whereas the second electron is distributed between the
sp2 bond and the pz orbital. This pz orbital is (according
to the symmetry) orthogonal to the surface π orbitals
and cannot form a band if it remains localized and, con-
sequently, spin-polarized. Apparently, the dangling
sp2 bond is partially spin-polarized; however, this effect
is negligible.

A carbon atom diffuses mainly over the plane (the
barrier for diffusion between the planes is four times
higher). In the course of diffusion, the magnetic
moment decreases and vanishes at a quarter of the dif-
fusion path. Why does the magnetic moment vanish? At
the transitional point during the diffusion, the atom has
only a single bond with the surface, so the hybridization
changes to the sp type. Thus, two free p orbitals appear
and accept an excess electron; these orbitals can be
found at the same level as the π orbitals at the surface
and, thus, form bands. The spin density becomes delo-
calized, and the magnetism first vanishes and then reap-
pears when the atom approaches the next stable state.
Consequently, the atoms diffuse as nonmagnetic parti-
cles and become magnetic at equilibrium sites. Their
high mobility leads to frequent collisions of adatoms
and to their annihilation as a result of recombination.
However, the pinning and combination of adatoms into
clusters should be expected; the aforementioned clus-
ters have remanent magnetization even at high temper-
atures. The Curie temperature was estimated to be 100–
200 K using the difference between the energies of the
paramagnetic (S = 0) and ferromagnetic states.

3.7. Structures with Elements from the First Row 
of the Periodic Table

The ability to form flat bands is not only a property
of carbon atoms; this property is inherent to planes that
are composed of atoms bonded hexagonally to each
other and feature zigzag-type edges or zigzag-type
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boundaries between chemically different elements. The
origination of magnetic ordering is caused by the edge
or interface states that are characteristic of tubular
structures and hexagonally bonded structures. Hetero-
nanotubes and heteroplanes composed of boron and
nitrogen (like those composed of carbon) are nanodi-
mensional ferromagnets [94]. The presence of two fac-
tors is sufficient to attain ferromagnetic or ferrimag-
netic states: a zigzag-type boundary between the chem-
ically differing elements and a disbalance between the
number of carbon atoms in each sublattice. The elec-
tronic structure of the planes composed of hexagonally
coordinated B, N, and C atoms was calculated from first
principles; the calculations show that the ground state
of BNC planes with a certain stoichiometry is ferro-
magnetic. Magnetic and nonmagnetic solutions were
derived for two types of lattices; in both cases, the ferro-
magnetic ground state was found to be lower in terms of
energy. As the level of doping becomes higher, the ferro-
magnetic correlations are reduced; however, calculations
by the LSDA method show quite clearly that ferromag-
netic solutions are stable with respect to the doping level.
The transition from ferromagnetic to nonmagnetic states
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Fig. 7. (a) Spin density in the plane that goes through an
adatom in the equilibrium state and is perpendicular to the
graphite surface; (b) a schematic representation of the
arrangement of orbitals in the plane that goes through an
adatom and two atoms on the surface. The drawing is a pro-
jection and the p orbital depicted by the dark gray circle is
in fact perpendicular to the drawing plane [93].
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occurs when we have from 0.02 to 0.05 electrons per unit
cell for two different lattice types [95].

3.8. Open Nanotubes

Most of the reasoning concerned with graphite
edges is applicable to nanotubes. The electronic struc-
ture of finite-length nanotubes implies the feasibility of
magnetic ordering, which depends heavily on the
radius and length of the nanotubes [96]. It follows from
the analysis of the energy levels and spin densities that
the origin of magnetic ordering is related to the bound-
ary states. Effective spins at the zigzag-type edge of
nanotubes have almost free mobility [97]. Spin polar-
ization develops at the ends of a nanotube; as a result, a
nanotube can be used as a spin injector [94]. Calcula-
tions [98] show that, in the case of (8, 0) and (10, 0)
nanotubes, ferromagnetic ordering is more energeti-
cally favorable (by 71 and 49 meV) than antiferromag-
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mer.
netic ordering. These results indicate that these nano-
tubes can be considered as nanosized magnets at room
temperature. The magnetic moment per dangling bond
in an (8, 0) nanotube is equal to 1.25µB. The appearance
of magnetic instabilities in nanotubes with a periodic
porous structure is also predicted [99].

4. EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
ON HIGH-TEMPERATURE MAGNETISM 

IN CARBON STRUCTURES

4.1. Unidentified Ferromagnetic Organic Compounds

Over the last two decades, a large number of publi-
cations have appeared that report on carbon structures
that exhibit ferromagnetic behavior at room tempera-
ture. It was stated in review paper [100] that “among all
magnetic materials, carbon is the most promising since
it exhibits spontaneous magnetization at room temper-
ature; magnetic carbon can be readily produced, it is
physically and chemically stable and is easily work-
able.” Pyrolytic carbon prepared at relatively moderate
temperatures (900–1500 K) has a highly oriented struc-
ture and contains a large number of unpaired spins in
the graphite skeleton, which interact with each other
[101]. The material is a 3D structure that is composed
of an approximately equal number of sp2- and
sp3-hybridized carbon atoms. Figure 8 [100] shows the
values of room-temperature magnetization obtained
after pyrolysis of various substances. For comparison,
the values of magnetization for α-Fe and magnetic car-
bon synthesized from iron-containing organic sub-
stances are also given.

When analyzing the publications concerned with
the synthesis of high-temperature ferromagnets, one
can recognize five main types of structure: (i) chains of
interacting radicals; (ii) carbon structures containing
trivalent elements, for example, P, N, and B; (iii) struc-
tures composed of sp2- and sp3-coordinated carbon
atoms; (iv) graphite and nanographite; and (v) fullerenes.
Let us consider several compounds that belong to the
first three types of structure. A more complete list of
relevant papers and patents can be found in the recent
review [11].

A chain of interacting radicals was obtained by
polymerization of a BIPO polydiacetylene crystal
(Fig. 9a) [102, 103]. Poly-BIPO featured spontaneous
magnetization M = 0.02 emu/g that vanished at a tem-
perature of 420–460 K. Separation of phases using a
permanent magnet made it possible to isolate the parti-
cles of an anisotropic substance whose magnetization is
severalfold greater than that of the surrounding mate-
rial. In subsequent publications [104, 105], a higher
magnetization after phase separation was reported: M =
0.5 emu/g; however, no differences in structural units
and chemical properties were detected. The absence
of transition-metal impurities was ensured to within
10–5 wt % according to the data of inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) emission spectroscopy.
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A linear polymer based on indigo (Fig. 9b) is mag-
netic at temperatures as high as 200°C [106]. If the con-
tent of iron is 26–28 ppm and of cobalt and nickel is less
than 1 ppm, the substance features saturation magneti-
zation, remanent magnetization, and coercivity equal to
Ms = 0.7 emu · G/g, Mr = 0.08 emu · G/g, and Hc =
120 Oe, respectively. If it is assumed that the effect is
related to impurities and the organic matrix is nonmag-
netic, an amount of 3200 ppm of Fe should be intro-
duced in order to attain the above values of magnetiza-
tion. The infrared spectra generally correspond to those
of indigo; however, additional lines inherent in unor-
dered structures with hydrogen bonds are also
observed. The ESR spectrum includes a narrow line
with parameters g = 2.0048 and ∆Hpp = 7 G and also a
broad band in the high-spin region.

Torrance et al. [107] used the reaction of s-triami-
nobenzene with iodine to obtain a black insoluble poly-
mer with ferromagnetic properties that were retained
up to a temperature of 700 K but did not recover when
cooled owing to thermal decomposition of the sample.
The triarylmethane resin is a diamagnetic material.
However, when this material is synthesized in a mag-
netic field, a ferromagnet is obtained; this apparently
happens owing to radicals that are formed in the course
of dehydrogenation [108].

A 3D PIRO-pan structure was obtained by pyrolytic
decomposition of polyacrylonitrile [109]. The material
was distinguished by a high concentration of spins
(1023 cm–3), and various samples had a saturation mag-
netization of 6–15 emu · G/g; the separated magnetic
phase was more crystalline than the nonmagnetic
phase. Analysis of the impurities using laser-assisted
mass microanalysis (LAMMA), secondary-ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS), and electron-emission spectros-
copy showed that there were no correlations between the
impurity content and magnetization. The majority impu-
rities in ferromagnetic carbon are nitrogen (2.3 at %) and
oxygen (4.7 at %).

The magnetic properties of pyrolytic carbon are of
particular interest. Pyrolysis of organic compounds at
relatively low temperatures (600–1300°C) yields a
highly oriented graphite-like material with a high con-
centration of unpaired spins. Exchange interaction
between spins was observed in some cases.

Adamantane is recognized for its ability to graphi-
tize easily. Using pyrolysis of adamantane at 1000°C in
an argon atmosphere, one can obtain a substance that
exhibits a pronounced ferromagnetic hysteresis. The
parameters Ms = 0.5 emu · G/g, Mr = 0.35 emu · G/g,
and Hc = 600 Oe are the results of measurements at
10 K; however, the values of magnetization at 400 K
are approximately 1/3 of those given above [110].
According to the ESR data, the concentration of spins
amounts to about 1021 spin/g at room temperature and
with a content of transition metals no higher than
25 ppm. Ferromagnetic carbon based on adamantane
was reproducibly obtained by several research teams.
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However, the following general rule for unidentified
ferromagnetic compounds was confirmed: if two sam-
ples are prepared under identical conditions, one of
them is found to be ferromagnetic and the other is not
[111]. Studies of the structure show that two special
features are characteristic of samples with nonlinear
magnetization: a highly oriented structure of the mate-
rial and a high concentration of unpaired electrons. The
diffraction pattern includes peaks at 2Θ = 9°, 17.5°, and
25.5°, which corresponds to an interplanar spacing of
3.49 Å [112].

Pyrolysis at 1000°C was used to obtain magnetic
structures from other starting materials as well, i.e.,
polyvinyl chloride, phenol resins, and a pyren-benzal-
dehyde polymer [113]. Pronounced magnetic proper-
ties (Ms = 1.07 emu/g, Mr = 0.21 emu/g, and Hc = 163 Oe
at 4 K) were observed in pyrolitic carbon obtained by
heating cyclodecane to 950°C [114]. The above values
of magnetization can be interpreted in two ways: either
0.2% of carbon atoms have unpaired interacting spins
or the material contains 4800 ppm of iron. ICP emis-
sion and the X-ray characteristic radiation indicate that
there is no more than 50 ppm of iron in the material and
the amount of other metals is below the sensitivity of
the methods. The values of magnetization and coerciv-
ity at room temperature amounted to 80% of those at
4 K; the material completely lost its magnetic proper-
ties after exposure to air for about one month. The ESR
spectra of this material were typical of a carbon mag-
netic structure: a broad line located at about 2940 G and
a narrow line with g = 2.0014 and ∆Hpp = 6.3 G. The
relative contribution of the paramagnetic signal
increases with decreasing temperature, and the inten-
sity of the broad-line signal is almost directly propor-
tional to the saturation magnetization.

Good results are obtained using pyrolysis of nitro-
gen-containing compounds. The latter exhibit a clearly
pronounced isomeric effect: stronger magnets are
obtained from branched starting components. In other
words, the geometric arrangement of radicals is impor-
tant for attaining an ordered spin structure. Ferromag-
netic molecules (–CH2–CH–CN–)n were obtained by
pyrolysis of polyacrylonitrile [115]. The magnetic
properties of substances obtained by decomposition of
a mixture of phenyldiamine and melamine are very sen-
sitive to the decomposition temperature; the best results
obtained as a result of decomposition at 600°C are Ms =
0.624 emu/g, Mr = 6.65 × 10–2 emu/g, and Hc = 125 Oe
[116]. A substance obtained by pyrolysis of guanine
(one of the amino acids of DNA) has similar properties
[117]. A dark-red substance with an unusually high sat-
uration magnetization Ms = 10.4 emu/g can be obtained
by treating a mixture of triphenoxytriazine TPTA and
melamine at 950°C in an argon atmosphere with a cer-
tain amount of dry air [118]. The ESR spectrum con-
sists of a very broad line and indicates that the spin con-
centration amounts to 4.7 × 1023 spin/g. The intensity of
peaks decreases with temperature; however, the inte-
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grated intensity remains unchanged owing to an
increase in the line breadth ∆Hpp. Temperature depen-
dences of the g-factor and ∆Hpp are nontrivial. Both
parameters decrease with temperature, whereas ∆Hpp
increases with temperature and the g-factor is tempera-
ture-independent in conventional 3D ferromagnets. The
temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility
determined from the ESR data is also unconventional.

The temperature dependences of saturation magne-
tization in magnetic carbon deserve attention: the mag-
netic properties are temperature-independent up to tem-
peratures that are much higher than 295 K (Fig. 10).
Similar dependences were later obtained for polymer-
ized fullerenes.

The technological conditions and starting organic
compounds are extremely important for preparation of
ferromagnetic carbon from nitrogen-containing organic
compounds. The ratio between the concentrations of
hydrogen and carbon [H] and [C] in the starting mate-
rial is particularly critical [119]. As soon as this ratio
exceeds 1.5, a sharp increase in the saturation magneti-
zation of the reaction product is observed. Several dozens
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of substances were studied [119]; it is believed that atomic
hydrogen generated during thermal decomposition is very
important from the structural standpoint, since this hydro-
gen prevents graphitization of the material.

Diaminopropane has the largest value [H]/[C] = 3.3
of all the starting materials studied; the product of
pyrolysis features a saturation magnetization of
10.5 emu/g or 0.022µB per carbon atom [11]. The tem-
perature dependence of magnetization does not obey
the Curie–Weiss law. The Curie point is at a tempera-
ture higher than 500 K; however, it is impossible to
determine this temperature owing to thermal decompo-
sition of the material (Fig. 10a). Some structure-related
information can be gained from Fourier IR spectros-
copy of frustrated total internal reflection: absorption in
the region 2850–3000 cm–1 and the large number of
lines in the range of 850–1750 cm–1 are related to vari-
ous degrees of freedom of carbon bonds in the sp3 and
sp2 hybridizations and also to aromatic and heterocyclic
links. Rings that resemble those of benzene are
observed using tunneling and atomic-force micro-
scopes. The electrical conductivity of the material is
much lower than that of graphite. It is assumed that the
material has a 3D sp2/sp3 structure.

Studies of a large number of ferromagnetic materi-
als obtained from various nitrogen-containing sub-
stances showed that the structure of these materials is
most often amorphous and disordered. In order to
reveal the structural–magnetic correlations, samples of
ferromagnetic carbon were subjected to various doses
of plasma treatment, after which the percentage of
amorphous carbon and the value of magnetization were
measured. A one-to-one correspondence between the
above two parameters was observed: the higher the
content of amorphous carbon, the higher the spontane-
ous magnetization [120]. A second tendency was
observed in studying ferromagnetic carbon obtained by
pyrolysis of plyacrylonitrile: the magnetic properties
are closely related to the presence of various radicals,
which are mainly nitroxides that exist at the edges of
graphite-like structures [121]. Apparently, a ferromag-
netic carbon substance has been never separated, but a
ferromagnetic phase is typically present in the form of
inclusions in the nonmagnetic matrix (Fig. 11).

There is a general difficulty in producing organic
magnetic materials: complex chemical processes
involve a large number of reactions, and the results are
hard to reproduce. Despite the fact that the mechanism
of origination of ferromagnetism in carbon structures
that do not contain metal atoms remains unclear, sev-
eral dozens of patents for methods of producing these
structures have been granted [11]. The common feature
of these patents is the recommendation to heat organic
substances in a complex (steplike) way, sometimes in
the presence of a magnetic field, and to stop the pro-
cesses halfway to graphitization. Another group of pat-
ents describes the carbon structures that contain nitro-
gen, boron, or phosphorus and feature values of magne-
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tization as large as 60 emu/g. Figure 12 illustrates
hypothetical processes that occur in the production of
magnetic carbon [100].

Thus, there are publications that describe technolog-
ical processes that make it possible to obtain magnetic
carbon structures where the ferromagnetic ordering is
attained at the π-delocalized spins caused by the pres-
ence of a trivalent element in the carbon skeleton. In
addition, structures in which alternating sp2- and
sp3-hybridized carbon atoms that act as elements of dif-
ferent valence can be obtained.

4.2. Ferromagnetic Graphite

There are both theoretical estimates and experimen-
tal proofs of the fact that electronic instabilities in
graphite can give rise to superconducting and ferro-
magnetic correlations at high temperatures. The mag-
netic ordering can be caused by the appearance of cur-
vature in the surface, structural disorder, and grain
boundaries in graphene planes. It is predicted that, in
the case of a highly developed topological disorder, fer-
romagnetism is preferable to antiferromagnetism since
the presence of pentagons and hexagons destroys the
antiferromagnetic ordering. However, it may happen
that ferromagnetism would be suppressed by other
instabilities of a different kind (superconducting),
which would be governed by the relation between
short-range spin-dependent interactions and long-range
spin-independent links [8].

Experimentally, a hysteresis curve of superconduc-
tivity type against the background of a strong diamag-
netic signal is observed in a field applied along the
c axis (H || c). If the field is applied parallel to the basal
plane of graphite (H ⊥  c), the dependences M(H) of fer-
romagnetic type are observed; in this case, magnetiza-
tion is proportional to the sample volume [9]. Anneal-
ing in a helium atmosphere increases the magnetization
severalfold. Measurements of ferromagnetic character-
istics in various well-characterized graphite samples
have verified the carbon origin of the signal. The mech-
anism of the phenomenon is related either to topologi-
cal defects, such as grain boundaries and edge states, or
to the energy-band magnetism of an electron gas that
features a strong electron–electron interaction [20].

Studies of meteorite graphite [122] that contained
iron-containing minerals showed that the total experi-
mental magnetization exceeded the calculated magneti-
zation by a factor of 1.5 even if overestimated values of
the iron contribution were used. It is believed [122] that
the above effect can be attributed only to ferromagnetic
graphite, which constitutes more than half the material
of the meteorite and has an average magnetic moment
equal to 0.05µB per carbon atom. The temperature
dependence of saturation magnetization indicates that
there are several phase transitions related to iron and
iron oxides; however, the phase transition at 570 K is
interpreted as corresponding to the Curie temperature
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of extraterrestrial graphite. This effect can have its ori-
gin in special features of formation, chemical doping,
and impact effects that give rise to a large number of
interacting defects in carbon. It is believed [122] that
the most plausible version of magnetic ordering is the
inducement of a magnetic moment by ferromagnetic
inclusions.

Irradiation with protons can be used to produce fer-
romagnetic spots on samples of highly oriented pyro-
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Fig. 11. Assumed structure of pyrolytic carbon prepared
from trialkylboranes. Structure I is an sp2-hybridized car-
bon plane; structure II includes both a mixture of sp2- and
sp3-hybridized carbon atoms and boron atoms [100].
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lytic graphite [123]. Atomic-force microscope studies
showed that a magnetic signal appeared in an irradiated
region; this signal varied in an applied external field.
The extremely high reproducibility of the results
obtained for special impurity-free samples indicate that
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Fig. 13. Magnetic properties of phototransformed
fullerenes. Upper panel: magnetic susceptibility of (a) the
starting C60 powder and the C60 powder exposed to light
(b) in the absence of oxygen and (c, d) in the presence of
oxygen for (c) 48 and (d) 720 h. Magnetization loops for
samples (c) and (d) are shown in the lower panel [6].
the origin of the above signal is related to carbon. Pre-
sumably [123], this effect is caused by induced disorder
with a partial change of hybridization from the sp2 type
to the sp3 type. In addition, it suggested [123] that the
presence of hydrogen is important for the inducement
of ferromagnetism as similar experiments with irradia-
tion with helium ions do not yield a magnetic contrast.

4.3. Fullerenes Polymerized by Radiation

The ferromagnetism of polymerized fullerenes was
reported for the first time in 1996. The exposure of C60
crystals to high-intensity light from a xenon lamp in the
presence oxygen gives rise to a nonlinear field depen-
dence of magnetization with a pronounced hysteresis
[5]. A similar result was obtained in a repeat experi-
ment: the samples were exposed to radiation from a
xenon lamp with intensity I = 10 mW/cm2 for 30 days.
The control powder was irradiated in a sealed evacuated
cell; changes in the magnetic properties were not
detected to within the measurement accuracy [6].

A starting van der Waals fullerene crystal is diamag-
netic (Fig. 13, curve a). The susceptibility is almost
temperature-independent, except at low temperatures,
where the paramagnetic term χP ∝  1/T becomes impor-
tant. The exposure of fullerene to oxygen in the dark
increases the magnitude of the Curie paramagnetism,
which is most likely caused by intercalated oxygen; a
certain paramagnetic contribution can be made by
defects in fullerene (Fig. 13, curve b).

The temperature dependence of magnetic suscepti-
bility is changed radically if the crystals under investi-
gation are exposed to visible light in the presence of
oxygen. In this case, magnetic susceptibility changes
its sign and becomes positive in the entire temperature
range (Fig. 13, curve c). The susceptibility increases
with the exposure time (Fig. 13, curve d).

Fullerenes irradiated in the presence of oxygen fea-
ture a nonlinear magnetization curve. The saturation
magnetization increases with the irradiation time (see
Fig. 13, the lower panel).

A C60 crystal containing oxygen in interfullerene
voids can be returned to the initial state: intercalated
oxygen is removed by heating to 450 K in a dynamic
vacuum. Polymerized C60 that does not contain oxygen
can also be returned to the initial state by heating to
480–560 K for various types of polymerization. How-
ever, the crystal is not brought back to the initial state if
oxygen diffusion is accompanied by exposure to visible
or ultraviolet light (or, which amounts to the same, if
polymerization is performed in the presence of oxy-
gen). Only intercalated oxygen can be removed by
annealing phototransformed fullerene in vacuum;
chemically bonded oxygen remains intact. It was
shown [5] that the sample prepared in an oxygen atmo-
sphere and then heated retained the nonlinear magneti-
zation curve, although the paramagnetic background
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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was replaced by a diamagnetic background as a result
of heating.

Plots of magnetization as a function of magnetic
field are almost identical at 5 K and at room tempera-
ture. At still higher temperatures, magnetization begins
to decrease but remains finite at temperatures as high as
800 K.

The amount of polymerized material that can be
obtained by photopolymerization is inevitably small.
Photons with energies in the range of band-to-band
transitions are required for polymerization. A strong
absorption corresponds to band-to-band transitions; as
a result, the penetration depth of radiation is very small
and amounts to 100–500 fullerene layers for different
wavelengths. If C60 powder with a grain size of ~10 µm
is irradiated, phototransformation affects only 1% of
the fullerene volume. The values of the magnetic
moment reported previously [5, 6] are very small and
are no larger than 0.001µB per fullerene. One can
enhance the magnetization by dissolving the crystal in
toluene [5]. As a result, an unreacted part of the
fullerenes is removed and the value of magnetization is
increased by two orders of magnitude (to 0.1µB per
fullerene molecule). X-ray and Raman studies show
that the concentrated ferromagnetic phase is the orthor-
hombic phase of polymerized C60.

4.4. Fullerene Films

Studies aimed at visualizing the magnetic response
have been carried out. C60 films were subjected to radi-
ation from an argon laser with photon energy hω =
2.4 eV and a power density of I = 1 W/cm2; the radia-
tion dose amounted to 105 photons per C60 molecule.
There were no magnetic domains in the starting C60
films. Several topographic inhomogeneities were
detected within the unirradiated area. However, these
inhomogeneities did not produce any signal in the mag-
netic microscopy. In contrast, a weak (but nontrivial)
magnetic signal from the laser-irradiated area was
detected; the amplitude of this signal was larger at the
grain boundaries (Fig. 14).

Photochemical reactions proceed in the surface lay-
ers of films and crystals. The combined effect of laser
radiation and oxygen on the surface of fullerene films
initiates the following processes: (i) fullerenes are com-
bined into one-dimensional polymerized structures;
(ii) partial oxidation of fullerenes occurs; (iii) the film
that consists of covalent-bonded fullerenes and is
formed at the surface becomes cracked so that the pre-
viously formed interfullerene bonds are split; and (iv) a
small amount of disordered sp2-hybridized carbon can
be formed as a result of the destruction of the mole-
cules’ skeleton.

The largest magnetic-field gradient is attained at the
grain center and at the grain boundary; evidently, mag-
netism of the layers is caused by some of the structural
changes described above. The grain boundaries are
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imperfect regions that contain dangling interfullerene
bonds. It cannot be excluded that imperfect molecules
or even fragments of a destroyed fullerene cage are
present at the grain boundaries; however, the number of
the above fragments is evidently small since they are
not detected by spectroscopic methods.

4.5. Fullerenes Polymerized Under Pressure

A magnetically ordered phase is also formed in the
case of polymers obtained under pressure. This phase
was observed for the first time in rhombohedral C60
(Rh-C60) prepared under a pressure of 6 GPa in a very
narrow temperature range (slightly higher than 1000 K).
The highest magnetization was obtained for the sample
prepared at 1075 K [1]. The magnetization curves mea-
sured in the magnetic-field range –2 kOe < H < 2 kOe
were practically identical at temperatures of 10 and
300 K. The remanent magnetization in both cases was
equal to Mr = 0.015 emu/g, and the coercivity was Hc =
300 Oe. Saturation of magnetization is observed in the
fields with a strength of ~2 × 104 Oe. If the experimen-
tal value of the spin concentration n = 5 × 1018 cm–3 is
used, the magnetic moment can be estimated as 0.4µB
per electron. The temperature dependence of magneti-
zation at a fixed value of magnetic-field strength of
2 kOe and the temperature dependence of remanent
magnetization at H = 0 after a field of 2 kOe was

Fig. 14. Topographic (above) and magnetic (below) images
of C60 films. On the left: the starting film; the surface
defects that do not contribute to the magnetic signal can be
recognized. On the right: the film exposed to laser radiation;
the magnetic image reproduces the topographic image. The
area of the images is 5 × 5 µm2 and the depth of scanning is
50 nm [6].
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applied yield the same estimate of the Curie tempera-
ture: approximately 500 K.

The results of this study were verified and confirmed
by Wood et al. [2]. A series of samples were produced
under a pressure of 6 GPa and at temperatures of 925–
1125 K. Nonlinear magnetization was observed only in
five out of eight samples that were prepared in the very
narrow temperature range 1000 K < T < 1065 K. One of
the samples prepared at 1055 K featured magnetization
that exceeded the value given above by a factor of 4; the
Curie temperature was TC = 820 K.

Experiments on the polymerization of fullerenes
were also carried out at other pressures. A paramagnetic
polymerized fullerene phase is formed at a pressure of
2.5 GPa, which is favorable for the origination of the
tetragonal phase (often not alone but mixed with the
rhombohedral phase). Evidence of magnetic ordering
was observed in the sample prepared in the temperature
range 1000 K < T < 1075 K [124]. The largest magnetic
signal was obtained in the sample polymerized at
1025 K. The samples prepared at temperatures higher
than 1100 K were diamagnetic, much like graphite or
nonpolymerized fullerene. It was found that the dura-
tion of polymerization considerably affects the possi-
bility of obtaining samples with evidence of ferromag-
netism. The number of unpaired spins increases in the
course of the first several minutes of treatment under
pressure, then attains a maximum, and finally starts to
decrease. Consequently, the magnetic properties are very
sensitive to the duration of preparing the samples, so that
optimal conditions for obtaining the ferromagnetic phase
should be sought in the 3D p–T–t space [125].
An increase in the pressure to 9 GPa leads to similar
results. The samples are diamagnetic if the polymeriza-
tion temperature is below 800 K; however, if the tem-
perature exceeds 800 K, a pronounced magnetic hyster-
esis is superimposed on the paramagnetic signal
(Fig. 15). If the polymerization temperature is too high,
a sharp transition to diamagnetism is observed; a poorly
pronounced hysteresis loop can be recognized against
the background of this transition [2]. A sharp decrease
in the ferromagnetic contribution to the magnetic
response and the transition to diamagnetic behavior are
observed when studies of the structure indicate the
onset of destruction of fullerene cages [2].

4.6. Magnetic Domains in Polymerized Fullerenes

Polymerized fullerenes were scanned using proton-
induced X-ray emission (PIXE); maps of distribution of
the elements in the surface regions to a depth of 30 µm
were obtained. The main impurities were two elements:
calcium that was transferred from the hands of the
experimentalist and iron that was introduced from the
forceps and tools used in splitting the samples. Never-
theless, there were impurity-free regions with linear
dimensions of about 250 µm and with an iron, cobalt,
and nickel content that could not be detected by the
method used (i.e., the content was less than 1 µg/g).
Magnetic-force microscopy (MFM) was used to iden-
tify three types of regions in the impurity-free zones;
these regions differ in magnetic properties [4].

In region A (Fig. 16a), the amplitude of surface
roughness does not exceed 60 nm and the presence of
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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(‡) (b) (c)

Fig. 16. Images of the magnetic-field gradient in an impurity-free polymerized fullerene. Region A (10 × 10 µm2) includes parallel
magnetic domains on the smooth crystallite surface. Region B (2.5 × 2.5 µm2) includes the domains at the boundaries of crystallites.
In region C (10 × 10 µm2), there is no magnetic structure.
domains does not correlate with the topography in any
respect. The direction of magnetization is inclined to
the surface. The domain walls are almost parallel to
each other. There are two types of domains: wide
(~2 µm) and narrow (~0.6 µm); however, the length of
domains is always ~20 µm. Region B in the impurity-
free zone (Fig. 16b) contains undulatory domains.
Here, one can detect a certain correlation between the
topology and the magnetism: the main peaks in the
topographic and magnetic images coincide with each
other. A comparison of the AFM and MFM results
shows that the largest gradient of magnetic forces is
observed at the crystallite boundaries, where the mag-
netization direction is nearly perpendicular to the sur-
face. Region C occupies 70% of the area of the impu-
rity-free zone; none of the magnetic domains are
observed in this region.

If an external magnetic field B is applied parallel to
the surface in a situation where the direction of domains
is inclined or perpendicular to the sample surface, the
magnetization direction will change. This behavior is
further proof that the origin of the signal is intrinsic.
Indeed, an application of a field of 0.01 T radically
affects the image in regions A and B; however, the
image contrast is not affected by the field in any way.
The images in the regions A and B are also affected if
the magnetic-field direction is changed to the opposite
direction.

The area occupied by domains of types A and B
amounts to 30% of the total area of the impurity-free
zone studied. Thus, polymerized C60 constitutes a mix-
ture of magnetic and nonmagnetic portions, so only a
part of the sample makes a contribution to the total
magnetization.

4.7. Ferromagnetism in Other Fullerene Structures

The characteristic features of ferromagnetic behav-
ior at room temperature have been observed not only in
polymerized fullerenes but also in other fullerene-
based structures. The report on a solution of organic
polymers into which fullerene was introduced by ultra-
sonic dispersion was one of the first [126]. After con-
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densation of the solution, there remained a film of a
fullerene-containing polymer with ferromagnetic prop-
erties that were attributed to the adduct radicals C60Rn
(R = H, F, CF3) [126].

The hybrid fullerenes C60H36 obtained by transfer
hydrogenation had saturation magnetization Ms =
0.04 emu/g at room temperature; it is noteworthy
that all the other compositions were found to be dia-
magnetic [127]. Ferromagnetism was also observed
in the C60H24 structure [7]. Twelve samples of C60Hx
(24 ≤ x ≤ 32) were prepared under pressure with an
excess of hydrogen; each sample exhibited a nonlinear
magnetization curve and a coercivity of about 100 Oe.
The saturation magnetization was typically very small;
however, three samples exhibited saturation magnetiza-
tion that was much higher than that in the remaining
samples of the batch: 0.046, 0.054, and 0.16 µB/C60.
These samples were synthesized under identical condi-
tions and had the same composition C60H24 and an fcc
crystal structure. The ferromagnetic properties of
hydrogenated fullerenes become less pronounced with
time. The samples are found to be diamagnetic over a
period of a year, and analysis of the samples detects no
changes either in the composition or in the crystal struc-
ture. The curves σ(H) are identical in the range 80–300 K,
and the Curie point is much higher than room tempera-
ture; this behavior (as in the case of polymerized
fullerenes) is inconsistent with small values of magne-
tization. One may consider various models based on
ferrimagnetism, the slanting of magnetic moments, or
weak ferromagnetism. However, the evolution to the
diamagnetic (rather than the antiferromagnetic) state
and the appreciable spread in the values of magnetiza-
tion from sample to sample count in favor of magnetic
islands in a nonmagnetic matrix.

5. THE ROLE OF IMPURITIES 
IN THE MAGNETISM OF CARBON STRUCTURES

The main question arising in studies of magnetism
in carbon structures is related to the role of metallic
impurities. Caveat emptor [128] (caution against error)
was first expressed at the early stages of research on
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organic magnetic materials and retains its validity to the
present day. Iron makes up 5% of the earth’s crust and
carbon, less than 0.01%. Any household organic mate-
rial contains several tenths of one percent of iron,
although this circumstance does not transform the
organic substance into a ferromagnetic material. All the
publications cited here include an analysis of impurities
and the following basic arguments. If the iron impurity
atoms, whose content typically amounts to 20–100 ppm,
are distributed uniformly in the material, they cannot
make a contribution to the magnetization owing to the
large interatomic distances and the resulting impossi-
bility of exchange interactions. If it is assumed that fer-
romagnetic properties are caused by the clusterization
of iron atoms under specific experimental conditions,
the calculated resulting magnetic moment (taking into
account all metal atoms) is always found to be smaller
than the experimental value by one to three orders of
magnitude. An impurity-based model cannot explain
the dependences of magnetic properties on technology,
the concentrations of hydrogen or oxygen, the isomeric
composition, crystallinity, and the hybridization of car-
bon atoms.

In order to maintain objectivity, we note immedi-
ately that magnetic properties can be greatly affected
by a mechanical effect without any changes in the ele-
mental composition. Effects such as pressure, grinding,
and pulverization generate radicals and are conducive
to a more uniform distribution of impurity iron clusters.
A specially prepared ultradisperse powder will be
attracted to a magnet; we verified this effect in coal,
glass, aluminum, grass, and peat.

Special additives of iron to activated carbon showed
that the effect of iron did not manifest itself if the iron
content is lower than 6–8% [129]. Decomposition of a
PDA organic substance with various values of iron con-
tent (from 3.5 to 2200 ppm) was also studied [130];
magnetic properties of the reaction products were ana-
lyzed. A sharp transition from the diamagnetic to para-
magnetic states and a nonlinear magnetization curve
were observed when the content of iron in the starting
material was changed from 2000 to 2100 ppm [130].

The report on ferromagnetism in fragments of the
Canyon Diablo giant meteorite [122] makes one recon-
sider the problem of carbon magnetism. In that study,
magnetic properties of graphite with inclusions of mag-
netite were considered. Graphite is a semimetal,
whereas magnetite is a half-metal; equalization of the
chemical potential for electrons with differing spin ori-
entations at the interface leads to the complete spin
polarization of neighboring carbon atoms. If the spin-
related splitting of graphite energy bands amounts to
several electronvolts, the Fermi level shifts to the region
with a higher density of states and sustains the spin
polarization. Thus, the magnetite inclusions are found
to be surrounded by a region of spin polarization that is
attenuated according to the law exp[–(r – r0)/λs]. Mea-
surements of magnetization yield the attenuation con-
stant λs = 5 nm. This value is reasonable taking into
account that the Fermi wavelength in graphite is equal
to 10.6 nm. The idea of induced magnetism in graphite
is very attractive from both the theoretical and the prac-
tical standpoints. If the model is correct, one can obtain
lightweight, inexpensive, and biocompatible magnetic
materials by introducing a small amount of iron into
carbon structures.

It is difficult to apply the model under consideration
to polymerized fullerenes. Ferromagnetic domains
were observed in regions with linear dimensions of
about 250 µm, where only carbon atoms were detected
to within the measurement accuracy of 1 ppm. The
question arises as to whether the source of magnetic
contrast in “impurity-free” regions can still be related
to impurities. One cannot expect the fields to extend for
hundreds of micrometers from iron grains if there are
no external fields (the above grains are no more than a
micrometer in size). Let us still assume that the distant
iron-impurity atoms can give rise to an external field
(hypothesis 1). It is noteworthy that magnetic domains
can appear only in a magnetic material; however, ele-
mental analysis shows that the material consists only of
carbon to within an accuracy of 1 µg/g. Let us then
accept another hypothesis: iron acts as a trigger that trans-
forms carbon into a magnetic material (hypothesis 2). The
effect of magnetic proximity can be observed at dis-
tances as large as 100 nm from inclusions of magnetic
material. The distance to the nearest impurity cluster
exceeds 0.1 mm in the regions occupied by magnetic
domains. In the direction perpendicular to the plane,
impurities were not detected within the characteristic
depth available for analysis by particle-induced X-ray
emission (PIXE); this depth is approximately equal to
36 µm. Another hypothesis is based on the assumption
that macroscopic magnetism in polymerized C60 is
ensured by impurities whose amount is smaller than
1 µg/g; if this hypothesis (hypothesis 3) is not accepted,
one then has to state that pure carbon is a magnetic
material [4].

6. MODELS OF MAGNETISM IN FULLERENES

As shown above, the models of magnetism in car-
bon structures are diverse. These models range from
those based on calculations of an ideal graphite–dia-
mond structure with ferromagnetic interaction or on
ferromagnetism due to topological defects in the graph-
ite structure to those based on the magnetic-proximity
effects induced by metallic impurities. Nevertheless, it
cannot be stated with confidence which of the models
can be applied to the experimental facts described
above. Polymerized C60 is a comparatively simple
structure; it is conceivable that investigation of this
structure can furnish insight into the mechanisms of
origination of magnetic ordering in carbon.

The first attribute of fullerene polymerization con-
sists in the transformation of sp2.2-hybridized fullerenes
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into a structure that contains alternating sp2- and
sp3-hybridized atoms.

The second special feature of polymerization con-
sists in the specific orientation of molecules. It has been
shown repeatedly that it is the orientation of C60 that
plays the most important role in the origination of
exchange interaction.

The third special feature is not a characteristic of
polymerization but rather is typical of specific pro-
cesses that occur during experiments. These processes
include the formation of a ferromagnetic phase under
conditions that are very close to those of the destruction
of fullerenes. Two types of defects may be considered:
defects of the molecule itself and defects formed as a
result of the disruption of interfullerene bonds. Both
types of defects are characteristic of both fullerenes
polymerized under pressure and the phototransformed
phase; therefore, one should not disregard either of
these possibilities.

The hypothesis about undamaged fullerenes is sup-
ported by the following facts. In the case of fullerenes
polymerized under a high pressure, the temperature of
formation of the ferromagnetic phase is approximately
100 K lower than that of the collapse of the fullerene
cage. Bonds connecting molecules in the polymer
phase are much weaker than those of the cage itself.
These bonds are considered diamond-like, although
they are much weaker than those in diamond, are
directed at right angles to each other rather than at
109.45° (as in diamond), and are destroyed as a result
of heating to 560 K. It is quite possible that it is these
bonds that constitute the weak point in the polymerized
structure and can be a source of unpaired spins. Ferro-
magnetism was observed not only in fullerenes on the
verge of collapse but also in structures where the integ-
rity of the cage was unquestionable: in hydrated
fullerenes, compounds containing palladium, and dis-
perse C60 in the polymer matrix.

The situation where some of the molecules are
destroyed or damaged should be also considered. It was
initially stated [1] that magnetism ceases to exist com-
pletely as a result of depolarization; however, this state-
ment was later corrected [131]. Magnetization
decreases irreversibly after annealing; however, this
decrease is specific for each sample. One of the samples
lost only 2% of magnetization, and the X-ray diffrac-
tion patterns remained unchanged after annealing and
corresponded as before to the rhombohedral phase of
polymerized C60. This result is nontrivial since the
rhombohedral phase is typically depolymerized at 560 K.
Figure 17 illustrates the results of the relevant studies.
Although a sample of polymerized C60 annealed for 3 h
at a temperature of 800 K lost 20% of magnetization,
this sample did not decompose into starting fullerenes.
It is likely that the phase formed under critical condi-
tions features enhanced structural stability accompa-
nied by magnetic stability.
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It seems that the irradiation of fullerenes with visi-
ble and ultraviolet light should not affect the integrity of
the molecules themselves. However, it has been repeat-
edly reported that photoexcitation of a C60–O2 system
leads to the formation of carbonyl structures and, if the
light intensity is high, to the dissociation of carbon mol-
ecules and formation of amorphous carbon.

If it is assumed that the change in magnetic proper-
ties of fullerene films is caused by defects, the parallel
between the magnetism of fullerenes polymerized by
exposure to light and pressure then becomes clear. Let
us consider a diagram of the pressures and temperatures
required to produce polymerized fullerenes [132]. In
this diagram, one can find regions that correspond to
the formation of orthorhombic, tetragonal, and hexago-
nal polymerized phases. It is also possible to determine
the conditions under which the fullerene cage is broken
with the formation of several postfullerene phases. The
closed circles indicating the conditions for observing
the ferromagnetic behavior of fullerene materials
(2.5 GPa, 1025 K; 6 GPa, 1075 K; 6 GPa, 1045 K; and
9 GPa, 900 K) are located in the critical region. The
arrangement of these circles follows the run of the line
that separates polymerized fullerenes from destroyed
fullerenes [1–3, 124] (Fig. 18).

The observation of poorly pronounced ferromag-
netic properties in fullerenes that are photopolymerized
in the presence of oxygen suggests that the magnetic
properties of fullerenes polymerized under pressure
could be improved by intercalating gases into the start-
ing material. We tested the validity of this assumption
and obtained the opposite result. The samples were pre-
pared under a pressure of 2.5 GPa and a temperature of
1025 K; the cells were divided into two sections by a
vertical partition. A half of the cell was filled with C60
powder, while the second half was filled with the same
powder but exposed to air for 24 h. The results of mag-
netic studies showed that the presence of oxygen had a
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1

Fig. 17. X-ray diffraction patterns of (1) C60 polymerized at
a temperature close to the limit of thermal stability of the
molecule and (2) the same sample after annealing for 3 h at
a temperature of 800 K.
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detrimental effect on the magnetic properties: magneti-
zation in the material saturated with oxygen was found
to be equal to a third of that in the material that was not
exposed to air.

The apparent contradiction is easily attributed to the
fact that oxygen plays opposite roles in the two cases

Fig. 19. Model of interaction between defects in rhombohe-
dral C60. The atoms surrounding the defect (a carbon
vacancy) are shown as large gray circles. The bonds
between the sp3-coordinated atoms are represented by thick
solid lines [134].
under consideration. Molecular oxygen dissociates in
the fullerene lattice exposed to light, interacts with the
fullerene, and produces charged radicals. If fullerene is
subjected to pressure, oxygen no longer acts as a source
of generated spins, because the spins are now generated
by the fullerene itself. In contrast, oxygen reacts easily
with dangling carbon bonds and cancels out the spins
that form.

In the models of ferromagnetic fullerenes, the fol-
lowing three possibilities are considered: (i) a fraction
of the fullerene cages are broken, and, thus, unpaired
electrons appear at the dangling bonds; (ii) the shape of
the fullerene cage changes as a result of Stone–Wales
transformations; and (iii) fullerenes remain intact, but
unpaired electrons are formed at interfullerene links. In
an alternative approach, a high-spin ground state of
charged fullerene polymer is considered; this state
arises owing to the contribution of electron correlation
to the total energy [133].

In a theoretical paper [134], Andriotis et al. sug-
gested a scenario in which structural defects (vacan-
cies) and sp3-hybridized atoms interact. A correlation
should exist between spin moments for magnetic order-
ing to appear. Since the defects are widely spaced,
interaction between them is indirect and needs a medi-
ator. The dipole moment induced by a vacancy can play
the role of such a mediator. The Coulomb interaction
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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Fig. 20. Models of intermediate metastable structures formed as a result of the transformation of C60 into a segment of an open (5, 5) nan-
otube according to the Stone–Wales reactions. The atoms involved in the reactions are depicted by closed circles. The initial fullerene and
the final SW-III structure are nonmagnetic; the structure SW-I is antiferromagnetic and the structure SW-II is ferromagnetic [98].
between localized excess charges and electric dipoles
ensures a means for the exchange interaction between
magnetic moments (Fig. 19).

The cage of a C60 fullerene can be made open by a
sequence of Stones–Wales transformations that require
lower energies than the breakage of the bonds. As illus-
trated in Fig. 20, a sequence of five transformations
converts fullerene to a fragment of a nanotube. Of the
first three intermediate states, referred to as SW-I,
SW-II, and SW-III, the first is antiferromagnetic and the
second is ferromagnetic. In order to verify this identifi-
cation, the distribution of spins was considered for var-
ious configurations [98]. The spin density is highest at
the sites where a zigzag-type edge with dangling bonds
is formed. The degree of overlap of electron clouds in
the SW-II structure is lower than in the SW-I structure,
so the ferromagnetic ordering in SW-II is stabilized.
The result of calculations is consistent with previous
concepts about the formation of a partially filled flat band
that gives rise to magnetic instability. The difference
between this and graphite ribbons consists in the fact that
the total moment does not attenuate in this structure. It is
predicted that, in the case of open nanotubes with a spe-
cific configuration, the effect should be much more pro-
nounced than in the case of fullerenes [98].

7. CONCLUSION

The reasons why one cannot expect high-tempera-
ture ferromagnetism in carbon are well known [10]:
(i) the singlet state leading to antiferromagnetism is
energetically more favorable for organic pairs of radi-
cals; (ii) unpaired spins in organic substances practi-
cally do not interact with each other, since these spins
are separated by large spin-free fragments; and (iii) an
attempt to bring together the spins of radicals ulti-
mately results in a chemical reaction.

Nevertheless, about 100 papers and 30 patents have
been published in which methods for obtaining struc-
tures that either consisted only of carbon or included
elements of the first row of the periodic table and had
nonlinear magnetization at room temperature are
described; these were ferromagnetic in sensu maiore.
Reproducible results obtained recently for polymerized
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fullerenes and proton-irradiated graphite suggest that a
specific ordering of carbon atoms, which is favorable
for spontaneous magnetization, arises under various
critical conditions, such as high temperatures and pres-
sures or irradiation. Both small values of total magneti-
zation of the sample and microscopy studies indicate
that the ferromagnetic phase originates in the form of
magnetic islands in a nonmagnetic matrix.

Several scenarios that account for (or predict) the
magnetism of carbon have been suggested: volume
magnetism of an ideal structure that contains alternat-
ing sp2- and sp3-hybridized atoms, induced magnetism,
and atomic-scale magnetism caused by structural
imperfection.

If it is technologically feasible to produce a bulk car-
bon magnetic material in a macroscopic amount, one
can then expect applications of this material in engi-
neering, as well as in medicine and biology as a unique
biocompatible magnetic material.

If the hypothesis about induced magnetism is con-
firmed, there may be a quicker way to produce bulk car-
bon magnetic materials: controlled doping.

If the phenomenon of carbon magnetism is basically
related to the boundary states, then further development
of this effect can be expected in the field of nanotech-
nology; specifically, it was suggested that open nano-
tubes be used as nanodimensional magnets. The exper-
imentally observed possibility of changing the mag-
netic properties of fullerenes and graphite by
irradiating these materials can be used to produce mag-
netic patterns by nanolithography.

New materials have always been a decisive factor in
the development of new technologies. The publications
cited in this review show that the properties of carbon,
which is the main element in all creatures, are far from
fully understood.
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Abstract—p-Si samples irradiated with 8-Mev electrons are studied. It is suggested that the multicomponent
V3 + O or V2 + O2 complexes are not recombination centers on the basis of an analysis of the dependences of
the minority-carrier lifetime τ, the resistivity ρ, the concentration p, and the Hall mobility µH on the temperature
of isochronous annealing Tann. Deep donors with energy levels at ∆Ei = Ev + 0.40 eV and the V3 + O3 and the
V3 + O2 complexes affect the values of µH and τ. The curves of isochronous annealing are used to determine the
annealing-activation energies Eann for defects such as K centers, interstitial carbon atoms Ci, the V + B and
V2 + O2 complexes, divacancies V2, and defects with a level at ∆Ei = Ev + 0.20 eV. These energies were found
to be equal to Eann = 0.9, 0.25, 1.6, 2, 1.54, and 2.33 eV, respectively. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Previous publications [1, 2] indicate that the lifetime
of minority charge carriers τ in Si crystals is affected
appreciably by irradiation. Bolotov et al. [3] attributed
the observed increase and subsequent decrease in τ in
n-Si with an increase in the radiation dose (Φ) to a
decrease in the number of recombination centers of
chemical origin (Au, Cu, and such) due to the radiation-
induced transfer of these centers to interstices, an
increase in the number of radiation-induced recombina-
tion centers, and retrograde dissolution of an active
impurity in nonequilibrium vacancies at large values
of Φ. The observed increase in τ from 20 to 70 µs in
floating-zone p-Si crystals as Φ increases from 2 × 1014

to 8 × 1015 cm–2 was previously attributed to a decrease
in the concentration of free charge carriers p. A recov-
ery of τ was not observed in p-Si crystals grown by the
Czochralski method even after irradiation with doses
that resulted in a decrease in the charge-carrier concen-
tration to 1011 cm–3. It is believed [5] that, in floating-
zone p-Si crystals, defects with deep levels are formed,
whereas in crystals grown by the Czochralski method,
recombination centers with shallow levels that lead to a
degradation of τ are formed in addition to the deep-
level recombination centers. It was shown [6] that τ
decreased even at doses as low as Φ ≈ 1010–1013 cm–2,
in which case ρ remained virtually unchanged. A
decrease in τ from 90 to ~20 µs is attributed to a contin-
uous increase in the concentration of recombination-
active radiation defects.

In order to gain insight into which center is respon-
sible for the variation in τ, we studied the dependences
of τ, ρ, p, and the Hall mobility of holes µH on the tem-
perature of isochronous annealing Tann of irradiated
p-Si crystals.
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20639
2. EXPERIMENT, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION

Samples of single-crystal silicon that were grown by
the Czochralski method and had a hole concentration of
6 × 1013 cm–3, a density of grown-in dislocations of
103–104 cm–2, and starting lifetime τst ≈ 100 µs were
studied. The samples under investigation were irradi-
ated with 8-MeV electrons at room temperature. The
value of the dose (Φ ≈ 5 × 1015 cm–2) was chosen so that
the lifetime in irradiated samples was τirr ≈ τst; the flux
density of electrons was ϕ = 5 × 1012 cm–2 s–1. The irra-
diated samples were annealed isochronously in the
temperature range Tann ≈ 80–600°C with a step of 10°C;
the samples were kept for 10 min at each fixed temper-
ature. The quantities τ, ρ, p, and µH were measured after
each step of isochronous annealing; the lifetime τ was
determined from the decay of photoconductivity.

The excess concentration of charge carriers was
generated by exposing the sample under study to a
pulsed flux of white polychromatic light that was
passed through a polished plane-parallel silicon wafer
that acted as a filter. In order to eliminate the effects of
trapping centers generated in the samples as a result of
irradiation, the samples were exposed to a continuous
flux of white light in the course of measurements. Mea-
surements of the volume photovoltage in the plane of
irradiated samples did not reveal any inhomogeneity
that could affect the results of measuring the lifetime τ.
The excess-carrier concentrations (∆n and ∆p) deter-
mined from the variation in the voltage across the load
resistance connected in series with the sample did not
exceed a few percent of the equilibrium concentration
of holes in this sample (p0); i.e., the lifetime τ was mea-
sured under the condition of a low-injection level: ∆n =
∆p ! p0. The parameters τ, ρ, and µH were measured at
300 K. The concentration p was measured using the
Hall method in the temperature range 77–300 K.
Ohmic contacts for measurements were formed by rub-
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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bing aluminum into the surface of the sample under
investigation.

The variation in p as a result of isochronous anneal-
ing was determined from the curves p(103/T) at T =
260 K. The error in determining p was no larger than
10%. The energy levels of defects ∆Ei were determined
on the assumption that εF = ∆Ei, where εF is the Fermi
level, and the formula

where Nv is the effective density of states in the valence
band and F1/2 is the Fermi–Dirac integral. The relevant
portions in the plots p = f(103/T) were chosen taking
into account both the degree of exhaustion of a specific
level and the multiplicity of degeneracy of the valence
band (Fig. 1, curves 5, 6). In heavily compensated sam-
ples, the value of ∆Ei was determined from the slope of
dependences p = f(103/T) (Fig. 1, curves 1–4). Concen-
trations of various radiation defects after each stage of
isochronous annealing were calculated using the step-
like dependences p = f(103/T) and p = f(Tann) in the tem-
perature ranges 77–300 K and 20–600°C, respectively.

Figure 2 shows variations in τ (curve 1) and ρ (curve 2)
at 300 K in relation to the isochronous-annealing tem-
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of the hole concentration
p in a p-Si crystal irradiated with electrons. Curve 1 was
obtained before postirradiation annealing. The other curves
were obtained after annealing at Tann = (2) 100, (3) 170,
(4) 240, (5) 270, (6) 300, (7) 400, (8) 500, and (9) 600°C.
perature Tann; similar dependences for the concentration
p (curve 1) and mobility µH (curve 2) are shown in
Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the numbers 3–11 of the curves corre-
spond to various types of defects, as numbered in the
table. The parameters of the defects (the energy levels
∆Ei; the temperatures Tann corresponding to annealing
of particular defects; the defect-production rates η =
dNrd/dΦ, where Nrd is the concentration of radiation
defects; the annealing-activation energy Eann; and the
plausible identification of the defect types) are also
listed in the table.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the defects with the
energy level ∆E = Ev + 0.28 eV (curve 3) are annealed
out in the range Tann = 20–110°C. These defects have a
concentration of N3 = 3 × 1012 cm–3 before annealing
and are identified with interstitial carbon atoms Ci [7].
The variation in the hole concentration ∆p1 (curve 1) in
the above temperature range is higher than the concen-
tration of atoms Ci by a factor of 2 (∆p1 ≈ 6 × 1012 cm–3).
This circumstance indicates that other defects are also
annealed out in this temperature range. These defects
can include tetravacancies V4 [8]. Apparently, a sharp
increase in the mobility µH (Fig. 3, curve 2) in the
annealing-temperature range of 20–160°C is related to
the annealing of multivacancy centers V4. It is notewor-
thy that rearrangement and annealing of the defect–
impurity shell of disordered regions also occur in this
temperature range, whereas the value of τ remains vir-
tually unchanged (Fig. 2, curve 1).

A sharp increase in p in the range Tann ≈ 170–200°C
is related to the annealing of the defects with energy
level Ev + 0.45 eV and concentration Nrd ≈ 5 × 1012 cm–3

(Fig. 3, curves 1, 4). This level is attributed to the com-
plex V + B [9].
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Fig. 2. Dependences of (1) the lifetime of minority charge
carriers τ and (2) the resistivity ρ on the temperature of iso-
chronous annealing Tann for p-Si crystals irradiated with
electrons; T ≈ 300 K.
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According to our calculations, disordered regions
with an effective radius Reff ≈ 5 × 103 Å are formed in
p-Si crystals (p = 6 × 1013 cm–3) irradiated with 8-MeV
electrons. Vacancies (products of dissociation of com-
plexes V + B) are actively adsorbed by disordered
regions; as a result, the radius Reff increases. The
annealing of disordered regions sets in at Tann ≈ 220°C
[10] and is accompanied by a decrease in Reff. This
behavior may account for the presence of the minimum
at Tann ≈ 230°C in the dependence µH(Tann) (Fig. 3,
curve 2) and the maximum in the dependence ρ(Tann)
(Fig. 2, curve 2).

An increase in the concentration of centers with a
level at Ev + 0.18 eV is observed in the range Tann ≈
100–160°C (Fig. 3, curve 5). Apparently, this concen-
tration (we failed to observe variation in the concentra-
tion of this center in the range 170–260°C) passes
through a maximum at Tann = 220°C, whereas the cen-
ters under consideration are completely annealed out in
the region of Tann ≈ 270°C. The level Ev + 0.18 eV
belongs to interstitial boron atoms Bi that are formed in
the course of irradiation according to the Watkins reac-
tion: Bs + I  Bi [11, 12]. An increase in the concen-
tration of Bi is apparently related to annealing of com-
plexes V + B. The concentration of Bi increases until the
onset of annealing of complexes V + B; the highest con-
centration of Bi exceeds the concentration of V + B
complexes by a factor of 2. This circumstance indicates
that there are also other mechanisms of formation of Bi
interstitials. Apparently, the complex C + B is the
source for Bi prior to annealing of the complex V + B;
according to the authors of [7], the former complex is
annealed out in the region of 90°C. A variation in the
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
concentration of Bi does not affect the hole concentra-
tion p measured at 300 K but results in an appreciable
variation in τ (Fig. 2, curve 1). The invariability of p in
the course of annealing of the defects Bi indicates that
boron interstitials do not return to the lattice sites,
which would increase p; they apparently diffuse to
other sinks and form shallow-level donors, for example
V + O + Bi [13].

A center with the level ∆E6 = Ev + 0.28 eV and an
initial concentration of ~9 × 1012 cm–3 is annealed out
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Fig. 3. Variations in (1) hole concentration p, (2) Hall
mobility µH of majority charge carriers, and (3–11) concen-
trations of some radiation defects Nrd in the course of isoch-
ronous annealing of p-Si crystals irradiated with electrons.

¥

Table

Defect no. ∆Ei, eV Tann, °C η, cm–1 Eann, eV Plausible identification

3 Ev + 0.28 20–110 2.2 × 10–3 0.25 Ci

4 Ev + 0.45 170–200 3.3 × 10–3 1.6 V + B

5 Ev + 0.18 210–270 3.0 × 10–3 – Bi

6 Ev + 0.28 260–300 6.0 × 10–3 1.54 V2

300–330

7 Ev + 0.22 360–400 2.6 × 10–3 – V + ?

8 Ev + 0.20 340–470 4.4 × 10–3 2.33 V + ?

9 Ev + 0.40 360–400 9.0 × 10–3 2.0 V3 + O

V2 + O2

10 Ev + 0.35 330–430 18 × 10–3 0.9 K center

V2 + O + C

11 Ev + 0.36 400–450 11 × 10–3 – –

* Ev + 0.40 500–550 – – V3 + O3

Note: The asterisk indicates that this particular defect is formed in the course of isochronous annealing.
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in the temperature range Tann ≈ 200–300°C (Fig. 3,
curves 1, 6). Judging from the values of Tann and ∆Ei,
one can identify these centers with divacancies V2 [9].
The annealing of divacancies is accompanied by a sharp
increase in τ and a decrease in ρ (Fig. 2, curves 1, 2). The
concentration of annealed-out divacancies is equal to

 ≈ ∆p3 ≈ 9 × 1012 cm–3 (Fig. 3, curve 1). This obser-
vation indicates that other deep-level donors are not
formed as a result of the decomposition of divacancies.
The formation of these donors would reduce the value
of ∆p3 and disturb the equality between the values of

 and ∆p3. An increase in the concentration of
defects with a level at ∆Ei = Ev + 0.22 eV is observed in
the course of annealing of divacancies; the above
defects are annealed out in two stages: at Tann ≈ 300–
330°C and Tann ≈ 360–400°C. The first stage of anneal-
ing of the center under consideration is accompanied by
an increase in the concentration of a defect with the
energy level at Ev + 0.20 eV. This concentration passes
through a maximum at 340°C, and the corresponding
defects are completely annealed out in the region of
470°C. The origin of these defects is unknown. All that
can be said is that they contain vacancies, since their
concentration increases as divacancies are annealed
out. Taking into account that Eann ≈ 2.33 eV and Tann ≈
470°C for this defect, we may assume that the center
with a level at Ev + 0.20 eV is a multicomponent defect
[8] (Fig. 3, curves 7, 8). These defects do not affect τ,
p, ρ, and µH at T ≈ 300 K. The centers with a level at
∆Ei = 0.40 eV (Fig. 3, curve 9) are annealed out in the
same annealing-temperature range as defects with a level
at Ev + 0.20 eV. Taking into account the values of ∆Ei

and Tann, we may assume that these defects are multi-
component complexes of the V3 + O or V2 + O2 types
[8, 14]. The defects under consideration do not affect
µH and τ (see Figs. 2, 3). At Tann ≈ 340°C, the onset of
both the annealing of centers with ∆Ei = Ev + 0.35 eV
and an increase in the hole concentration p are observed
(Fig. 3, curves 1, 10). The aforementioned level
belongs to the K center, which is formed as a result of
the attachment of V2 to the CO center [15]. It is believed
that the structure of the K center is either C + O2 + V
[16] or O + C + V [17]. However, according to Londos
[18], a K center comprises only oxygen and carbon
(C + O). The concentration of the K centers before anneal-
ing is equal to NK ≈ 2.5 × 1013 cm–3 (Fig. 3, curve 10).

Defects with a level at Ev + 0.36 eV are annealed out
in the range of Tann ≈ 400–450°C. The initial concentra-
tion of these defects is equal to ∆p5 ≈ 1.5 × 1013 cm–3

(Fig. 3, curves 1, 11). It is impossible to differentiate
between the defect levels Ev + 0.35 eV and Ev + 0.36 eV
within the measurement error. However, the annealing
of defects with a level at Ev + 0.36 eV sets in at a higher
temperature; a sharp increase in the hole concentration
is observed in the same temperature range (400–440°C)

NV2

NV2
(Fig. 3, curve 1). The defects under consideration and
the K centers can efficiently scatter holes, which
accounts for the minimum in the dependence µH(Tann)
(Fig. 3, curve 2) and the corresponding maximum in the
dependence ρ(Tann) (Fig. 2, curve 2) at Tann ≈ 360°C.
The dependence τ(Tann) passes through a maximum at
the aforementioned temperature (Fig. 2, curve 1). The
sharp decrease in ρ in the range Tann ≈ 360–420°C is
caused by the increase in µH and p. The total concentra-
tion of defects that have levels at Ev + 0.40, 0.35, and
0.36 eV and are annealed out in the range 340–440°C
exceeds the variation in the hole concentration ∆p =
∆p4 + ∆p5 in this annealing-temperature range (Fig. 3).
This circumstance indicates that deep-level centers
with a high thermal stability are formed as a result of
the annealing of the above defects; the concentration of
these centers increases even after the defects are
annealed out. In this case, the equality ∆Nrd = ∆p +
∆  holds. Here, ∆Nrd is the concentration of
annealed-out radiation defects, ∆p is the increase in the
hole concentration, and ∆  is the concentration of
deep-level donors formed as a result of isochronous
annealing (taking into account that p * Nrd + ∆  at
any temperature of isochronous annealing). The forma-
tion and annealing of the complexes under consider-
ation give rise to a minimum in the dependence p(Tann)
at Tann = 500°C. The hole concentration decreases to
3.5 × 1013 cm–3 and at Tann = 600°C attains the initial
value observed at Tann ≈ 450°C. By comparing curves 8
and 9 in Fig. 1 at T = 200 K, we can determine the con-
centration of the defects under consideration. The latter
is found to be equal to 2.5 × 1013 cm–3. At Tann ≈ 500°C,
the curves p(Tann) and µH(Tann) feature minima (Fig. 3),
which gives rise to a maximum in the dependence
ρ(Tann) (Fig. 2, curve 2). As can be seen from Fig. 2
(curve 1), the dependence τ(Tann) passes through a min-
imum at Tann = 500°C and attains the initial value at
Tann = 600°C. Judging from the temperatures of forma-
tion and annealing of the defects discussed above, we
may assume that these defects are multicomponent
complexes of the V3 + O3 or V3 + O2 types with ∆Ei =
Ev + 0.40 eV [8, 19]. These complexes are formed after
decomposition of the V3 + O and V2 + O2 complexes,
the K centers, and defects with ∆Ei = Ev + 0.36 eV. The
effect of these complexes on the quantities p, µH, and τ
at 300 K suggests that they are recombination centers
with deep levels and can efficiently scatter holes.

It is noteworthy that the value of Tann for the com-
plexes observed in this study is shifted to lower temper-
atures; this circumstance is apparently related to the
presence of disordered regions in the crystal bulk after
irradiation with 8-MeV electrons. Disordered regions
are efficient sinks for vacancies (products of the decom-
position of secondary radiation defects) and reduce the
value of Tann for the aforementioned defects. As is well

N rd'

N rd'

N rd'
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known [10], isolated disordered regions in silicon crys-
tals are annealed out in the temperature range 200–
260°C, while amorphized clusters of disordered
regions are annealed out at 570°C. Therefore, disor-
dered regions can affect the value of Tann for all known
secondary radiation defects.

Radiation defects in irradiated p-Si crystals are
diverse. It is therefore difficult to ensure conditions in
which recombination process can be completely con-
trolled by the defects of a single type, which would
make it possible to determine the parameters of recom-
bination centers from temperature dependences of τ.
For the same reason, it is difficult to derive and solve
the kinetic equations and determine the quantities ∆Ei,
Nrd, and Tann for the radiation defects that are formed as
a result of irradiation and subsequent isochronous
annealing in p-Si crystals. Nevertheless, a comparison
of the isochronous-annealing curves for τ, ρ, p, and µH
suggests that the defects Bi and divacancies are respon-
sible the variation in τ at 300 K in the course of isochro-
nous annealing in the range Tann ≈ 200–300°C, while
multicomponent deep-level donors (∆Ei = Ev + 0.40 eV)
of the V3 + O3 or V3 + O2 types are responsible for vari-
ations in τ (measured at 300 K) in the region of 500°C;
the above donors are also scattering centers. The
defects Ci, V4, V3 + O, and V2 + O2 are not recombina-
tion centers. It was found out that the activation ener-
gies for annealing the K centers, defects Ci, complexes
V + B and V2 + O2, divacancies V2, and defects with
∆Ei = Ev + 0.20 eV (as determined from the isochro-
nous-annealing curves for these centers) [20] were
equal to Eann = 0.9, 0.25, 1.6, 2.0, 1.54, and 2.33 eV,
respectively (see table).

3. CONCLUSION

Thus, we studied variations in the lifetime of minor-
ity charge carriers τ, the resistivity ρ, the hole concen-
tration p, and the Hall mobility µH of majority charge
carriers in electron-irradiated p-Si crystals in the course
of postirradiation isochronous annealing in the range
Tann ≈ 80–600°C. An analysis of the dependences of τ,
ρ, p, and µH on the annealing temperature Tann suggests
that interstitial boron atoms Bi and divacancies V2 are
responsible for the variation in the lifetime τ (measured
at T ≈ 300 K) as a result of annealing in the range Tann ≈
200–300°C, while multicomponent deep-level donors
with ionization energy ∆Ei = Ev + 0.40 eV of the V3 + O3
or V3 + O2 types are responsible for variations in τ at
Tann ≈ 500°C; these donors are also efficient scattering
centers. The defects Ci, V3 + O, and V2 + O2 are not
recombination centers at T ≈ 300 K. We used the isoch-
ronous-annealing curves to determine the activation ener-
gies for annealing K centers, interstitial carbon atoms Ci,
the complexes V + B and V2 + O2, divacancies V2, and
defects with an energy level at ∆Ei = Ev + 0.20 eV. These
energies were found to be equal to 0.9, 0.25, 1.6, 2.0,
1.54, and 2.33 eV, respectively.
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Abstract—The long-wavelength edge of the radiation spectrum of hot electron–hole plasma induced in indium
arsenide by neodymium laser pulses is studied. The shape of the long-wavelength edge is nearly exponential
and is independent of the pump power in the range 1–2 MW/cm2. The constancy of the exponential factor indi-
cates that the filling of LO-phonon states only slightly depends on the excitation power; i.e., the ensemble of
LO phonons still does not heat up. The phonon temperature is determined and is shown to coincide with that of
the crystal lattice. The absence of phonon heating is explained by strong e–h interaction and the screening of
the electron energy scattering by LO phonons. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

Č

High-power laser excitation of semiconductors
gives rise to a variety of nonequilibrium processes,
which are due to high density and excess energy of pho-
toexcited electron–hole plasma (EHP) [1–3]. Recently,
much attention has been given to studying such pro-
cesses in a system of phonons. The experiments carried
out with wide-gap materials showed that, in conditions
of high laser-induced excitation of EHP, the electron
heating is accompanied by the nonequilibrium overfill-
ing of phonon states. This phenomenon is usually
referred to as phonon heating. This effect attracted con-
siderable interest after it was discovered that the non-
equilibrium heating of phonons appreciably slows
down the rate of energy loss in photoexcited EHP.
A corresponding increase in the photoelectron energy
relaxation time was observed in a number of wide-gap
semiconductors [1–9].

For the first time, phonon heating was discovered in
Raman studies when comparing the intensities of
Stokes and anti-Stokes components [7–9]. In extreme
conditions, when the power density of the pumping
laser radiation is on the order of several GW/cm2, the
filling of phonon states can increase by tens of times: it
was observed that the equivalent phonon temperature
reached 3700 K when the crystal lattice temperature
was 290 K [9]. Apart from producing an effect on the
Raman spectrum, hot phonons manifest themselves in
the EHP radiation spectrum, since they are involved in
the formation of the long-wavelength edge of the band-
to-band recombination spectrum similar to the situation
described by the Urbach rule for fundamental absorp-
tion in semiconductors. In this case, phonon heating
manifests itself in the exponential falloff of the long-
wavelength edge of the emission band. The steepness of
this falloff decreases as the phonon temperature rises
with the intensity of excitation [10–11]. The influence
of hot phonons on EHP radiation has been thoroughly
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20644
studied for wide-gap semiconductors [1–13]. However,
there are almost no data concerning the photoexcited
plasma of charge carriers in indium arsenide and other
narrow-gap materials. One reason for this is because
the radiation of narrow-gap semiconductors falls in the
infrared spectral range, which is not easily studied
experimentally. However, there are data on the behavior
of nonequilibrium phonons in somewhat different con-
ditions. For example, the dynamics of electron heating
during intraband absorption in n-type indium arsenide
was studied in [14, 15]. Pulses of radiation with the
same wavelength but different intensities were
employed for the excitation and the time-resolved prob-
ing of EHP. It is shown that, at a lattice temperature no
higher than 70 K, the free electron absorption increases
with the electron-gas temperature and this effect is gov-
erned by nonequilibrium phonons. The related growth
of the electron-energy relaxation time is only small. At
room temperature, the contribution of nonequilibrium
phonons to absorption is found to be insignificant as
compared to that of equilibrium phonons. The analysis
of the dynamics of Raman scattering in n-type indium
arsenide [16] shows that this dynamics can be
explained in terms of a model that assumes the presence
of a lateral L minimum in the conduction band. Within
such a model, the generation of nonequilibrium
phonons is retarded because of the comparatively large
time of the intervalley L–Γ electron transitions that pre-
cede the cascading of LO phonons. The intensity of the
anti-Stokes component increases for about 8 ps after
the excitation; however, no refilling of the phonon
states is observed. The characteristic time of such a
transition is estimated to be 6 ps, whereas the
LO-phonon lifetime is 1.8 ps. Therefore, the relation-
ship of these times is unfavorable for the accumulation
of phonons, since their excitation rate is lower than the
recombination rate. The study above is concerned with
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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the dynamics of energy relaxation on the picosecond
and subpicosecond time scales and presents no direct
estimates of the phonon temperature. Thus, the phe-
nomenon of phonon heating was never observed in
indium arsenide in the same way that it was observed
for wide-gap semiconductor materials in the presence
of highly excited EHP. Note, in addition, that the exper-
imental conditions of studying the nonequilibrium con-
centration of charge carriers in [14–16] correspond to a
low excitation or even to the absence of excitation in the
case of intraband absorption. Furthermore, Raman
studies are not generally efficient for the analysis of
phonon heating, since the phonons that are actively
involved in the Raman scattering can be heated only
slightly. In this case, the method of EHP radiation is
more appropriate, since it is precisely the most high-
temperature phonon modes that are responsible for the
formation of the long-wavelength edge of plasma radi-
ation [10–12]. As far as we know, no data of such stud-
ies are available at present.

This study aims to investigate the long-wavelength
edge of radiation from highly excited EHP in indium
arsenide. Samples of nominally undoped n-type mate-
rial with an equilibrium electron concentration of n0 =
1.6 × 1016 cm–3 are considered. The samples were irra-
diated with pulses of Q-switched neodymium laser
pulses (hν = 1.17 eV). The technique used for the detec-
tion of hot EHP radiation spectra is basically similar to
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Fig. 1. Long-wavelength wing in the radiation spectrum of hot
photoexcited EHP in indium arsenide: (a) TL = 296 K with

excitation intensity I0 = (1) 8 × 1022, (2) 1.7 × 1023, (3) 2.6 ×
1023, (4) 5.4 × 1023, and (5) 1.6 × 1024 photon cm–2 s–1;
(b) TL = 100 K with I0 = (1') 1.5 × 1022, (2') 8 × 1022, (3') 1 ×
1023, (4') 4 × 1023, and (5') 2.5 × 1024 photon cm–2 s–1.
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that described in [17]. The measurements were carried
out at 296 and 100 K.

If the intensity of EHP excitation in indium arsenide
irradiated with high-power neodymium laser pulses
exceeds a particular level, the EHP temperature can be
hundreds of absolute degrees higher than the lattice
temperature TL. It is known that, as a result of such heat-
ing, the falloff of the short-wavelength edge of EHP
radiation becomes less steep [17, 18]. In this study, we
consider the long-wavelength edge of the EHP radia-
tion band. The behavior of the long-wavelength portion
of the spectrum with an increase in the excitation inten-
sity is illustrated in Fig. 1. There are two following
characteristic features to be noted. First, the intensity of
radiation increases within the entire spectral range with
an increase in the laser pump power. Second, the shape
of the long-wavelength wing remains nearly exponen-
tial, and the exponent does not change with the pump
power. In view of the exponential behavior of the long-
wavelength wing, one may introduce and determine the
parameter representing the so-called phonon tempera-
ture T* by assuming that the broadening parameter
E0 = kT* (here, k is the Boltzmann constant) [10–12].
The experimental values of T* at different excitation
intensities are shown by filled and unfilled triangles in
Fig. 2. For comparison, the calculated and experimen-
tally determined values of the EHP temperature c and
the lattice temperature TL in the same experimental con-
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T0 = 100 K
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Fig. 2. Characteristic temperatures of hot photoexcited EHP
in indium arsenide vs. the excitation intensity I0 (neody-
mium laser): (1) and (3) the electron temperature Te calcu-
lated from the energy balance equations, dots are the exper-
imental values; (2) phonon temperature T*; and (4) lattice
temperature TL.
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ditions are also given [17]. It can be seen that the EHP
temperature rises considerably with the excitation
intensity, whereas the phonon temperature remains
nearly the same. At the highest densities of pump
power, when the heating of the sample surface becomes
significant, the phonon temperature virtually coincides
with the lattice temperature.

Thus, the experimental study of the long-wave-
length wing in the spectrum of radiation from laser-
heated indium arsenide EHP revealed no appreciable
phonon heating up to the excitation level ~1 MW/cm2.
This observation differs significantly from the data
available for a majority of wide-gap materials. For
example, in the experiments performed under the same
conditions with cadmium selenide, T* may reach 400 K
or higher [2, 12]. This conclusion is even more unex-
pected if one recalls that the band-to-band recombina-
tion of nonequilibrium electron–hole pairs accounts for
more than 90% of the recombination events in indium
arsenide. The point is that, in conditions of quasi-sta-
tionary photoexcitation in the fundamental-absorption
region, the prevalence of band-to-band impact recom-
bination implies that the excitation-photon energy is
spent completely on EHP heating [3, 17]. Therefore,
the efficiency of heating of EHP in indium arsenide and
other narrow-gap semiconductors is higher than that in
wide-gap semiconductors, where a noticeable part of
EHP energy is carried away by recombination. One
should conclude therefore that the energy dissipation
mechanism in indium arsenide EHP differs somewhat
from that in wide-gap semiconductors; as a result,
phonon heating is less efficient for the former. As
shown in [16], the cascade emission of nonequilibrium
phonons in indium arsenide is preceded by intervalley
Γ–L scattering and the reverse transition of electrons to
the Γ valley. The time of intervalley transitions (~6 ps)
is longer than the lifetime of phonons in indium ars-
enide (~1.8 ps). Therefore, the relationship between the
times of intervalley transitions and the emission of opti-
cal phonons is unfavorable for their buildup and the fill-
ing of phonon states. This feature makes a considerable
difference between the EHP energy dissipation in nar-
row-gap indium arsenide and in wide-gap indium phos-
phide, where electron cooling occurs directly in the
Γ valley via cascade emission of LO phonons [16]. In
our opinion, the short lifetime of phonons and the com-
paratively long time of the intervalley L–Γ scattering is
only one of several factors that hinder the phonon heat-
ing. Another possible obstacle for the energy transfer
from hot EHP to phonons in indium arsenide is compe-
tition with other channels of energy loss, the main one
of which is electron–hole (e–h) scattering. When the
EHP density is higher than ~1018 cm–3, the electron
energy loss via ordinary e–h scattering alone exceeds
that via LO-phonon scattering [18, 19]. Moreover, in
considering indium arsenide, one should take into
account another highly efficient channel of e–h scatter-
ing, which accompanies the transition of heavy holes to
the subband of light holes [20]. In both cases, the
amount of energy that is lost by electrons via e–h scat-
tering grows with the number of scattering centers,
which in our case coincides with the EHP density. As
the excitation power grows, so does the EHP density,
thus enhancing the electron energy fraction that is
transferred to the hole component of EHP via e–h scat-
tering and, accordingly, reducing the energy fraction
that is lost via scattering by LO phonons. Another fact
that should be taken into consideration is that the EHP
density causes the screening of polar e–LO interaction
as this density increases with increasing excitation level
[21]. Eventually, the energy transfer to the lattice
occurs via the hole–phonon scattering; however, the
quasi-momenta of phonons that are excited during this
process differ from those of phonons involved in the
cascading of photoexcited electrons.

In our opinion, the factors mentioned above explain
the absence of considerable phonon heating in indium
arsenide irradiated by laser pulses with a power density
of up to (1–2) MW/cm2. In turn, the absence of phonon
heating accounts for the undisturbed shape of the long-
wavelength edge of the hot EHP radiation spectrum.
However, this circumstance does not preclude phonon
heating when the excitation power is higher than that
considered above. Note also that the conditions realized
in this study differ radically from those in [14–15],
where the dynamics of nonequilibrium phonons was
observed in a heavily doped material and, which is
especially important, without the excitation of hot EHP.
In this study, we dealt with two-component bipolar
EHP and, consequently, the contribution of e–h scatter-
ing to the electron energy loss was major.

Thus, it is experimentally established that the long-
wavelength edge of the spectrum of radiation from pho-
toexcited indium arsenide EHP retains its shape up to
an excitation power density of (1–2) MW/cm2. The
retention of both the exponential shape of the long-
wavelength wing and the value of the exponent indi-
cates that the level of phonon heating is low. The
absence of considerable phonon heating can be attrib-
uted to the fact that the energy of hot photoexcited elec-
trons is lost mainly via electron–hole scattering rather
than via scattering by polar optical phonons, which is
attenuated by screening.
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Abstract—Absorption spectra of GaAs excited by short high-power light pulses are calculated. The appear-
ance of a “protrusion” in the spectra is caused by the deviation of the electron distribution function from the
Fermi function. The distortion of the distribution function is related to LO phonon-assisted relaxation of elec-
trons between the states involved in the formation of a “hole” in the gain region and a “protrusion” in the absorp-
tion region. It is shown that the temperature of optical phonons responsible for the relaxation of photoexcited
electrons differs from the lattice temperature and the time of recovery of the perturbed Fermi distribution via
electron–electron collisions is nearly equal to the characteristic time of interaction between electrons and opti-
cal phonons. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Absorption spectra of GaAs samples excited by
picosecond light pulses were measured in [1]. The sam-
ples were synchronously irradiated with probe and
excitation pulses. The excitation photon energy
exceeded the band gap by more than 0.1 eV. The mea-
surements were carried out at room temperature (Ta).
The results obtained in [1] are presented in the figure.

In the recorded spectra, shown by dotted lines 2, 3,
and 5, there is a region corresponding to the amplifica-
tion of light (see curve 5) in the range of probe photon
energies near the fundamental absorption edge. The
emission that was observed in the same energy range
(curve 1) exhibited features typical of superlumines-
cence, which indicates that the gain band is formed in the
course of electron–hole pair generation and in the pres-
ence of stimulated emission of recombination radiation.

A difference found between the gain spectrum cal-
culated under the assumption of a Fermi distribution of
charge carriers (the long-wavelength portion of curve 4)
and the experimental spectrum 5 was called a “hole” in the
gain spectrum [1]. It was suggested that the hole is caused
by a reduction of the gain due to superluminescence.

A salient feature in the recorded spectra is the mark-
edly nonmonotonic behavior of absorption, which was
called “absorption protrusion” [1]. Comparison of the
recorded absorption spectra (dotted curves 2, 3) with
those calculated under the assumption of a Fermi distri-
bution of electrons and holes generated by the excita-
tion light pulse (the short-wavelength portion of curve 4)
revealed a pronounced difference between them in the
region of the protrusion. This fact indicates that the
electron distribution function is different from the
Fermi function in this region.
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20648
The photon energy "ωa corresponding to the maxi-
mum of the protrusion exceeds the energy "ωr corre-
sponding to the peak of the emission spectrum by
0.04 eV. This value matches exactly the difference in
interband transition energies for electrons whose ener-
gies in the conduction band differ by "ωO,

where "ωO is the optical-photon energy and mc and mv
stand for the electron and the heavy-hole effective
mass, respectively. This observation suggests the fol-
lowing pattern. An electron created in the conduction
band in state 1 with energy ε emits an optical phonon of
energy "ωO, and a transition to state 2 of energy ε – "ωO
occurs with subsequent emission of the superlumines-
cence photon "ωr. The depopulation of states 1 caused
by optical-phonon emission results in extra absorption
related to interband transitions to these states. Electrons
leave state 2 if they emit superluminescence photons,
and a quasi-stationary flow of electrons from state 1 to
state 2 is maintained.

In this paper, the relationship between the absorp-
tion spectrum in the region of the “protrusion” and the
gain spectrum in the region of the “hole” is calculated
in the framework of a simple model. It is assumed that
the distortion of the Fermi distribution of charge carri-
ers is caused by their interaction with optical phonons,
and the recovery of this distribution is controlled by
electron–electron collisions. The perturbation of the
distribution function at an energy ε originates from the
depopulation of states with energy ε – "ωO due to radi-
ative transitions of electrons from the bottom of the

∆ "ωa "ωr– "ωO 1
mc

mv

-------+ 
  ,= =
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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conduction band to the valence band; it develops via the
processes of phonon emission by electrons with energy
ε and phonon absorption by electrons with energy ε –
"ωO. Since optical-phonon emission by holes in the
energy range of interest is forbidden by the energy con-
servation law, the hole distribution remains close to the
Fermi distribution.

To calculate the spectrum of extra absorption of
light that determines the shape of the protrusion, it is
necessary to find the energy distribution of electrons
f(ε) in the vicinity of state 1. Let us write the kinetic
equation for f(ε) [2]:

(1)

Here, τ0(ε) is the time of the Fermi distribution recov-
ery; δf = f(ε) – f0(ε) [2];

Tc and Tq are the electron and the optical-phonon tem-
peratures, respectively; and µe is the Fermi level.

Disregarding the optical-phonon dispersion and tak-
ing into account that the duration of the excitation pulse
is considerably longer than the characteristic times of
energy relaxation via electron–optical phonon and elec-
tron–electron interactions, one can disregard the time
derivative in (1). Then we have

(2)

where β is the probability of the emission of an optical
phonon by an electron in the absence of other phonons
and electrons. It follows from the principle of detailed
balance that χ = β. Let us set

(3)

The terms f+ and f– describe the distortion of the Fermi
distribution in the regions of the protrusion and the
hole, respectively; from (2) and (3), we obtain the fol-
lowing relationship between these distortions:

(4)

where δNq = Nq – Nqc (here, Nqc is the optical-phonon
distribution function for Tq = Tc). The quantities f+ and

∂f ε( )
∂t

-------------
f ε( ) f 0 ε( )–

τ0 ε( )
------------------------------–=

+ W ε' ε,( )Nq 1 f ε( )–[ ] f ε'( )ρ ε'( ) ε'δ ε' ε– "ωO+( )d∫
– W ε ε',( ) Nq 1+( ) 1 f ε'( )–[ ] f ε( )ρ ε'( ) ε'd∫

× δ ε' ε– "ωO+( ).

f 0 ε( ) ε µe–( )/Tc[ ]exp 1+{ } 1– ;=

Nq "ωO/Tq( )exp 1–[ ] 1– ;=
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τ0 ε( )
------------– χNq 1 f ε( )–[ ] f ε "ωO–( )+

– β Nq 1+( ) 1 f ε "ωO–( )–[ ] f ε( ) 0,=

f ε( ) f 0 ε( ) f +,+=

f ε "ωO–( ) f 0 ε "ωO–( ) f –.+=

f + = 
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βτ0 ε( )[ ] 1– Nq 1 f 0 ε "ωO–( )– f ––+ +
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
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f– can be related to the values of the absorption coeffi-
cient in the photon energy regions corresponding to the
protrusion and to the hole, respectively, which are sep-
arated by the energy interval ∆.

Before we proceed with the calculations using
expression (4), let us discuss the importance of screen-
ing the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and
holes for the formation of absorption spectra in the
energy region under consideration. The concentrations
of charge carriers attained in the experiment [1] (~5 ×
1018 cm–3) are fairly high and have a significant effect
on the shape of the absorption spectra due to exciton
screening. The variation of the shape of intrinsic
absorption spectra in heavily doped materials is dis-
cussed in [3, 4].

The spectra of linear absorption of pure GaAs sam-
ples recorded in the absence of excitation were pre-
sented in [1]. The shape of these spectra (exhibiting a
characteristic step at the absorption edge) indicates that
the exciton effect plays an important role.

In the photon-energy range where there are no opti-
cal transitions from the spin–orbit split-off valence
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Room-temperature spectra of absorption and superlumines-
cence in GaAs excited by high-power picosecond light
pulses. Experimental data (1–3, 5) and curve 4 are repro-
duced from [1]. Curve 1 represents the experimental super-
luminescence spectrum (dependence of the superlumines-
cence intensity on the photon energy); circles 2, 3, and 5
represent the measured values of the absorption coefficient
α of the sample under excitation (here, filled and open cir-
cles correspond to two different samples); and curve 4
shows the absorption coefficient calculated on the assump-
tion of a Fermi distribution of electrons and holes [1]. The
spectra of the protrusion region were calculated according
to formulas (7)–(9) for the following sets of parameters Tq
and (βτO(ε))–1: 52 meV and 2 (dotted line), 52 meV and 1
(dashed line), 40 meV and 1 (thin solid line), 25 meV and 1
(dash-dotted line).
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band to the conduction band, the absorption coefficient
can be expressed as

(5)

where α1(ω) and α2(ω) are the absorption coefficients
related to the transitions from the heavy-hole and the
light-hole bands, respectively, to the conduction band:

(6)

Here, subscripts i = 1, 2 denote the transitions that
involve heavy-hole and light-hole bands, respectively;
f(εi) is the electron distribution function; fh(εhi) is the
hole distribution function; εi and εhi are the energies of
an electron and a hole involved in the absorption of a
photon with energy "ω;

is the Sommerfeld factor, which accounts for the exci-
ton effect in the band-to-band absorption;

Ri is the ionization energy of the heavy-hole and light-
hole excitons; and Ai are constants that determine the
probabilities of direct band-to-band transitions from
heavy-hole and light-hole bands (see formula (79) in
[5]). The numerical values of the coefficients A1 and A2
can be determined from the experimental values of the
absorption coefficient αexp = 1.5 × 104 cm–1 at "ω =
1.6 eV [3], taking into account that the ratio of A1 and
A2 equals the ratio of the corresponding reduced densi-
ties of states:

For the values of effective masses me = 0.063m0, mh1 =
0.076m0, and mhh = 0.45m0, we obtain A1 = 3.77 ×
104 eV1/2/cm and A2 = 1.89 × 104 eV1/2/cm.

It should be noted that, for the same photon energy
"ω, energies ε1 and ε2 are different for transitions
involving heavy and light holes (i = 1, 2), which means
that the same optical pulse probes different states in the
conduction band. Below, similarly to [1], we disregard
the contribution from the light-hole band to the probe-
pulse absorption coefficient.

In the absence of excitation, the concentrations of
electrons and holes are low, and their Coulomb interac-
tion is not screened in the entire range of measurements
of the linear absorption coefficient. In the presence of
excitation, the concentration of electron–hole pairs is as
high as 5 × 1018 cm–3, and the situation is different. The
screening length rs, i.e., the length scale at which a con-

α ω( ) α1 ω( ) α2 ω( ),+=

α i ω( )
"ω Eg–

"ω
-----------------------AiZ ξ i( ) 1 f εi( )– f h εhi( )–[ ] .=

Z ξ i( )
ξ i

1 ξ i–( )exp–
------------------------------=

ξ i 2π
Ri

"ω Eg–
------------------- 

 
1/2

;=

A1

A2
------

me
1– mh1

1–+( )3/2

me
1– mhh

1–+( )3/2
----------------------------------.=
siderable exciton screening takes place, is determined

by the inequality rs <  [4], where κ is the

dielectric constant and  = 1.37 eV is the band gap of
the sample under excitation. Estimations show that the
effect of the exciton screening has to be taken into
account for photon energies below 1.41 eV, which
approximately corresponds to the boundary between
the spectral regions of the “protrusion” and the “hole.”

Then, using (3) and (6), we can obtain the following
expressions for the absorption coefficient in the regions
of the protrusion and the hole:

(7)

(8)

Here, αFD(ω) is the absorption coefficient for the case
of Fermi distribution of electrons and holes (curve 4),
and α+ and α– represent the deviations of the absorption
coefficient from αFD(ω) in the regions of the protrusion
and the hole, respectively.

It now follows from (4), (7), and (8) that

(9)

where

The spectrum in the region of the hole α–, deter-
mined experimentally in [1], was used to calculate the
absorption spectra in the region of the protrusion,
according to formulas (7)–(9); the results are shown in
the figure. We assumed that the sample under excitation
is characterized by  = 1.37 eV, Tc = 0.052 eV, and
µe = 0.145 eV [1]. The spectra of the protrusion were
calculated for different values of the parameter
(βτ0(ε))–1 and different optical-phonon temperatures Tq.
The best agreement between the calculated dependence
and the experimental curve is attained for (βτ0(ε))–1 ≈ 1
and Tq = 0.04 eV. The deviation of Tq from the lattice
temperature Ta (equal to the room temperature) is evi-
dence of heating of the optical phonons that are
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involved in the processes leading to the formation of the
protrusion. This heating may be a consequence of the
“phonon bottleneck” effect [6, 7]. To estimate (βτ0(ε))–1,
we can use the value β–1 = τpo = 0.14 ps (see Table P5
in [2]) and the formulas for τ0(ε) obtained in [2]. For ε =
0.05 eV, an estimation yields τ0(ε) ≈ 0.13 ps. Thus, we
obtain (βτ0(ε))–1 ≈ 1.1, which is in satisfactory agree-
ment with the above result. Since the calculation was
based on a simplified model and the value used for τ0(ε)
was obtained by a rough estimate, such a good agree-
ment between the calculated and the measured values
may be somewhat accidental.

Thus, in this study, we calculated the amplification
and absorption spectra of a probe pulse in GaAs sam-
ples excited by a high-power picosecond light pulse.
The calculation results are in satisfactory agreement
with the experimental data reported in [1].
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ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES
OF SEMICONDUCTORS
Photosensitive Polyimides Containing Substituted 
Diphenylmethane Fragments in the Backbone
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Abstract—Soluble aromatic polyimides were synthesized. Their monomer units contain alkyl and/or aryl sub-
stituents of diphenylmethane in both diamine and dianhydride components of polymers. It was shown that the
photosensitive properties of the polyimides studied are far superior to those based on other known polycyclic
diamines. The intrinsic photosensitivity of the polyimides under study is ~105 cm2/J in the visible spectral
range. These polymers have high photosensitivity and high polarizability of molecules, which makes them
promising candidates for recording media. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Polyimides (PIs) have high optical transparency and
thermal stability, as well as good insulating, adhesion,
and film-forming properties. Polyimides with func-
tional photosensitive fragments can be used to develop
optical materials on their basis. PIs with a developed
π system seem to be promising in terms of their photo-
conductive properties. As is well known [1], PIs have
high polarizability (~1024 cm–3, which is similar to that
of anthracene molecules) and a high refractive index
(n = 1.72–1.84) [1], which makes it possible to develop
photorefractive materials on the basis of PIs.

The photoelectric properties of PI films are related
to the excitation of the electron systems of PIs. Periodic
monomer units of PIs contain acceptor diimide and
donor (as a rule, in the diamine component) fragments.
Their interaction results in the formation of both intra-
and intermolecular complexes with charge transfer
(CCTs). The efficiency of separation of electron–hole
pairs generated by photon absorption and subsequent
transport of generated free carriers in an electric field
depend not only on the chemical structure of the PI
monomer unit, but also on the packing of macromole-
cules in a film [2].

For polymers of this type, the highest photosensitiv-
ity was detected for PIs containing dibenzofuran, car-
bazole, and triphenylamine (TPA) fragments in the
diamine component [2, 3]. Recently, high photosensi-
tivity was detected in PIs containing N-substituted ben-
zimidazole (BI) fragments in diamine [4]. These poly-
mers both had a developed (i.e., branched) electron sys-
tem and contained nitrogen heteroatoms in the donor
component of the monomer unit [2, 5].

This study deals with the photosensitive properties
of PIs with a branched π-electron system, but, in con-
trast to [3, 4], the polymers under investigation do not
contain donor nitrogen atoms. It is well known that, in
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20652
a neutral state, such fragments have a lower donor abil-
ity compared with their nitrogen-containing analogs.
The donor ability is estimated by ionization potentials ID,
which are 0.5–1.0 eV higher than those of nitrogen-
containing aromatic analogs [6]. However, the energies ID
of such fragments in the ionized state significantly
decrease [6]. Hence, one can expect them to be effi-
ciently involved in the formation of CCT, which to a
large extent controls the photosensitive properties of PIs.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The objects under study were PIs containing a
monomer unit with the general formula

,

where Q is the dianhydride component of the PI mono-
mer unit,
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According to the known acceptor properties (elec-
tron affinity EA) [1], dianhydrides form the series
I(1.13), II(1.19), III(1.14), IV(1.30), V(1.55), VI(1.6),

where Roman numerals are indices of formulas (I)–
(VI) and Arabic numerals are the values of EA (eV).

However, the values of EA for the diimidyl frag-
ments considered in this study are unknown. Hereafter,
we assume that the ionization potentials EA of diimidyl
fragments are proportional to those of dianhydrides. It
is known that the PI complexing properties improve as
EA of the initial (in synthesis) dianhydride increases and
as the diamine ionization potential ID decreases [3–5].
However, there are no values of ID in the literature for
most of the diamines mentioned above; only the data
for the corresponding aromatic hydrocarbons are avail-
able [6].

Taking into account the fact that PIs absorb ultravi-
olet (UV) light (λ < 400 nm), they were sensitized with
both dyes and acceptor-type compounds. As acceptor
compounds, 2,4,5,7-tetranitrofluorenone (TNF) and
tetracyanoethylene (TCE) were used. Malachite green,
rhodamine 6G, and dicyclohexyl perylene diimide were
used as dyes.

A one-stage method was used to produce the PIs. An
equivalent amount of initial dianhydride was added to
an initial diamine solution in N-methylpyrrolidone
(MP). A viscous polymer solution (with content C =
25 wt %) was mixed for 8 h at room temperature. Then
the solution was diluted to 5–8 %, and an imidizing
mixture was introduced. This mixture consisted of ace-
tic anhydride and pyridine (2 : 1 in volume), with a five-
fold excess relative to the PI monomer mole unit. After
10-h mixing, the polymer solution was heated at 60°C
for 2 h. The solution was then precipitated into metha-
nol and dried in vacuum at 60°C.

The films were precipitated from a 2% PI solution in
chloroform or MP onto glass substrates with a conduct-
ing indium–tin–oxide (ITO) layer. The dye and accep-
tor concentrations were 1% and (1–5)% of the polymer

CH2
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O O

O O

S O S

O SO2 O
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weight. The films were dried at 60°C and then at 80–
100°C in vacuum to a constant weight. The thickness of
the PI layers was 1–2 µm. Absorption spectra were
measured on a Specord-400 spectrophotometer in the
range 400–800 nm. The photosensitivity S0.1 and the
quantum yield of carrier photogeneration were mea-
sured using the technique in [6] at T = 300 K in the elec-
trophotographic mode in the equi-energy spectrum.
The average photon flux density was 1014 cm–2 s–1 in the
spectral range 400–700 nm, and the electric field E was
(0.2–1)E0, where E0 is the ultimate field strength for
this material, controlled by its permittivity ε.

The photosensitivity S0.1 was determined using the
criterion of a 10% decrease in the layer surface poten-
tial (V) from the initial value (∆V/V = 0.1) as a quantity
inverse to the exposure required to attain the above
change in the surface potential. The total photosensitiv-
ity S0.1 was determined by exposing the layers to light
from a 300-W KGM-300 halogen lamp, using the same
criterion (∆V/V = 0.1).

The electron absorption α(λ) and photosensitivity

S0.1(λ) spectra were used to determine the optical 

and adiabatic  band gaps, according to [7].
The quantum yield η of the bound pair formation

and the thermalization lengths rT were determined
using the technique in [8] (based on the Onsager model)
by the slope of the dependences of the quantum yields
η of carrier photogeneration on the applied electric
field. The error of absolute measurements of the quan-
tum yield was 30%, the error of relative measurements
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Fig. 1. Spectra of the energy photosensitivity of polyimides
with varied (a) donor and (b) acceptor fragments (Q)–(R):
(a) (1) (I)–(1), (2) (I)–(3), (3) (I)–(2), (4) (I)–(5), (5) (I)–(4),
(6) (I)–(13), (7) (I)–(7), (8) (I)–(6), and (9) (I)–(8); (b) (1)
(I)–(6), (2) (I)–(7), (3) (IV)–(6), (4) (II)–(6), (5) (I)–(10),
(6) (III)–(6), (7) (V)–(6), (8) (VI)–(6), and (9) (VI)–(7).
at a constant light intensity was 10%, and the error in
determining rT was 10%.

The values of η experimentally determined for PIs
with unknown energies ID and EA of the donor and
acceptor fragments (respectively) of the monomer unit,
as well as the determined dependence η(EA – ID + c)
(c is a constant), were used to determine the energies EA
and ID of corresponding fragments using the technique
in [5, 8]. The slope

of these dependences was used to determine (using the
technique in [9]) the distance r0 of the initial electron
transport in the D–A complex formed by the donor and
acceptor fragments of a photosensitive PI molecule.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The absorption spectra α(λ) of a PI with a constant
radical Q showed an absorption-edge shift to the long-
wavelength region for polymers with a more branched
π system in the radical R. The absorption-edge (the
energies EA and ID) shift is caused by the substitution of
the diphenylmethane fragment in the CH2 bridge group
with either the C6H5 or the CH3 group (see table). In the
case of long radicals R (additional introduction of phe-
noxy groups R = (6)–(8) into R), the long-wavelength
shift is 0.3–0.4 eV. A similar effect was observed as the
acceptor properties of initial dianhydrides were
enhanced at constant R = (6). An analysis of the maxima
in the absorption spectra of complexes of a strong TCE
acceptor with the PIs under study and comparison of
these spectra with the spectra α(λ) of PI complexes con-
taining TPA and BI (for which ID are known) allows esti-
mation of ID of the donor fragments of the PIs studied
here. The energies ID are in the range 7.4–8.6 eV.

The photosensitivity spectra S0.1(λ) of the PIs under
study are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of a varied donor
fragment (Fig. 1a), we can see that the spectra are pan-
chromatic in the range λ = 400–700 nm for all the PIs
studied. Introducing phenoxy groups into the radical R
causes an increase in the photosensitivity and further
shifts the spectrum to longer waves (λ > 700 nm).

As follows from the data of the table and Fig. 1,
the photosensitivity of synthesized PIs increases in
the following sequence of diphenylmethane deriva-
tives included in radical R: CH2, >CH(C6H5),
>C(C6H5)(CH3), >C(C6H5)2, >C(C6H5)2. In this series,
the energy photosensitivity increases from ~104 to 6 ×
104 cm2/J, the total photosensitivity increases from 2 ×
10–3 to 6 × 10–3 (lx s)–1, the quantum yield η increases
from 0.03 to 0.1, and the thermalization length
increases from 2.0 to 2.5 nm. The smallest values of the
charge photogeneration parameters were obtained for
the PIs based on 4.4'-bis(4-aminophenylthio)dipheny-
loxide (R = (13)) containing no branched structures,
taken as a reference PI: S0.1 ≈ 3 × 103 cm2/J, η = 0.012,
and rT = 1.8 nm. Enhancing the acceptor properties of

k
∆η EA ID–( )
∆ EA ID–( )

------------------------------=
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Widths of the optical ( ) and adiabatic ( ) band gaps, total photosensitivity , quantum yields of carrier photogener-
ation η and bound pair formation η0, and thermalization lengths rT of polyimides with varied dianhydride (Q) and diamine
(R) components

Polyimides
, eV , eV , (lx s)–1 η rT, nm η0

Q R

(I) (1) 3.94 2.18 2.0 × 10–2 0.028 2.0 0.059

(I) (2) 3.92 1.65 4.3 × 10–2 0.06 2.2 0.13

(I) (3) 3.64 1.85 3.6 × 10–2 0.047 2.1 0.096

(I) (4) 3.81 1.58 4.5 × 10–2 0.065 2.3 0.140

(I) (5) 3.89 1.61 4.0 × 10–2 0.072 2.5 0.160

(I) (6) 3.52 1.50 5.1 × 10–2 0.080 2.4 0.170

(I) (7) 3.53 1.53 4.8 × 10–2 0.072 2.4 0.150

(I) (8) 3.50 1.45 5.5 × 10–2 0.095 0.200

(I) (10) 3.20 >2.25 3.6 × 10–3 0.015 2.1 ~0.020

(I) (11) 2.3 × 10–3 0.026 2.4 0.070

(I) (13) 3.59 2.69 7.2 × 10–3 0.012 1.8 0.023

(II) (6) 3.17 >2.60 5.3 × 10–4 <0.010 ~0.020

(III) (2) 3.44 1.3 × 10–3 ~0.010 ~2.0 ~0.020

(III) (4) 3.35 1.8 × 10–3 ~0.010 ~2.0 ~0.020

(III) (5) 3.26 3.1 × 10–4 ~0.005

(III) (6) 3.39 1.5 × 10–3 ~0.01 ~2.0 ~0.020

(III) (9) 3.40 <1.0 × 10–4 <0.001

(III) (10) 3.54 3.2 × 10–4 ~0.006

(III) (11) 3.18 2.8 × 10–4 ~0.004

(III) (12) 3.41 1.2 × 10–4 ~0.002

(IV) (6) 3.30 >2.10 8.2 × 10–3 0.025 2.2 ~0.030

(IV) (10) 3.60 2.95 2.0 × 10–4

(V) (6) 3.24 >2.30 8.5 × 10–3 0.028 ~2.2 ~0.060

(VI) (3) 3.21 >2.25 1.0 × 10–2 0.030 ~2.2 0.060

(VI) (7) 3.20 >2.20 1.2 × 10–2 0.032 ~2.2 ~0.070

EG
opt EG

ph S0.1
'

EG
opt EG

ph S0.1
'

initial dianhydrides in the PI series (see Fig. 1b) also
causes an increase in the photosensitivity S0.1.

It is known that the PI dianhydride component is to
a large extent responsible for the stacking of polymer
chains. In this context, the dependence of the PI photo-
sensitivity on the acceptor properties of an initial dian-
hydride in the series of selected initial diamines is less
pronounced. For example, the PI based on 4.4'-bis(4-
aminophenoxy)diphenylpropane (R = (6)) has the high-
est photosensitivity in combination with bis(3.4-dicar-
boxyphenoxy)resorcin dianhydride (Q = (I)) with the
weakest acceptor properties.

However, the weak dependence of the PI photosen-
sitivity on the acceptor properties of dianhydride is
observed in some cases (Fig. 1b). For example, in the
case of PIs based on diamine with R = (6), the photo-
sensitivity increases in the dianhydride series:
III(<0.01), II(~0.01), IV(0.025), V(0.030), and
VI(0.035), which is shown by the values of η in paren-
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
thesis, which determine the photosensitivity S ∝  ηα
(at the constant absorption coefficient α in this series).

The introduction of an acceptor-type sensitizer
(-TNF-) into the polymeric layers causes a slight (by up
to a factor of 2.5) increase in the photosensitivity due to
the increase in absorption in the layer, which is proba-
bly associated with the PI complexing with TNF with
almost unchanged parameters of charge photogenera-
tion (compare curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2). Introducing
another acceptor (i.e., TCE) also increases S0.1 by up to
a factor of to 3 (Fig. 2, curve 2). Introducing various
dyes into PI layers (Fig. 2, curves 3–5) results in a shift
of the absorption maximum of the composition to the
absorption region of the dye and, consequently, insig-
nificantly (by a factor of 2–3) increases the total sensi-
tivity of the composition. Thus, the introduction of dyes
into PIs does not change the quantum yield η0 of the
bound pair formation but, however, causes an increase
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in η by a factor of 1.5–1.8 due to the increase in rT up
to 3.0–3.5 nm.

The features determined above allow us to clarify
the mechanism of carrier photogeneration in PIs based
on diamines, i.e., diphenylmethane derivatives.

The carrier photogeneration mechanism in these
PIs, which contain a quaternary carbon atom, presum-
ably involves the formation of ion–radical pairs during
photon absorption, as was found in [2]. The introduc-
tion of phenoxy groups into the PI amino component
increases the mobility of polymer chains and decreases
the softening temperature. It is possible that the demon-
strated increase in η for PIs with similar values of rT
indicates the influence of the conformational mobility
of PI chains not only on the carrier photogeneration
efficiency, but also on the carrier mobility.

After absorption of a photon by a D–A complex
formed by donor and acceptor fragments of neighbor-
ing polymer chains (with distance r0 ≈ 0.4–0.5 nm of
initial separation in pairs [10]), which form a nonther-
malized ion–radical pair, the photoexcitation energy is
thermalized and the pair charges are separated by the
radius rT = 2.0–2.5 nm (see table) with the efficiency
η0 ≤ 0.2. As a result of the Onsager field-assisted ther-
mal dissociation of formed bound pairs of charges,
some of the carriers (η < 0.1) become free, which pro-
vides the photoconductivity of the PI layer. This mech-
anism of photogeneration is confirmed by the following
factors. First, the values of radii rT are comparable to
the sizes of the PI monomer unit. Second, the radius rT
increases by a factor of 1.5 (while η0 remains
unchanged) due to the introduction of a dye. This
increase in rT suggests that the exciplex [10] formed by
a dye molecule that has absorbed a photon and a PI
monomer unit is involved in the photogeneration pro-
cess, as well as the ion–radical pairs containing a quater-
nary carbon atom (a similar process was detected in the
case of PIs containing a nitrogen atom in the radical R
[5]). Third, the dependence of η on the energy parame-
ters (ID and EA) of the PI structural units is characteristic
of the proposed photogeneration mechanism [10].
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Fig. 2. Spectra of the energy photosensitivity of polyimide
films (I)–(6) containing acceptor-type sensitizers (1–5 wt %)
or dyes (1 wt % of the PI weight): (1) without additives,
(2) TNF, (3) TCE, (4) rhodamine 6G, (5) malachite green,
and (6) dicyclohexyl perylene diimide.
It should be noted that the electrophotographic
effect in the S0.1 measurements weakened in some cases
when the film was charged at one of poles of the corona
discharge. This effect can be caused by the polarization
of the film [11] due to the high polarizability of PI mol-
ecules. To suppress this phenomenon and obtain cor-
rect results, copolymers were prepared in which some
of the diamine (R = (6)) was substituted by 2,6-diami-
nopyridine or 2,4-bis(4-aminophenyl)-6-phenylpyri-
midine (Q = (I)).

As a result, it turned out that covalent introduction
of 10% pyrimidine or 30% pyridine monomer units into
polymer chains almost completely suppresses the
polarization in these PI layers with an insignificant
decrease in the photosensitivity.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we revealed for the first time the high
intrinsic (obtained without doping with dyes or elec-
tron-acceptor compounds) photosensitivity (105 cm2/J
in the visible spectral range) of soluble PIs whose poly-
mer chains (namely, the diamine component) contain a
quaternary carbon atom with various types of substitu-
tion. When a substituted quaternary hydrocarbon atom
is introduced into the diamine component of the PI
monomer unit, a more pronounced effect is observed in
comparison with the dianhydride component.
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Abstract—Photoconductivity of Ge crystals in which an anisotropy of conduction was induced by uniaxial
compressive strain was studied using polarization modulation of light. The spectral characteristics measured by
this method are energy-dependent differences of photoconductivities excited by linearly polarized light with
polarizations periodically varying in space with respect to the crystal optical axis. A phenomenological analysis
of the photopleochroism spectral characteristic showed that the expression for the photoconductivity includes
three cofactors. It was shown that an additional measurement of the photoconductivity derivative or mathemat-
ical processing of the photoconductivity spectra makes it possible to expand the photoconductivity in cofactors.
The use of one of these techniques allowed us to determine the absorption anisotropy and its spectral charac-
teristic. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. As follows from the results of previous studies,
the method of polarization modulation (PM) of light,
applied to measure such polarization effects as photo-
elasticity [1] and linear dichroism [2], makes it possible
not only to improve the detectability of the method for
anisotropy of dielectric properties, but also to extend its
informativeness. Using a PM study of the linear dichro-
ism induced in Si crystals by uniaxial compression as
an example, it was shown that differential transmission
spectra have a fine structure. This suggests that not only
optical but also acoustic phonons are involved in inter-
band transitions with light absorption. Analysis of these
characteristics revealed that the corresponding mathe-
matical description includes several cofactors. It was
shown that these characteristics can be expanded in
cofactors only using an additional measurement or
mathematical processing. One of these cofactors is
dichroism, i.e., the absorption anisotropy, which can be
a subject for studying the response of a material to an
external factor.

Extending the field of application of PM spectros-
copy to such photoelectric phenomena as photoconduc-
tivity, barrier photovoltage, and other photovoltaic
effects seems to be expedient not only for collecting
statistical data on the nature of anisotropy. Transferring
the PM method from optical effects, where it showed
high efficiency, to experimental studies of photoelectric
phenomena is not trivial because of the different nature
of these phenomena. In turn, this circumstance will
inevitably manifest itself in the fact that an analysis of
photopleochroism measurements using the PM tech-
nique will have certain features that should be deter-
mined in order to reliably interpret such data. Taking
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20657
into account that the dichroism spectral characteristic
includes a component related to the absorption [2], one
can expect that specific features of the band energy
spectrum will manifest themselves in the characteris-
tics of photopleochroism (which, like dichroism, is
caused by anisotropy of dielectric properties).

This assumption is based on a large body of experi-
mental data on pleochroism in naturally anisotropic
crystals both in the optical phenomenon—light absorp-
tion [3]—and in the photoelectric effects, for example,
photoconductivity [4] and barrier photovoltage [5]. The
spectral characteristics measured in these and many
other studies are rather complex, which accounts for the
features in the energy band dispersion.

Another argument in favor of the expediency of
studying pleochroism in photoconductivity is as fol-
lows. As is well known, dichroism characteristics are
obtained by measuring the transmittance of light that
passes through a sample of finite thickness. The trans-
lucency condition under which dichroism manifests
itself limits the spectral range that can be studied.
Therefore, if it is necessary to advance to higher ener-
gies, progressively thinner samples should be used, tak-
ing into account the enhanced absorption. However, as
was mentioned in [6], the diffusion length of excess
charge carriers in the case of photoconduction is equiv-
alent to the sample thickness in dichroism studies. For
this reason, in the case of a material with a short diffu-
sion length, analysis of pleochroism will make it possi-
ble to overcome the difficulties associated with uniaxial
compression of thin samples.

2. In our opinion, the most appropriate (for a num-
ber of reasons) material to observe the photopleochro-
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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ism phenomena is crystalline germanium, in which the
conductivity anisotropy is caused by uniaxial strain.
First of all, the long lifetimes of light-generated carriers
characteristic of lightly doped crystals make it possible
to obtain sufficiently high signals from this material
using conventional light sources. By no means the least
important factor is the possibility of obtaining ohmic
and mechanically strong contacts to Ge crystals by a
simple laboratory technique. Furthermore, the possibil-
ity of attaining a surface recombination velocity in a
wide range from 0 to 104 cm/s in the absence of surface
barriers is a decisive argument in favor of this material.

The samples to be analyzed were cut from a lightly
doped n-Ge ingot (ρ = 5 Ω cm at 300 K). The samples
had thickness d = 1 mm and an exposed surface of 4 ×
10 mm2. Since the effect under study, as well as linear
dichroism, is described in tensor form, one has to take
into account the crystallographic orientation of sam-
ples. However, in our case the orientation dependence
of photopleochroism is not fundamental, especially
since (as shown by the example of linear dichroism) it
is not decisive. Therefore, we used samples of only one
orientation at which the exposed surface coincided with
the (100) plane, and the compressing force was aligned
with the [100] direction.

The samples were prepared using a conventional
procedure including mechanical and chemical polish-
ing. We only note that, in polarization studies, the pro-
cessing of the exposed surface should strictly satisfy
the following condition. With periodic variation of the
light polarization, the intensity of the light passing through
front face of the sample can be modulated by the Fresnel
conditions. Therefore, the exposed surface should be pla-
nar and perpendicular to the direction of exposure. In this
case, provided that the optical system units are well
aligned, there is no need to use a compensating plate,
which is generally employed in such cases [7].
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Fig. 1. Set of dependences of the photoconductivity F on the
surface recombination velocity s and absorption coefficient α,
calculated for a Ge sample using formula (1) at L = 1 mm,
d = 2 mm, and D = 50 cm2/s.
The samples were uniaxially strained in a system
that maintains a uniform stress over the sample cross
section. A semiconductor strain gauge was used to con-
vert the compressing force into an electric signal.

Photopleochroism was measured using the PM tech-
nique described in detail in [2]. We only note that this
technique is based on a photoelastic light modulator [8]
representing a dynamic quarter-wave phase plate. In the
case of alternating uniaxial strain of the plate, circularly
polarized light incident on it becomes linearly polar-
ized at the output. The direction of the electric vector of
the wave periodically (with a frequency of 50 kHz) var-
ies from parallel to perpendicular with respect to the
sample optical axis (strain direction). The signal ∆F,
proportional to the photoconductivity difference F⊥  – F||,
was measured under exposure to light with orthogonal
polarizations, depending on the quantum energy, strain,
and surface recombination velocity. The photoconduc-
tivity spectra used in the further analysis were mea-
sured using the conventional technique. The measure-
ments were carried out at room temperature and with a
light intensity corresponding to the linear portion in the
dependence of the photoconductivity on the excitation
level. This circumstance made it possible to normalize
the results of measurements to a constant intensity in
the spectral range we used.

3. We should note that, in the case of isotropic con-
ductivity, the dependence of the photoconductivity on
the light absorption coefficient α for the samples under
study is adequately described by the equation [9]

(1)

where I0 is the intensity of incident light, µn is the elec-
tron mobility, τ is the carrier recombination time, L is
the diffusion length, L2 = Dτ, D is the bipolar diffusivity
(in the case under consideration, at n @ p, it is equal to
the hole diffusivity), Ls = D/s is the recombination
length, and s is the surface recombination velocity. The
set of characteristics calculated using Eq. (1) is shown
in Fig. 1 in relation to the parameters α and s, which
determine the evolution of the dependences. The value
of L for this specific case was determined by measuring
the photomagnetic effect.

We can see that the experimental characteristics of
the photoconductivity shown in Fig. 2a satisfactorily
agree with those calculated using Eq. (1) and shown in
Fig. 1. The agreement could be more satisfactory if the
experimental curves were constructed as functions of
the absorption coefficient, which is possible when the
dependence of the absorption coefficient on quantum
energy typical of Ge crystals is used. However, it is suf-
ficient that the experimental values of photoconductiv-
ity in Fig. 2a fit in the range of parameter variation in
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Fig. 1. As will be shown below, uniformity in the repre-
sentation of measurement results is necessary for their
analysis.

In the case of uniaxial strain of a sample with cubic
symmetry (e.g., a germanium crystal), the complex
refractive index becomes anisotropic due to the split-
ting of the energy levels of the conduction band and/or
the valence band. Hence, the absorption coefficient
takes two values, α⊥  and α||, corresponding to two ori-
entations of the electric vector of the wave with respect
to the axes of the optical indicatrix describing the
dielectric properties of the sample. When substituting
these values separately into Eq. (1), we obtain two
dependences that differ in the quantity measured using
the PM method. In fact, this quantity is the spectral
characteristic of photopleochroism.

We note that, according to the conventional termi-
nology, the pleochroism is considered as the quantity
given by

(2)k
F⊥ F||–
F⊥ F||+
------------------,=
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Fig. 2. Experimental spectral characteristics of the (a) pho-
toconductivity F and (b) photopleochroism ∆F of a Ge sam-
ple strained by a stress of 3 kbar at surface recombination
velocity s = (1) 102, (2) 103, and (3) 104 cm/s.
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where F⊥  and F|| are the photoconductivities measured
at perpendicular and parallel orientations of the electric
field of the wave with respect to the optical axis. The
convenience of expression (2) lies solely in the fact that
it illustratively characterizes the relative anisotropy,
since the numerator of this expression contains both the
physical meaning of anisotropy and its magnitude. An
analysis of this numerator, which is the polarization dif-
ference of photoconductivities, yields (as will be shown
below) data on the nature of the anisotropy and its prop-
erties. Therefore, in no way claiming to correct the ter-
minology but simply for brevity, in this paper we take
photopleochroism to mean the numerator in expression
(2) in this study, especially because, as follows from the
curves in Fig. 3, expression (2) does not contain a new
meaning, at least in the case under consideration.

Figure 2b shows the experimental dependences
∆F = F⊥  – F|| in the range of edge absorption of germa-
nium for three cases differing in the surface recombina-
tion velocity s. We can see that the surface recombina-
tion velocity has a considerable effect on the portions of
the pleochroism characteristics associated with the
photoconductivity decrease in Fig. 2a in the range of a
high absorption coefficient.

Comparison of the dependences shown in Figs. 2a
and 2b allows one to conclude that the result obtained
using the PM method is almost the same as in the case
of measuring the photoconductivity derivative by the
differential spectroscopy method, referred to as λ mod-
ulation [10]. To make sure of this, one of the curves in
Fig. 2a was graphically differentiated. The result is
shown in Fig. 4 in comparison with the photopleochro-
ism characteristic of the same sample.
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Fig. 3. Spectral dependences of the (1) photopleochroism
and (2) polarization difference of photoconductivities at s =
103 cm/s and a stress of 3 kbar.
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The results of the PM measurements (Fig. 2) can be
solely attributed to the deformation-induced anisotropy
of the dielectric properties of the sample under study.
This statement is illustrated by the photopleochroism
characteristics (Fig. 5) measured at different deforming
forces and a fixed surface recombination velocity. It can
be seen from Fig. 5 that both positive and negative
amplitude values of photopleochroism linearly depend
on the straining force at least within the strain range
under study.

We applied the procedure reported in [11] to analy-
sis of the results of the PM measurements. We recall
that the quantity to be measured is the photoconductiv-
ity difference ∆F = F(α⊥ ) – F(α||). Since ∆α = α⊥  – α||,
we obtain ∆F = F(∆α + α||) – F(α||).

Using the definition of a derivative, under the condi-
tion ∆α ! α⊥ , α||, we can write this expression as

(3)

It follows from (3) that PM, in contrast to λ modulation,
yields the photoconductivity derivative with respect to
the absorption coefficient. However, the physical nature
of the features of the photopleochroism spectra is in the
dependence of the light absorption coefficient on the
photon energy α(hν). The derivative of complex func-
tion (3), expanded in partial derivatives, shows that

(4)

If one of the cofactors is zero, expression (4) yields
∆F = 0. This explains the fact that the point of intersec-
tion with the line ∆F = 0 in Fig. 2b shifts simultaneously
with the peaks in Fig. 2a (at which ∂F/∂(hν) = 0).
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Fig. 4. Spectral dependences of the photoconductivity
derivative (curve 1) obtained by differentiation of curve 3 in
Fig. 2a and the photopleochroism ∆F (curve 2) for the same
Ge sample at s = 104 cm/s.
Equation (4) makes it possible to explain the cause
of almost the complete absence of differences between
the photopleochroism characteristics and the derivative
of photoconductivity (Fig. 4). This fact becomes clear
if we assume that the product [∂(hν)/∂α]∆α is indepen-
dent of the photon energy, i.e., is a constant in this spec-
tral range. In this case, it becomes possible to determine
the function ∆α(hν) from the condition

Thus, the anisotropy ∆α is proportional to the deriva-
tive of absorption coefficient with respect to the energy,
∂α/∂(hν). To determine the function ∆α, we use the
graphic dependence of the germanium absorption coef-
ficient [12]. The result of the graphical differentiation
of this dependence is shown in Fig. 6, curve 1.

It is pertinent to note that precisely such a model,
following from the calculation in [13], was used to
explain the experimental data in [6]. Its essence is in
shifting the spectral dependence of the absorption coef-
ficient for perpendicular (with respect to the strain
direction) polarization by the value of band splitting in
the strained sample.

The validity of the above assumption can be verified
by two independent methods. In one case, relation (3)
is used to calculate the function ∆α(hν) by graphical
differentiation of the photoconductivity spectrum F(hν)
with respect to the function α(hν) used above, ∆α =
∆F/(∂F/∂α). The result of this procedure is shown in
Fig. 6 (curve 2). An even more independent method is
based on the dichroism effect, where the transformation
of the expression relating the transmittance T and
absorption coefficient results in

∂ hν( )/∂α[ ]∆α  . 1.

∆α 1
d
--- 1 ∆T
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-------+ 

  .ln=
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Fig. 5. Spectral characteristics of the photopleochroism ∆F
of a Ge sample deformed by stresses of (1) 1, (2) 2, and
(3) 3 kbar at s = 104 cm/s.
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This relation, along with the dependences ∆T(hν) and
T(hν) additionally measured by the technique
described above, yields one more function, ∆α (Fig. 6,
curve 3). Its spectral range is limited by the finite thick-
ness of the sample; however, the agreement of all three
characteristics is more than satisfactory. The slight dis-
agreement is within the errors of graphic differentiation
and measurements.

4. In conclusion, first, we note that the values of
photopleochroism determined (attaining no more than
10%) could be obtained using only the differential tech-
nique. The reliability of the curves in Fig. 2b is con-
firmed by the fact that the maximum values of pho-
topleochroism exceed the noise of the measuring sys-
tem by two orders of magnitude.

As expected, the photopleochroism spectral charac-
teristics, obtained by the PM method, reflect the fea-
tures of the band energy spectrum. This is confirmed by
the fact that the positions (on the energy scale) of the
minima of the photopleochroism curves in Figs. 2b and
5 are not related to the deforming force or the surface
recombination velocity. Indeed, at energy hν = 0.798 eV,
Ge crystals exhibit a singularity in the form of the
point M0 of the Brillouin zone [14], i.e., in the region of
direct transitions at the point Γ between the energy lev-
els  and .

This conclusion is confirmed independently by
analysis of the photopleochroism spectral characteristic
in crystalline InSb (Fig. 3 in [6]). The polarization dif-
ference of photoconductivities calculated from these
data is a similar alternating dependence. As in the case
under consideration, the position of the minimum cor-
responds to an energy that closely coincides with the
band gap at the indicated temperature in InSb (which is
a direct-gap semiconductor).

We emphasize that the negative portions of the pho-
topleochroism characteristics are totally controlled by
the linear dichroism demonstrated in [2] by the exam-
ple of strained silicon samples. Indeed, the point where
the dependence α0(hν) changes sign, which stabilizes
when the surface recombination velocity tends to infin-
ity, is characteristic. This point, expressed in terms of
the absorption coefficient, correlates with the diffusive
displacement of carriers and satisfactorily agrees with
the condition 1/α0 . L. As for the zero amplitude values
of the photopleochroism characteristics at an energy
close to 0.8 eV, the absorption coefficients for both
polarizations (as in the case of linear dichroism)
become so large that their difference remains within L.
This means that, in this case, the pleochroism in photo-
conduction is dichroism at a diffusion length. However,
as we have shown previously, the spectral characteristic
of the linear dichroism is controlled exclusively by the
specific features of the crystal energy bands. At the
same time, the photopleochroism spectra also depend

Γ25' Γ2'
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on the recombination parameters of a material and the
properties of the sample surface.

One might expect that the state of the excited-light
polarization (the effect of optical alignment of
momenta [15]) affects the kinetic parameters, e.g., the
mobility, and, hence, the photoconductivity. However,
taking into account that the relaxation times of
momenta are short at T = 300 K and that the crystallo-
graphic orientation is unfavorable for this effect, it
seems unlikely that it will be observed experimentally.

We note that the phenomenon under study can be
used for diagnostics of internal stresses in crystals. It
was shown that a minimum stress of about 10 kg/cm2 is
reliably measurable using conventional measuring
instruments. One should keep in mind that this stress
corresponds to such a value of pleochroism, which is
observed in a sample with the highest surface recombi-
nation velocity.
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Abstract—Optical and scanning electron microscopy in combination with layer-by-layer chemical etching
are used to study the physical processes of solid-state diffusion induced by pulsed laser radiation in package-
less thin-film Al–n–n+-Si–Al Schottky barrier structures formed on free silicon surface and in SiO2 windows.
© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Recent results [1–4] suggest that an appropriate
choice of the mode of pulsed laser irradiation allows the
controllable correction of the electrical properties of
metal–semiconductor contacts (MSC) in Al–n–n+-Si–Al
Schottky barrier (SB) structures, as well as the stabili-
zation of their parameters [5].

In this study, we consider two groups of Al–n-Si SB
structures fabricated by a conventional technique [4, 5]
on (111)-oriented KÉF-1 (n-Si:P, ρ = 1 Ω cm) silicon
wafers. Prior to the deposition of Al, we used chemical
etching in order to remove a SiO2 layer from the entire
active area in the first-group structures and to open win-
dows in the SiO2 layer in the structures of the second
group.

The parameters of the Al–Si contact (the potential
barrier height ϕb, the nonideality factor n, and the dif-
ferential coefficient of the linearity of current–voltage
(I–V) characteristic α on the semilog scale) depend on
the technological parameters, including the modes of
laser irradiation (see table). As the laser source, we used
an yttrium–aluminum garnet laser in free-running
mode with the radiation wavelength λ = 1.06 µm and
the output intensity I0 ranging from 10 to 20 MW/cm2.
The SB structures under study were irradiated by single
pulses of millisecond duration.

A metallographic study of the morphology of Al
films by means of layer-to-layer etching in HF : HCl :
H2O indicated the existence of a threshold radiation
intensity Ic ≈ 95–105 kW/cm2. When I0 < Ic, no appre-
ciable changes in the morphology of the Al surface are
observed. At I0 ≈ 105–115 kW/cm2, a uniformly dark-
ened region appears at the center of the irradiation spot;
this fact is related to the thermal effect of the laser pulse
[6] and the heating of the structure at the Al–Si inter-
face up to the eutectic temperature. With a further
increase in I0 to 125–135 kW/cm2, the diameter of the
first dark zone enlarges two- to threefold, and a second,
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20663
darker zone appears at its center, where the Al film
melting point is attained. This result agrees with the
theoretically simulated radial distribution of tempera-
ture T(r, x, t) over the radiation spot on the sample sur-
face (x = 0) (the possible phase transformation of the
irradiated material is disregarded) [7]:

(1)

where R is the reflectivity of the irradiated surface, d is
the Gaussian beam radius, K is the heat conductivity
coefficient, and κ is the thermal diffusivity of Si.

After Al is removed by the chromium etchant CrO3 :
H2O : HF, the triangular etch pits typical of (111) Si
substrate defects are clearly outlined in the surface Si
layers. The majority of the defects are stacking faults
and outcropping lines of the pileups of dislocations. An
increase in I0 from 60 to 95 kW/cm2 yields a defect-free
surface Si layer in the first-group MSC structures and
reduces the density of defects by 1.5–2 orders of mag-
nitude in the second-group structures. The etch pits are

T r 0 t, ,( ) 1 R–( )I0d/Kπ1/2[ ]=

× 4κ t/d2( )1/2
r2/d2–( ),exparctan

Table

I0,
kW/cm2

Group-I SD
Al–n–n+-Si–Al

Group-II SD
Al–n–n+-Si–Al

ϕb, eV α, V–1 n ϕb, eV α, V–1 n

0 0.73 36.3 1.08 0.70 33.9 1.17

85 0.76 36.8 1.06 0.75 36.1 1.08

96 0.78 39.0 1.01 0.76 36.8 1.06

106 0.80 38.6 1.05 0.75 35.4 1.11

117 0.75 33.4 1.18 0.75 36.2 1.11
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larger in the vicinity of the Si–SiO2 interface. Interac-
tion between Al and Si occurs in the solid phase.

Figure 1a illustrates the results of Al–Si interphase
interaction at the MSC interface in correspondence
with the radial distribution of intensity over the beam
cross section (A–D). In the region where I0 ≈ 80–
95 kW/cm2 (Fig. 1, A), the Si surface is homogeneous
and stacking faults are not observed. In the region irra-
diated with intensities I0 ≈ 95–105 kW/cm2 for the first-
group MSC structures and 105–115 kW/cm2 for the
second-group structures, the diffusion of Si over the Al
grain boundaries was stimulated (Fig. 1a, B). The pre-
vailing diffusion directions are given by the points
where Al grains are connected (Fig. 1a, C). At I0 ≈ 105–
110 kW/cm2 for the first group of structures and 110–
120 kW/cm2 for the second group, the diffusion of sili-
con is activated over the entire Al grain area (Fig. 1a, D)
with the subsequent deposition of the epitaxial p+-Si
film from supersaturated Si–Al solution.

(‡)

A

C

B
D

3

2

(b)2 µm

Fig. 1. The surface morphology of (a) silicon and (b) the
cross section of an Al–n–n+-Si–Al Schottky diode after the
Al layer is etched off: (a) regions of the metal–semiconduc-
tor contact exposed to laser radiation with intensity I0 =
(A) 85–90, (B) 95–105, and (D) 105–115 kW/cm2 (C marks
the points where Al grains are connected); (b) the cross-sec-
tion cleavage including (1) the residual aluminum film,
(2) the transition p+-Si layer, and (3) the n-Si substrate.
A scanning electron microscope was used.
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Fig. 2. Time dependences of the current of electrochemical
etching of Al–n–n+-Si–Al structures after exposure to laser
radiation with intensities I0 = (1) 0, (2) 85, (3) 95, and
(4) 105 kW/cm2.
The SEM images of the transverse cleavage of sam-
ples (Fig. 1b) indicate that there is a transition layer of
Al–Si solid solution (2). This layer is formed in
between the Al (1) and Si (3) materials as a result of the
thermal treatment and the subsequent laser irradiation
of structures. Depending on the irradiation mode, the
transition-layer thickness varies in the range 0.6–
1.2 µm, which is consistent with the measured time
dependences of the electrochemical etch current (Fig. 2).
The appearance of the transition layer can be attributed
both to the formation of an epitaxial p+-Si layer on the
Si surface and to the dominant role of the diffusion of
Al into Si. Solid-phase epitaxy of p+-Si results in an
approximately flat profile of Al dissolved in Si; accord-
ingly, the value of the etch current should remain nearly
constant in this case. The presence of steadily decreas-
ing portions in the time dependences of current is evi-
dence of the diffusive penetration of Al into Si under
laser irradiation. These results can be interpreted in
terms of the physical model of the diffusion processes
stimulated by thermoelastic stress in the contact layers
at the MSC interface.

It is predicted by calculation that the irradiation of
Al–Si structures by laser pulses with duration τ ≈ 10–3 s
will result in the uniform heating of a 1-µm-thick Al
layer (KAl = 2.36 J/(s cm K), κAl = 1.03 cm2/s). Within
this time period, the thermal front propagates through-
out the structure. The optimal mode of heating the
Al−Si interface (up to the temperature T ≈ 550°C,
which is not higher than the eutectic temperature of the
Al–Si system Te ≈ 577°C) was obtained at I0 ≈
95 kW/cm2. Temperature gradients appearing in a
5-µm-thick near-contact Si layer are on the order of
1.6 × 104 K/cm, while the gradient near the irradiation-
free silicon surface is on the order of 103 K/cm. Since
the linear expansion coefficient αT of Al is ten times that
of Si (αTAl = 23.1 × 10–6 K–1, αTSi = 2.33 × 10–6 K–1), laser
irradiation gives rise to elastic tension and elastic com-
pression in the contact regions in Si and Al, respec-
tively. Calculation [8] for I0 ≈ 95–265 kW/cm2 and
without regard for phase transformations yields the
maximal stress that appears at the MSC interface within
the range σyy = σzz = 6.7–18.7 MPa. The neutral plane
(σyy = σzz = 0) lies at a distance of 35–40 µm from the
contact. Both Al and Si crystal lattices are deformed at
the MSC interface so that these deformations favor the
diffusion of boundary Al to Si and the diffusion of Si
from the crystal bulk to the contact region and also pro-
mote the relaxation of point defects, stacking faults,
and the shift of dislocation lines in Si.

The estimations of the radial σr and tangential σθ
stresses [9] at the Al–Si interface in a Si layer at 500°C
yield σr = σθ ≈ 15.6 MPa, which agrees well with the
calculated values of σyy and σzz mentioned above.
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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It seems feasible that, due to the elastic stress relax-
ation, at I0 < Ic, the presence of microplastic deforma-
tions in the space-charge region of SB stimulates the
ordering of the atomic structure and reduces the density
of centers whose deep levels provide for the genera-
tion–recombination current. As a result, the nonideality
factor n of the Schottky barriers approaches unity and
the potential barrier height ϕb increases by 0.03–0.05 eV.
The pulsed laser irradiation of the contacts that were
formed in SiO2 windows induces an additional stress at
the Al–SiO2 boundary along the perimeter of the Al–n-Si
contact; the effect of lowering the deep level concentra-
tion is weaker in this case. The irradiation at I0 ≈ Ic acti-
vates Si-to-Al and Al-to-Si interdiffusion, which leads
to the thickening of the transition p+-Si layer at the
interface, an increase in n to 1.08–1.12, and an increase
in ϕb by 0.05–0.07 eV. The presence of a p+-Si layer is
confirmed by the greater value of ϕb determined from
the C–V characteristic compared to that calculated for
the above-barrier current from the I–V characteristic,
by the results of SEM studies, and by the corresponding
calculation of the transition layer parameters [4, 10].

Thus, we conclude that the optimal conditions for
pulsed laser irradiation of Al–n-Si SB structures are
those that provide for solid-phase interaction at the
Al−Si interface; in optimal conditions, the potential
barrier height is increased and the nonideality factor is
close to unity. A possible mechanism of the laser cor-
rection of SB parameters is a decrease in the concentra-
tion of deep levels related to the structural defects in the
Si surface layer due to the laser-enhanced relaxation of
thermal stresses in MSC.
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Abstract—Slow relaxation of 2D conductance of metal–nitride–oxide–semiconductor structures is investi-
gated with various methods of disturbing the system from equilibrium. It is shown that slow relaxation appears
only under a strong fluctuation potential, which is controllable in these systems. The main process determining
conduction of the system is screening of the potential by channel electrons, both by free electrons and those
localized in potential wells. The time dependence of conductance is logarithmic, which is typical of systems of
the “electronic glass” type. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
A disordered system with a strong fluctuation poten-
tial, irrespective of its nature and scale, is a system with
a phase space that contains a large number of local
energy minima. Such a system is often far from thermo-
dynamic equilibrium. Specifically, the authors of [1, 2]
paid attention to many previous experiments for sys-
tems with hopping conduction and systems close to the
metal–insulator transition on the insulator side of the
transition. It is possible that these investigations were
carried out in a mode when the system was in a certain
“frozen” or “pseudoground” state rather than in ther-
modynamic equilibrium. By its nature, this pseudo-
ground state is similar to a local energy minimum in
glass systems. Transitions from this state can be very
slow. It is evident that effects associated with the ten-
dency of the system to attain a more energetically
favorable state, i.e., its tendency towards equilibrium,
can be expected in such systems. Recently, the observa-
tion of time dependences of conductance in such sys-
tems (electronic glasses) has attracted increasing atten-
tion. The research carried out by various (although not
many) teams has shown that time dependences of con-
ductance with characteristic times as long as several tens
of hours can be observed for highly disordered systems
(see, for example, [3]). The variation in conductance can
attain several orders of magnitude in this case.

When the system is far from thermodynamic equi-
librium, its behavior may be different from that charac-
teristic of thermodynamic equilibrium. This indicates
that studying the behavior of a system in a state far from
thermodynamic equilibrium is of practical interest.

Among recent studies of glasslike behavior of elec-
tronic systems, specifically, slow relaxation of conduc-
tance in these systems, publications [3, 4] are notewor-
thy. In these publications, the results of studying the
slow relaxation of conductance of the Anderson insula-
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20666
tor using metal–insulator–semiconductor (MIS) struc-
tures based on In2O3 as an example were reported. Con-
ductance of the samples increased severalfold (up to a
factor of 10) after a sharp change in the gate over sev-
eral hours (up to 10 h), depending on the degree of dis-
order.1 Another example of glasslike behavior in semi-
conductor systems is two-dimensional (2D) Si mesos-
copic (i.e., short but wide) structures near an expected
metal–insulator transition on the insulator side [5]. Noise
1/f is enhanced as the system approaches the metal–insu-
lator transition and the temperature decreases.

In this paper, we discuss time dependences of con-
ductance for 2D semiconductor systems with a strong
fluctuation potential with different methods of disturb-
ing the system from equilibrium. The samples at our
disposal differed from the structures investigated by
other researchers both in the scale of the fluctuation
potential in a 2D-conduction channel (large-scale in our
case) and in the field effect. This effect exceeded the
field effect for In2O3-based MIS structures by several
orders of magnitude [3, 4]. Strong large-scale potential
leads to substantial differences between the observed
time dependences of conductance and those investi-
gated by other teams of researchers [3–5].

We used metal–nitride–oxide–semiconductor
(MNOS) structures based on Si with an inversion
n-channel in lightly doped p-Si and with a composite
gate insulator. A schematic diagram of the cross section
of the structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The SiO2
and Si3N4 layers were 30 and 350 Å thick, respectively.
The trap states capable of capturing and storing the
charge exist at the interface between two insulators.

1 It is noteworthy that the authors of [3, 4] suggest that the distur-
bance of thermodynamic equilibrium for a system with a small-
scale fluctuation potential is always accompanied by an increase
in conductance with its subsequent decrease with time.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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This property is widely used in microelectronic mem-
ory cells [6]. The charge state of the traps can be varied
by electron injection under the effect of a positive (ren-
dering conduction in our case) potential applied to the
structure gate. These traps, which are 30 Å from the
conduction channel, are the sources of the fluctuation
potential. The electron concentration at the traps can be
varied within 1011–1013 cm–2. We will call structures
with a strong fluctuation potential formed in a similar
way “charged.” The concentration of the sources of the
fluctuation potential was evaluated from the shift of the
conductance threshold. Figure 1 shows a typical depen-
dence of conductance (G) of the charged structure on
the gate potential (Vg). As one can see from Fig. 1, as Vg

increases, conductance of the structure varies in a
threshold manner on attaining a certain value Vg = Vgt,
which corresponds to a sharp bend in the G(Vg) curve.
This threshold corresponds to the transition from the
quasi-1D conduction along narrow channels of the per-
colation cluster to the 2D conduction, when the channel
width starts to exceed the electron free path [7, 8]. The
gate threshold voltage Vgt depends on the concentration
of the sources of the fluctuation potential.

The samples were shaped like a “Hall cross” 20 µm
wide and 150 µm long with potential probes spaced at
60 µm. The measurements were carried out in a weak
longitudinal field of 3 mV/cm, which corresponded to a
linear portion of the current–voltage (I–V) characteris-
tic. Previously, we investigated short-channel (5 µm
long, 50 µm wide) samples of similar structures with a
channel length shorter than the correlation length of the
percolation cluster [7, 8]. In contrast to the structures
investigated in this study, a single saddle point of the
fluctuation potential makes the main contribution to the
conductance of a short-channel structure as a whole.
This saddle point is located in the lowest-resistance
path of the flow of the percolation cluster current,
which encloses the drain and source of the structure.
The conductance of this saddle point is quantized [9],
and the conductance of the structure as a whole in a
quasi-plateau portion in the G(Vg) dependence is G ≈
2e2/h. This research showed that the structure of the
percolation cluster and the profile of the fluctuation
potential, whose parameters were determined in [7, 8],
play a critical role in the transport properties of Si-
based MNOS structures.

The gate-voltage dependence of conductance of the
structure G(Vg) is hysteresis-like. This can be seen in
Fig. 2, where the G(Vg) curves are shown on a logarith-
mic scale for clarity. The G(Vg) dependences shown in
Fig. 2 are found for the forward and reverse variations,
i.e., as the gate voltage increases and decreases. It was
already noted that the conductance of the structure
increased sharply as the gate voltage increased to Vg = Vgt.
For the reverse variation, i.e., as Vg decreases, G(Vg)
behaves similarly. However, in this case, the threshold
value of Vgt is noticeably smaller than the value
observed as Vg increases. Note that the electron capture
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
at the traps may cause an increase in Vgt as Vg decreases.
The characteristic time of scanning over Vg is 10 min.
A similar phenomenon is observed for the samples with
a concentration of the sources of the fluctuation poten-
tial (i.e., the charge at the oxide–nitride interface) close
to the highest possible concentration in these structures.
This concentration is restricted by the breakdown volt-
ages of the gate insulator, i.e., ~1013 cm–2. If the exper-
iment is repeated after a time under the same condi-
tions, the run of curves is repeated. For a lower (by
approximately a factor of 2) concentration of sources of
the fluctuation potential, a similar dependence was not
observed to within our experimental accuracy (see the
inset in Fig. 2). The existence of slow relaxation of con-
ductance with characteristic times longer or compara-
ble with the time of scanning over Vg (~10 min) may be
one possible explanation for the phenomenon observed.
This assumption is confirmed by the data shown in Fig. 3.
The variation in conductance when scanning was
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6 8 10 12 14
Gate voltage, V
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Conductance, 10–5 S

Fig. 1. Gate-potential dependence of conductance of the
structure at 4.2 K. A schematic diagram of the cross section
of the MNOS structure is shown in the inset: (1) metal gate;
(2) nitride (350 Å); (3) nitride–oxide interface, at which the
sources of the fluctuation potential (traps) are located;
(4) oxide (30 Å); (5) two-dimensional conduction channel;
and (6) n-contacts.
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stopped at a certain fixed value of Vg close to Vgt is
shown in the inset to Fig. 3. In this case, conductance
relaxes to a value that is intermediate between those
measured on scanning over Vg as the gate voltage
increases or decreases. One can see (Fig. 3) that the
relaxation of conductance is logarithmic with the char-
acteristic time > 10 min.

The above results (Figs. 2, 3) were obtained for
Vg  ≥ Vgt. However, slow relaxation of conductance is
also observed if the inverse inequality is satisfied. We
measured the characteristic relaxation times of conduc-
tance for Vg ≈ (2–6) V, which is substantially lower than
Vgt ≈ (7–9) V for maximal charging of the structures
(see Fig. 4a). The experiment was carried out according
to the following procedure. A preliminary charged sam-
ple was cooled under Vg = 0 to the liquid-helium tem-
perature and was kept for a certain time (~2 h) under
these conditions. Then a positive voltage jump Vg was
applied to the sample, and the time dependence of con-
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Fig. 2. Gate-potential dependence of conductance of the struc-
ture with increasing and decreasing gate voltage. The concen-
tration of sources of the fluctuation potential ~1013 cm–2, and
the measurement temperature is 4.2 K. The same depen-
dence for the concentration of the sources of the fluctuation
potential (<5 × 1012 cm–2) is shown in the inset. Arrows
indicate the direction of variation in Vg.
ductance was studied for this value of Vg. Correspond-
ing dependences are shown in Fig. 4a, where the mea-
surement values of Vg are indicated. Prior to the mea-
surement for each subsequent value of Vg, the structure
was transferred to the state with a zero gate voltage and
was kept in this state for 2 h. The characteristic time
dependence of absolute conductance is shown in
Fig. 4b. One can see that the G(t) curve contains a por-
tion that is linearized on a semilog scale. This means
that the time dependence of conductance is logarithmic.
The characteristic saturation time for this value of Vg is
several minutes. Figure 4a shows that the characteristic
time of variation in the conductance increases as Vg

increases. In the situation under consideration (Vg < Vgt),
this observation means that the transition from the per-
colation mode of conduction to 2D conduction is
approached (Vg  Vgt). In addition, an increase in
conductance with time is observed in this case rather
than its decrease, as in study [3].

The response of the system to a rapid variation in
temperature was also studied (see Fig. 5). The experi-
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Fig. 3. Time dependence of conductance of the structure at
Vg = 10.4 V close to Vgt for this structure. The concentration
of sources of the fluctuation potential ~2 × 1013 cm–2, and
the measurement temperature is 4.2 K. The gate-potential
dependence of conductance of the structure in the hysteresis
region is shown in the inset. Arrows indicate the direction of
variation in Vg. The encircled region corresponds to the time
dependence of conductance for a fixed value of Vg after
scanning was stopped.
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ments were carried out according to the following pro-
cedure. The sample was heated to room temperature
and was then cooled to liquid-helium temperature
rather rapidly. The time of cooling and stabilizing the
temperature was less than 5 min. The measurement was
started immediately after stabilization of the sample
temperature. The corresponding time dependence is
shown in Fig. 5. One can see that conductance varies by
three orders of magnitude. Although the corresponding
curve is not linearized as a whole in any coordinates,
two portions separated by the instant t ≈ 20 min can be
distinguished. In these portions, the curve is linearized
on a logarithmic time scale. The left-hand part of Fig. 5
corresponds to short times; the right-hand part, to long
times. In ~1 h, saturation is observed.

The redistribution and variation in the trap charge at
the nitride–oxide interface or the processes within the
channel of the 2D conduction may be assumed to be the
causes of the relaxation phenomena observed. The first
of these assumptions, specifically, trap recharge with
increasing Vg, is unlikely for the following reasons.
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Fig. 4. (a) Time dependences of relative variation in con-
ductance for various values of Vg and (b) time dependence
of conductance for Vg = 2.25 V. The system was disturbed
from equilibrium using a jumplike increase in Vg from Vg = 0
after keeping at Vg = 0 V for 2 h.
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This process should cause a shift of the threshold of
the ON state of the transistor to higher values of Vg, and
the relaxation of conductance should be independent of
the concentration of the sources of the fluctuation
potential. However, these phenomena are not
observed.2 

In order to attain considerable charging of the struc-
tures (i.e., variation in the trap charge), the structures
were kept for several hours under a voltage as high as
35 V at room temperature. At this temperature, the rate
of electron capture is substantially higher, whereas the
measurements were carried out at the liquid-helium
temperature and at the highest values of Vg, which were
lower by a factor of 3–4.

With sequential scanning over Vg, in some cases the
G(Vg) curves are reproduced completely even after
keeping the samples at room temperature (with allow-
ance made for the fact that the times the samples are
kept at Vg = 0 V between sequential scanning are longer
than the characteristic relaxation times in the system).
In addition, for a low degree of charging (see the inset
in Fig. 2), the G(Vg) curves are completely repeated
during the sequential scanning over Vg without any time
lag between sequential scans over Vg. Taking into
account that the shape of the G(Vg) curve is determined
by the parameters of the fluctuation potential, i.e., by
the charge of the traps, the above indicates that this
charge is invariable in time. This also indicates that the

2 By virtue of the same cause, the ferroelectric properties of the
gate insulator, e.g., silicon nitride, should not be considered as an
explanation of the relaxation observed.
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gate voltages we used in the measurements only
slightly affect the magnitude of this charge.

Thus, we should assume that slow relaxation of con-
ductance is associated with the behavior of electrons
inside the 2D-conduction channel. However, our exper-
iments show (Fig. 2, inset) that slow relaxation is not
observed in measurements of uncharged or “weakly
charged” structures, i.e., in the absence of the fluctua-
tion potential. It was mentioned above that the parame-
ters of the fluctuation potential of highly charged struc-
tures were determined in previous studies [7, 8].
According to [10], the energy scale of fluctuations ∆ =
(q2/χ)(πnt)1/2, where χ is the averaged permittivity of
the semiconductor and the gate insulator and nt is the
concentration of the built-in charge. For nt ≈ 1013 cm–2,
which corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 2, ∆ ≈
80 meV. This value exceeds the thermal energy kT even
at room temperature. The characteristic spatial scale of
the fluctuation potential is determined by the distance
from the plane of the built-in charge (traps) to the 2D-
conduction channel and by the length of screening of
the fluctuation potential by electrons of the channel.
The potential wells are 30–300 Å in size. We may con-
clude from the above that the potential in the structures
is large-scale. Thus, the phenomena observed are asso-
ciated with the existence of a large-scale fluctuation
potential rather than with recharging of the traps or with
electron localization at individual centers.

Structures with a small-scale potential (the phase of
the Anderson insulator) were studied by Ben-Chorin
et al. [3]. In this case, each shift of the system from
equilibrium causes an increase in conductance [3, 4].
This circumstance, in particular, is associated with the
fact that, in the case of electron–electron interaction in
equilibrium, the density of states near the Fermi level is
lower than in a nonequilibrium state due to the exist-
ence of the Coulomb gap [11]. Accordingly, an increase
in conductance with time was observed irrespective of
the method for disturbing the system from equilibrium
[3, 4]. In contrast with such structures, the fluctuation
potential in the structures of the type under consider-
ation is large-scale. The parameters of the potential (the
amplitude and the correlation radius) are largely deter-
mined by nonlinear electron screening or by the elec-
tron redistribution between the wells. In accordance
with this fact, we believe that the electron screening of
the fluctuation potential makes the main contribution to
the existence and character of slow relaxation of con-
ductance.

Let us consider the structure of the fluctuation
potential for our case in more detail. The fluctuation
potential is the alternation of the regions with a high
local conductance (wells) and the regions with a low
local conductance (hills). The wells separated by the
so-called saddle regions form the percolation network.
The wells that are separated from surrounding wells by
a saddle region higher than a certain value practically
do not contribute to conduction and are not within the
path of the flow. However, the electron density of states
for these regions is the same as for neighboring regions.
Consequently, the electrons located in these regions do
not contribute to conduction but contribute to screening
of the fluctuation potential. At low temperatures, elec-
tron transitions between these regions and electron
exchange between them and conduction regions, i.e.,
the percolation cluster current, proceeds via tunneling.
Accordingly, the time of transition from these (into
these) regions is determined by the tunneling probabil-
ity and, consequently, by the potential parameters, in
particular, by the height and width of the interwell bar-
rier. These processes may be rather slow. However, the
electrons that are located in these regions and not
involved in conduction affect the conductance by
screening the fluctuation potential. In other words, the
concentration of electrons contributing to conduction
rapidly responds to the variation in external conditions,
particularly the temperature and gate voltage. In con-
trast with this, the electron concentration in isolated
regions of the fluctuation potential varies slowly. The
average electron energy in such a well can be both
higher and lower than the electron energy in the perco-
lation cluster. Here, we believe that the electron dynam-
ics in the percolation cluster is much faster than the
transitions from isolated wells. Consequently, the elec-
tron concentration in isolated regions will lag behind
the concentration of electrons contributing to conduc-
tion. As a result, the electrons of isolated regions will
either weaken or enhance screening of potential in the
system, thus decreasing or increasing its conductance
relative to an equilibrium value. The time dependence
of relaxation of conductance to the equilibrium value
will be controlled by electron tunneling from (into) iso-
lated wells. By virtue of the wide energy distribution of
the barrier heights, such a system should be glass-like
with a logarithmic-type slow relaxation.

The difference between our system and the systems
considered in [3] is that the sign of variation in the con-
ductance as the system is disturbed from equilibrium
can be any sign and depends on the method of disturb-
ing. Thus, for example, the conductance increases as
the system tends towards equilibrium, according to the
results shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. At the initial instant,
when we affect the system by increasing the value of Vg,
the concentration of conduction electrons in the chan-
nel increases abruptly, whereas the electron concentra-
tion in isolated regions is still low. The electrons grad-
ually occupy the isolated regions, thus increasing the
degree of screening of the fluctuation potential and
thereby reducing its amplitude, which causes an
increase in conductance with time. An opposite situa-
tion is observed in the case shown in Fig. 5. At a high
temperature, the electrons are distributed uniformly
over the sample volume and, consequently, over the
wells. After rapid cooling, electrons tend to occupy a
narrower energy range compared to room temperature.
In this case, electrons partially remain in isolated wells;
they are in a nonequilibrium state with the energy
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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higher than the energy of conducting electrons in the
system. A decrease in the concentration in wells leads
to a decrease in the degree of screening, which causes
an increase in the percolation level in the system and a
decrease in the conductance with time.

Thus, we investigated slow relaxation of conduc-
tance of Si-based MNOS structures with the controlled
large-scale fluctuation potential emerging as the system
is disturbed from equilibrium due to rapid sample cool-
ing or a jumplike variation in the potential at the struc-
ture gate. The time dependence of conductance is loga-
rithmic, which is characteristic of glasslike systems. It
is shown that, as distinct from the Anderson insulator,
the nonequilibrium component of conductance in a sys-
tem with a large-scale fluctuation potential can both
decrease and increase as the system is disturbed from
equilibrium. The relaxation of conductance observed is
attributed to changes in the fluctuation potential as the
screening effect of electrons varies due to slow relax-
ation of the electron concentration in isolated wells of
the potential profile.
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Abstract—The first results of growing ZnO/GaN/α-Al2O3 heteroepitaxial structures in a low-pressure flow-
through reactor using chemical-vapor deposition and stimulation with a plasma of radio-frequency discharge
are reported. Activation of reactants in the course of growth made it possible to significantly increase the effec-
tive pressure of atomic oxygen in the reactor, considerably reduce the temperature of epitaxy, improve the mor-
phological and structural parameters of ZnO layers, and form a n-ZnO:Ga/p-GaN:Mg/α-Al2O3 heterojunction.
© 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
Zinc oxide (ZnO) and gallium nitride (GaN) are
materials with a wurtzite structure; the lattice parame-
ters (and other physical properties) of ZnO and GaN are
similar to each other (see, for example [1]). At the same
time, ZnO has a number of important advantages, such
as the intense excitonic luminescence at high tempera-
tures [2] caused by a high binding energy for excitons
(~61 meV) and the resistance to high-energy radiation
[3], which is a requirement for materials intended for
use under extreme conditions.

One of the generally recognized methods for obtain-
ing ZnO epitaxial layers is chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) in various modifications. The common disad-
vantage of this method consists in the relatively high
temperature in the substrate region (580–680°C),
which stimulates unwanted reactions and, as a conse-
quence, the appearance of an uncontrolled impurity in
the composition of the epitaxial layer. It is well known
that a deficit of oxygen in ZnO gives rise to intrinsic
defects of the donor type (interstitial zinc atoms and
oxygen vacancies). It is also known that the use of oxy-
gen radicals (atoms) makes it possible to provide the
highest attainable effective pressure of oxygen above
the growing film (i.e., to increase this pressure by more
than six orders of magnitude; see, for example, [4]) and
shift the relation between elements in the direction of
an excess of oxygen, thus reducing the concentration of
intrinsic defects. Previously, this approach was used in
practice only in the procedures of annealing of single
crystals and epitaxial layers of oxides in order to attain
a stoichiometric composition [5].

In this paper, we report for the first time on the
development of a low-temperature variant of CVD, the
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20672
deposition of a ZnO epitaxial layer stimulated by a radio-
frequency (RF) plasma discharge, and the formation of
an n-ZnO:Ga/p-GaN:Mg/α-Al2O3 heterojunction.

A flow-through low-pressure (FTLP) reactor
described previously [6] was modified by using an RF
discharge along the axis of the quartz reactor; the dis-
charge encompassed both temperature zones (that of
the source and that of the substrate; see Fig. 1). The
characteristic operating pressure of H2 in the reactor
was no higher than 1 Torr, and the flux rate of reactants
was 1–3 m s–1. It is worth noting that activation of reac-
tants in an RF-discharge plasma made it possible to sig-
nificantly decrease the temperature of epitaxial growth
in the ZnO/α-Al2O3 system (by at least 200°C). As a
result, the lowest limit of the growth temperature for the
epitaxial layer was T ≈ 420°C (Fig. 1b, curve 2) and the
growth rate v  was decreased by about a factor of 4
(Fig. 1b), which was important for controlled nucle-
ation and growth of ZnO layers, especially in the initial
stage of epitaxy. We managed to obtain very good mor-
phological characteristics, structural parameters, and
electrical characteristics by both decreasing the transi-
tion-layer thickness and reducing the content of uncon-
trollable impurities.

Investigation of the surface morphology of the

(11 0)ZnO/(10 2)Al2O3 layers using a LEICA DM LP
microscope with a magnification of 600 showed that
epitaxial layers grown under conditions where the
growth process was activated by the RF discharge fea-
tured a less developed surface (the sizes of the growth
patterns differed by more than an order of magnitude).
It is also noteworthy that there is a substantial decrease
in the size and number of zinc clusters that delineate the
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growth patterns on the epitaxial-layer surface in the
case of a typical thermal growth; as a result, a more
smooth and specular surface is formed.

In Fig. 2 we show the results of the X-ray diffraction
studies of ZnO layers; a DRON-2 diffractometer and
CuKα radiation were used. The diffraction pattern cor-

responds to a (11 0)ZnO/(10 2)Al2O3 epitaxial layer
of a high structural quality. The inset shows the rocking

curves about the (22 0) peak for a layer obtained by
purely thermal deposition (curve 1) and for a layer
obtained with the growth process activated using an RF
discharge (curve 2). In the second case, one can see an
almost twofold decrease in the peak width, which is no
larger than 0.4° under optimal conditions. It is also
established that the width of the peak related to ZnO
can be less than 0.25° if the technology used for grow-
ing the thin (~15 nm) buffer ZnO layers is magnetron
sputtering (including the autoepitaxy mechanism) and
the method under consideration.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a modified CVD system
in which an RF discharge is used: (a) a quartz reactor,
(b) the distribution of temperature T over the reactor length
L, and (c) the distribution of the growth rate v  of layers in
the deposition zone. Curve 1 is obtained for thermal growth,
and curve 2 corresponds to the case of growth with an RF
discharge. TCU is the temperature-control unit; M, the
manometer; R, the regulator of the gas-flow rate; and RF,
the RF oscillator.
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Although growth of ZnO epitaxial layers on thin
GaN layers has been described in a number of publica-
tions, n-GaN buffer layers were invariably used taking
into account that the lattice constants of ZnO and GaN
are nearly the same. As far as we know, there have been
no reports on the formation of an n-ZnO/p-GaN hetero-
junction. In our experiments, we used p-GaN:Mg layers
as p-type substrates; these layers had a thickness of
~1 µm and were grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on
α-Al2O3 (0001) substrates. For comparison, we grew
n-ZnO/n-GaN structures under the same conditions in
order to form an n–n heterojunction. After deposition, a
part of the ZnO:Ga layer was etched off in a 10% HNO3
solution and ohmic contacts of In and Au were formed
on the ZnO:Ga and GaN:Mg surfaces, respectively. The
concentration and mobility of holes in the GaN:Mg lay-
ers were measured by the four-point probe method and
were found to be equal to 3 × 1017 cm–3 and 10 cm2/(V s),
respectively. The concentration and mobility of elec-
trons in the ~2-µm-thick ZnO:Ga layers obtained in the
FTLP reactor were found to be equal to 5 × 1018 cm–3

and 40 cm2/(V s). In Fig. 3, we show the current–voltage
(I–V) characteristic of an n-ZnO/p-GaN heterojunction.
It can be seen that the heterojunction features a nonlinear
I–V characteristic and is rectifying, whereas the I–V char-
acteristic of an n-ZnO/n-GaN heterojunction is linear.

We studied the spectral distribution of the electrolu-
minescence (EL) intensity observed in a structure with
applied forward bias. The EL spectrum recorded at a
forward current of 3 mA and at a temperature of 300 K
(Fig. 4) consists of a broad emission band with a peak
at 430 nm (2.88 eV) and full width at a half-maximum
of 0.21 eV. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the peak at
430 nm located in the violet spectral region has a wing
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Fig. 2. Diffraction pattern of a (11 0)ZnO/(10 2)Al2O3
structure formed by growing the ZnO layer with growth
activation using an RF discharge. The rocking curves about

the (22 0) peak for a ZnO layer obtained (1) by thermal
growth and (2) with activation using an RF discharge are
shown in the inset.
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that extends to longer wavelengths. Our data are consis-
tent with the results of previous studies that indicate
that the band at 430 nm appears when charge carriers
are injected into the p-type region of GaN:Mg from the
n-type region [7, 8]. A comparison of the spectra of EL
with those of cathodoluminescence of the ZnO and
GaN layers also shows that the heterojunction proper-
ties are mainly controlled by the injection of electrons
from n-ZnO into p-GaN if the EL and cathodolumines-
cence spectra are obtained at approximately equal con-
centration of excess charge carriers. Thus, the injection
properties of the n-ZnO/p-GaN heterostructure are gov-
erned mainly by the injection of electrons from n-ZnO
into p-GaN, where the recombination occurs. The prob-
ability of realizing this mechanism increases if the
donor concentration in ZnO:Ga exceeds the acceptor
concentration in GaN:Mg (in the case under consider-
ation, the donor concentration is higher than the accep-
tor concentration by nearly an order of magnitude). The
absence of short-wavelength excitonic emission in the
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Fig. 3. Current–voltage characteristic of an n-ZnO:Ga/p-
GaN:Mg heterostructure formed on α-Al2O3.
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Wavelength, nm

Intensity, arb. units

Fig. 4. Electroluminescence spectrum of an n-ZnO:Ga/p-
GaN:Mg heterostructure formed on the α-Al2O3 substrate.
EL spectra may also be related to the effect of self-
absorption at 300 K.

It is especially noteworthy that another feature of
modified CVD using an FTLP reactor and activation of
growth by an RF discharge is the possibility of attaining
doping and impurity-activation levels (including accep-
tor-type impurities) that are unattainable with the usual
versions of CVD. Our preliminary experiments on the
activation of the processes of formation and doping in
an atmosphere of H2 and N2 with simultaneous doping
with both donor and acceptor impurities (ZnO:Ga in an
atmosphere of H2 : N2 = 2 : 1) showed that it is in prin-
ciple possible to obtain p-ZnO epitaxial layers with a
resistivity of ~104 Ω cm. Apparently, p-ZnO epitaxial
layers with a higher conductivity are also obtainable,
and this is our next task.

Thus, we showed that it is possible to obtain high-
quality ZnO layers by chemical vapor deposition in a
flow-through low-pressure reactor using an RF-dis-
charge plasma. The activation of reactants during
growth made it possible to significantly increase the
effective pressure of atomic oxygen above the growing
layer, considerably reduce (by ≥200°C) the temperature
of epitaxy, and improve the morphological surface
characteristics and the structure of ZnO epitaxial lay-
ers. Using the aforementioned method, we formed
n-ZnO:Ga/p-GaN:Mg/α-Al2O3 heteroepitaxial struc-
tures and studied the main electrical and emissive char-
acteristics of these structures.

This study was supported by the Russian Founda-
tion for Basic Research, project nos. 01-02-16200 and
02-02-17627.
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Abstract—High-frequency capacitance of a Schottky barrier and an abrupt p–n junction are calculated taking into
account the free charge carrier concentration in the space-charge region of a semiconductor with shallow and deep
impurity levels. The expressions obtained are compared with the published results of the calculations of the high-
frequency capacitance of a p–n junction and with experimental data. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Until now, the high-frequency capacitance of a p–n
junction has been calculated taking into account free
electrons in the space-charge region for the case in
which the band gap of an n-type semiconductor con-
tains one shallow and one deep donor levels [1]. High-
frequency capacitance of a fused diode based on a
semiconductor with both shallow and deep donor and
acceptor levels has been derived in [2, 3] disregarding
free charge carriers in the space-charge region (SCR).

2. CALCULATIONS OF HIGH-FREQUENCY 
CAPACITANCE

We calculate the high-frequency barrier capacitance
of a metal–semiconductor contact and that of an abrupt
p–n junction for a semiconductor with various impurity
levels by using the relation

(1)

where Q is the space charge in the barrier and ϕ is the
potential.

First we consider the case where there is only one
shallow donor level in an n-type semiconductor of the
metal–semiconductor contact or of the abrupt p+–n
junction. Let the blocking voltage applied to the diode
structure be

(2)

where V0 is a constant bias and V'e–iωt is a small alter-
nating voltage of frequency ω. In this case, the high-fre-
quency capacitance can be calculated for frequencies
satisfying the condition ωτM @ 1, where τM is the Max-
well relaxation time. If the x axis is directed normally
to the metal–semiconductor interface or to the plane of
the p–n junction, then for a small ac voltage dV ', the

C
dQ
dϕ
-------,=

V V0 V'e iωt– ,+=
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maximum increase in space charge at the limiting fre-
quency is given by

(3)

where e is the elementary charge; n and n0 are the non-
equilibrium and equilibrium free electron concentra-
tions, respectively; and S is the area of the metal–semi-
conductor contact or of the p–n junction.

It is known that

(4)

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature.

At the limiting frequency, the difference between n
and n0 is small, i.e., eϕ/kT ! 1. As a result, we have

(5)

Substituting (5) into (3), we obtain

(6)

The quantity dϕ is determined from the Poisson equation

(7)

where ε0 is the permittivity of free space and ε is the rel-
ative permittivity of the material. Using (5), we can
write the Poisson equation in the form

(8)

dQ e n0 n–( )Sdx,=

n n0
eϕ
kT
------– 

  ,exp=

n n0 1 eϕ
kT
------– 

  .=

dQ n0
e2ϕ
kT
--------Sdx.=

d2ϕ
dx2
---------

e n n0–( )
ε0ε

---------------------,=

d2ϕ
dx2
---------

n0

ε0ε
-------e

2ϕ
kT
--------.–=
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Equation (8) can be transformed as follows:

(9)

We measure the potential from its value at the interface
between the SCR and the base and assume that the
potential increases in the negative direction of the
x axis; therefore, after integrating Eq. (9), we obtain

(10)

It follows that

(11)

Finally, using (1), (6), and (11), we obtain

(12)

It interesting to note that the Debye screening length
for a dc electric field is

(13)

and the high-frequency capacitance in the case consid-
ered is given by the expression

(14)

Below, we consider structures with a deep impurity
level in the band gap of an n-type semiconductor. In this
case the relaxation time is determined by the time
required to reach the steady-state filling of this level.

If, in addition to a shallow donor level with concen-
tration Nd, there is a deep donor level with concentration
N, then the space-charge density is ρ = e(Nd + N+ – n) =
e(n0 – n) and the high-frequency capacitance is

(15)

Now let the band gap of the semiconductor in the
diode structures under consideration contain a deep
acceptor level with concentration N in the upper half of
the band gap, in addition to a shallow donor level with
concentration Nd. We disregard electron transitions
between the acceptor level and the valence band. Then
the kinetics of the variation of charge on the acceptor
level in the SCR obeys the equation

(16)

dϕd2ϕ
dx2
--------- 1

2
---d

dϕ
dx
------ 

 
2 n0e2

ε0εkT
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n0e
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C S
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LD

ε0εkT
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--------------=

C
ε0εS
LD

-----------.=

C S
ε0εe2 Nd N++( )

kT
-------------------------------------.=

∂N–

∂t
--------- γnnN0 αnN–.–=
Here, γn is the recombination coefficient for electron
transitions to the acceptor level; αn is the probability of
electron generation from the acceptor level; and N0 and
N– are the nonequilibrium concentrations of neutral
impurity atoms and ions, respectively. According to the
principle of detailed balance, we have

(17)

where  and  are the equilibrium concentrations of
neutral impurity atoms and ions. Then, for a steady
state, we can use Eq. (16) and formula (17) to obtain

(18)

Since N = N0 + N–, we have from Eq. (18)

(19)

The space-charge density is

(20)

Since Nd =  + n0 and N =  + , we obtain from
(19) and (20)

(21)

It should be noted that expression (21) is valid for
any relations between the concentrations of donors and

acceptors. However, for Nd < N we have to replace 

by the difference Nd –  = n0, since the electrons can
be excited to the conduction band from the level of ion-

ized acceptors, whose concentration  cannot exceed

Nd; i.e.,  = n0. For Nd > N, the concentration n0

becomes higher than the concentration .

Now let us use expression (5) again; as a result, we
obtain

(22)
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In this case the increase in charge is given by

(23)

By analogy with the above calculations, we use the
Poisson equation to obtain

(24)

Then the expression for the capacitance assumes the
form

(25)

(26)

Finally, we consider the case where a deep donor
level with concentration N and an acceptor level with
concentration Na are present in the lower half of the
band gap of the n-type semiconductor in the metal–
semiconductor contact or in the abrupt p+–n junction.
We write the kinetics equation for the donor level in the
form

(27)

Here, γn is the recombination coefficient for electron
transitions to the donor level, and αn is the probability
of electron generation from the donor level. After cal-
culations similar to those described above, we obtain
expression (25), where n' is replaced by

(28)

Again, we have

(29)

where LD is the Debye screening length,

(30)

Similarly, for a metal–semiconductor contact or an
abrupt n+–p junction where there is a deep acceptor
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level and a donor level in the p-type semiconductor, we
obtain formulas (29) and (30) with n'' replaced by

(31)

For compensated semiconductors with deep impu-
rity levels, we derived expressions (28), (30), and (31)
for the Debye screening lengths in [3, 4]. Formulas (26)
and (31) differ only in their first terms. Therefore, it is
obvious that expression (26) can also define the Debye
length for an n-type semiconductor with an acceptor
level lying in the upper half of the band gap.

3. CONCLUSION
Thus, for all the cases considered, the high-fre-

quency barrier capacitance of a metal–semiconductor
contact, an abrupt p+–n junction, or an abrupt n+–p
junction does not depend on the magnitude of the
applied reverse voltage, and the width of the space-
charge region is equal to the Debye screening length.

The high-frequency capacitance obtained in [1] did
not depend on the magnitude of the reverse voltage for
Nd > N+ either, and the corresponding expression was
rather complicated. However, for Nd < N+, the expres-
sion for the capacitance became

(32)

i.e., it practically coincided with formula (15); only its
magnitude was smaller by a factor of 2. This formula
was obtained under more severe restrictions compared
to (15); specifically, it is valid for eϕ/4kT ! 1.

In [5] the impedance of silicon-doped gallium ars-
enide p–n junctions was studied. The p-type region
contained two acceptor levels with ionization energies
of 0.03 and 0.1 eV. At high frequencies, a strong tem-
perature dependence of the capacitance was observed
(in the temperature range 77–293 K, the capacitance
increased by an order of magnitude), and at 77 K the
magnitude of the capacitance was bias-independent in
the range of applied voltages under consideration (from
0 to 8 V). These experimental data completely agree
with the results of our calculations.
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Abstract—Special features of metal-organic chemical vapor deposition of AlGaN epitaxial layers and
AlGaN/GaN superlattices either in an Epiquip VP-50 RP research and development reactor (for a single wafer
2 in. in diameter) or in an AIX2000HT production-scale reactor (for up to six wafers 2 in. in diameter) are stud-
ied. It is found that the dependence of the aluminum content in the solid phase on the trimethylaluminum
(TMA) flux in a reactor levels off; this effect hinders the growth of the layers with a high aluminum content in
both types of reactors and is more pronounced in the larger reactor (AIX2000HT). Presumably, this effect is a con-
sequence of spurious reactions in the vapor phase and depends on the partial pressure of TMA in the reactor. The
aluminum content in the layers can be increased not only by reducing the total pressure in the reactor but also by
increasing the total gas flow through the reactor and reducing the trimethylgallium flux. The approaches described
above were used to grow layers with a mole fraction of AlN as large as 20% in the AIX2000HT production-scale
reactor at a pressure of 400 mbar (this fraction was as large as 40% at 200 mbar). AlGaN layers with the entire
range of composition were grown in the Epiquip VP-50 RP reactor. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

AlGaN and AlGaN/GaN heterostructures have been
actively studied in recent years in relation to the possi-
bility of fabricating various electronic and optoelec-
tronic devices based on these heterostructures. The
built-in piezoelectric and pyroelectric fields, the low
efficiency of doping, and the complex process of stress
relaxation in these structures at present hinder the com-
plete realization of the entire potential of the material
system under consideration and require additional stud-
ies. At the same time, the development of modes of epi-
taxial growth of individual layers and heterostructures
based on AlGaN is of primary importance in this devel-
opment.

Although the growth of AlGaN layers with a low
aluminum content is a well-developed procedure, an
increase in the aluminum content (especially, when the
layers are grown in large-sized reactors) involves seri-
ous difficulties.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

We studied the special features of epitaxial growth
of AlGaN layers and AlGaN/GaN superlattices by
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).
Initially, we used an Epiquip VP-50 RP reactor mod-
ernized for the growth of III–N compounds; in the sec-
ond stage of our studies, we used an AIX2000HT pro-
duction-scale reactor in some of the experiments. The
layers and superlattices were grown on sapphire sub-
strates with (0001) orientation. Ammonia (NH3), tri-
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20678
methylgallium (TMG), and trimethylaluminum (TMA)
were used as the sources; hydrogen was used as the car-
rier gas. We employed the conventional procedure for
GaN epitaxy on sapphire using a low-temperature
nucleation layer.

A horizontal quartz reactor with inductive heating of
a graphite substrate holder for a single wafer with a
diameter of 2 in. is used in the Epiquip VP-50 RP sys-
tem. Epitaxial AlGaN layers were grown in conditions
that were optimal for the growth of GaN in this reactor;
i.e., the temperature was 1050–1070°C and the pressure
was 200 mbar. Because the substrates were not rotated,
we could not attain an acceptable uniformity of the lay-
ers at higher pressures. In a number of experiments, a
decrease in the pressure in the reactor did not lead to a
variation in the aluminum content in the layers.

A planetary reactor for six substrates with a diame-
ter of 2 in. in the AIX2000HT system features gas flows
directed horizontally from the center to the perimeter
and is very similar to the horizontal Epiquip reactor.
However, individual rotation of the substrates, separate
introduction of the Group III and V elements, and the
possibility of controllably reducing the temperature of
the reactor’s quartz ceiling [1] makes it possible to
carry out epitaxial processes in a wide range of pres-
sures and gas flows without significant deterioration in
the uniformity of the structure. In turn, the possibility of
varying the pressure and gas flows in the reactor facili-
tates appreciably the optimization of the conditions of
epitaxial growth.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Epitaxial AlGaN layers were grown at temperatures
of 1050–1180°C in the AIX2000HT reactor. It is note-
worthy that the growth temperature is measured in the
Epiquip and AIXX2000HT reactors by fundamentally
different methods; therefore, a direct comparison of
these temperatures is incorrect since the measured tem-
perature is not equal to the substrate temperature. In
order to ensure that the substrate temperatures are iden-
tical, the nominal temperature in the AIX2000HT reac-
tor should be higher than that in the Epiquip reactor. For
example, the optimal growth temperature of undoped
GaN, which makes it possible to grow epitaxial layers
with nearly identical properties, is equal to 1050–
1070°C for an Epiquip VP-50 RP reactor and to 1150–
1180°C for an AIX2000HT reactor.

The composition of AlGaN epitaxial layers was
determined from an analysis of photoluminescence
spectra (for layers with an AlN content lower than 15%)
and Raman spectra [2], as well as from the results of
X-ray diffractometry.

3. GROWTH OF ALGAN EPITAXIAL LAYERS 
IN AN EPIQUIP RESEARCH 

AND DEVELOPMENT REACTOR

In Fig. 1, we show the dependence of Al content in
AlGaN epitaxial layers (Xs is the mole fraction of AlN)
on the ratio between the molar fluxes Xv =
TMA/(TMA + TMG) at the entry to the reactor. The
saturation of aluminum incorporation into the epitaxial
layers occurred at a relatively low level of Al content at
a growth rate of 2–2.5 µm/h (the optimal growth rate of
GaN in this reactor) [3]. This effect was especially pro-
nounced for thin AlGaN layers grown on thick buffer
GaN layers. If the growth rate is lowered (by reducing
the TMG flux), the efficiency of aluminum incorpora-
tion increases significantly.

Thus, it is necessary to reduce the growth rate in
order to grow AlGaN layers with a high AlN content. At
the same time, it is difficult to grow AlGaN/GaN het-
erostructures (in particular, superlattices) at a constant
low growth rate because a low growth rate of GaN lay-
ers leads to the formation of a nonplanar surface. Epi-
taxial growth of AlGaN/GaN superlattices, in which
case the AlGaN layers are grown at a much lower rate
than the GaN layers, was carried out using two sources
of trimethylgallium (TMG-1 and TMG-2). The flux
from the TMG-1 source was continuously introduced
into the reactor, whereas the fluxes from the TMG-1
and TMA sources were introduced out of phase [4].
Using this approach, we managed to grow AlGaN/GaN
superlattices with an Al content in the barriers from 20
to 50%.

The results of additional experiments showed that, if
AlN or AlGaN epitaxial layers are grown with an Al
content higher than 50–60%, it is necessary to decrease
the ammonia flux and increase the flow of the main car-
rier gas in addition to reducing the growth rate. Thus, in
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
the case of growing AlN/GaN heterostructures, it is
necessary to vary rapidly large gas flows through the
reactor, which gives rise to difficulties in ensuring the
balance of pressures in the system.

In spite of these problems, we used the above
approach and considerations on the basis of the Epiquip
system to grow multilayer AlN/GaN heterostructures
and AlGaN epitaxial layers in the entire range of com-
positions [5]; these layers and heterostructures were
then used to fabricate a number of semiconductor
devices [6, 7].

4. GROWTH OF ALGAN EPITAXIAL LAYERS 
IN AN AIX2000HT PRODUCTION-SCALE 

REACTOR

We studied specific features of epitaxial growth of
AlGaN in an AIX2000HT system in the context of the
development of epitaxial technologies for semiconduc-
tor devices (primarily, for light-emitting diodes). We
used the approaches developed for an Epiquip research
and development reactor to realize the additional poten-
tial of an AIX2000HT reactor designed specifically for
the growth of complex device heterostructures based on
III–N compounds. The basic similarity of the reactors
in the Epiquip and AIX2000HT systems gave us reason
to believe that we would tackle the task set successfully.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Xv

Xs

Fig. 1. Dependences of the Al content in an AlGaN epitaxial
layer (Xs is the mole fraction of AlN) on the ratio between
the molar fluxes Xv  = TMA/(TMA + TMG) in the reactor
(data for an Epiquip system). Open circles and triangles rep-
resent data obtained at a high growth rate of AlGaN, and
closed circles and triangles represent data obtained at a low
growth rate of AlGaN. Triangles correspond to thin AlGaN
layers on buffer GaN layers; circles correspond to thick
AlGaN layers and superlattices. Arrows indicate a change in
the composition of the AlGaN layer as a result of a decrease
in the TMG flux (the other fluxes in the reactor remained
unchanged).
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However, experiments showed that an increased size of
the reactor gives rise to additional problems.

In Fig. 2, we show the dependence of Al content in
AlGaN epitaxial layers on the pressure in an
AIX2000HT reactor. The conditions in the reactor were
nearly optimal for the growth of p-GaN: the tempera-
ture was 1050°C, the total gas flow through the reactor
was equal to 16 standard liters per minute (slm), and the
growth rate was 0.5–0.6 µm/h. The observed dramatic

Total flow 16 slm

0.15

0.10

0.05

0 100 400300200
Reactor pressure, mbar

Xs

Fig. 2. Dependence of the Al content in the AlGaN epitaxial
layer (Xs) on the pressure in the reactor with a total gas flow
through the reactor equal to 16 slm (data for an AIX2000HT
system).

Pressure 400 mbar0.05

0.03

0.01

Xs

15 20 25 30
Total gas flow through the reactor, slm

Fig. 3. Dependence of the Al content in the AlGaN epitaxial
layer (Xs) on the total gas flow through the reactor at a pres-
sure in the reactor equal to 400 mbar (data for an
AIX2000HT system).
decrease in the aluminum content in epitaxial layers
with increasing pressure in the reactor was predicted by
the manufacturer of the system; this effect is well
known and is related to spurious reactions between
NH3 and TMA in a reactor that is larger than an
Epiquip.

Thus, a decrease in the pressure in the reactor can be
considered as the simplest method for obtaining the
AlGaN layers. However, the pressure in a reactor is one
of the key parameters and controls both the special fea-
tures of epitaxial growth and the properties of the layers
grown. Moreover, a rapid change in pressure in an
AIX2000HT reactor is impossible due to a number of
specific features in the design. As a result, complex
InGaN/GaN/AlGaN heterostructures with a thickness
of the layers amounting to tens of nanometers or less
have to be grown under a constant pressure; in a num-
ber of cases, a relatively high pressure in the reactor
(300–400 mbar) is required to grow GaN. Conse-
quently, the development of AlGaN growth modes at
higher pressures can lead to a substantial increase in the
degree of freedom in the optimization of the technology
and design for complex heterostructures.

As the total gas flow through the reactor increases
from 16 to 27 slm, the aluminum content in the AlGaN
layers grown under a pressure of 400 mbar increases by
approximately a factor of 3 (Fig. 3). However, the AlN
content attained under these conditions in the layers
(~5%) is still too low for the majority of device-ori-
ented applications. It is even more important that,
although an increase in the TMA flux at a pressure of
100 mbar in the reactor leads to an almost linear
increase in the Al content in AlGaN, such an increase is
not observed at a pressure of 400 mbar (Fig. 4).

All in all, the above results make it possible to
advance the following hypothesis: the concentration of
active aluminum-containing compounds involved in
epitaxial growth cannot be increased beyond a certain
critical level that is governed by the conditions in the
reactor. Since the Al content in AlGaN solid solution
cannot be increased by increasing the TMA flux, an
obvious solution to the problem (as in the case of an
Epiquip reactor) is to reduce the TMG flux. The effect
of the TMG flux on the composition of AlGaN solid
solutions is illustrated in Fig. 5. The Al content in
AlGaN epitaxial layers is inversely proportional to the
TMG flux in a wide range of fluxes. A decrease in the
TMG flux at a pressure of 400 mbar in the reactor made
it possible to grow AlGaN layers with an AlN content
as high as 20%, which was adequate for the majority of
device-related applications. This approach made it pos-
sible to increase the content of AlN in AlGaN to 40% at
a pressure of 200 mbar.

Thus, as the reactor size increases, the epitaxial
growth of AlGaN layers becomes much more compli-
cated. However, the use of the approach described
above made it possible to grow solid-solution layers
with the required composition at pressures that were
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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higher than the pressures in the research and develop-
ment reactor. Thus, the pressure in the reactor is found
to be the single free parameter in the development of
growth modes for complex heterostructures involving
AlGaN layers in an AIX2000HT reactor. This parame-
ter makes it possible to additionally optimize the prop-

Total flow 16 slm
Pressure 100 mbar

Total flow 27 slm
Pressure 400 mbar

1

2

0.30

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

Xs

10 20 30
H2 flow through TMA bubbler, sccm

Fig. 4. Dependences of the Al content in an AlGaN epitaxial
layer (Xs) on the TMA flow for two different growth condi-
tions: (1) a pressure of 400 mbar and a total gas flow
through the reactor equal to 27 slm; (2) a pressure of
100 mbar and a total gas flow through the reactor equal to
16 slm (data for an AIX2000HT system).

Total flow 27 slm
Pressure 400 mbar

0.25

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

Xs

0.05 0.10 0.15
1/(H2 flow through TMG bubbler), sccm–1

Fig. 5. Dependence of the Al content in the AlGaN epitaxial
layer (Xs) on the TMG flux at a pressure of 400 mbar and at
a total gas flow through the reactor equal to 27 slm (data for
an AIX2000HT system).
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erties of the structures under consideration. As in a
research and development reactor, the AlGaN/GaN het-
erostructures are grown using a single TMA source and
two TMG sources.

5. SPECIFIC FEATURES OF ALGAN EPITAXY 
THAT ARE COMMON TO BOTH THE EPIQUIP 

VP-50 RP AND AIX2000HT SYSTEMS

Despite the fact that there is a considerable differ-
ence between the conditions of AlGaN epitaxial growth
in the Epiquip and AIX2000HT systems, the basic sim-
ilarity of these two reactors makes it possible to con-
sider the processes that govern the composition of the
growing solid solution as almost the same. It is reason-
able to assume that the observed effects (in particular,
the leveling-off of the dependence of the Al content in
the epitaxial AlGaN layer on the TMA flux) are related
to spurious reactions involving TMA.

In Fig. 6, we show the data obtained as a result of a
large number of experiments on the growth of AlGaN
layers with a wide range of compositions in both types
of reactors. The partial pressure of TMA in the reactor
disregarding the exhaustion caused by the chemical
reactions (i.e., at the reactor entrance) is plotted on the
horizontal axis. The quantity Xs/Xv, defined as the ratio
between the AlN mole fraction in the grown AlGaN Xs
and the ratio of the molar fluxes Xv = TMA/(TMA +
TMG) at the entry to the reactor, is plotted on the verti-
cal axis. This representation makes it possible to quali-
tatively evaluate the effect of chemical reactions involv-

1
2
3
4
5

0.20

0.28
0.40 0.25

0.50

0.155

0.40

0.29
0.28

0.050
0.018

0.048

0.050

0.097

0.11

0.067
0.19
0.137
0.072

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

Xs/Xv

1 2 3 4
TMA partial pressure, 10–6 bar

Fig. 6. Dependence of the efficiency of Al incorporation
(the ratio between the Al mole fraction Xs in an AlGaN epi-
taxial layer and the ratio of the molar fluxes Xv  =
TMA/(TMA + TMG)) on the partial pressure of TMA in the
reactor. Numbers by the symbols indicate the Al content Xs
in the epitaxial layer: (1) data for an Epiquip system at a
pressure of 200 mbar; (2–5) data for an AIX2000HT system
at pressures of (2) 100, (3) 200, (4) 400, and (5) 200 mbar
at two different temperatures in the reactor (Xs = 0.40 at
1180°C and Xs = 0.29 at 1050°C).
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ing TMA on the result of epitaxial processes in differ-
ent reactors under widely differing conditions.

An analysis of the results shown in Fig. 6 makes it
possible to draw a number of conclusions. The effect of
spurious reactions is reduced, first, if the reactor size
decreases and, second, if the pressure in the reactor is
lowered. However, in addition to the effect of the above
parameters, the partial pressure of TMA at the entry to
the reactor is important. If this pressure is no higher
than (1–2) × 10–6 bar at the entry to the reactor (and,
consequently, in any other region of the reactor), the
spurious reactions involving TMA do not significantly
affect the growth of AlGaN. A drastic decrease in the
ratio Xs/Xv as the TMA partial pressure increases indi-
cates that the order of spurious reactions with respect to
TMA is high.

Generally, one can recognize two different condi-
tions of AlGaN growth: growth at a high and a low par-
tial pressure of TMA. In the first case, the AlGaN com-
position is mainly controlled by chemical reactions
involving TMA and depends nonlinearly on the TMA
flux. In the second case, these reactions are unimportant
and the composition of the growing solid-solution layer
depends linearly on the TMA flux. Furthermore, the
composition is controlled by reevaporation of gallium
from the growing layer and by spurious reactions that
reduce the content of active gallium compounds in the
vapor phase. The characteristic features of the two depo-
sition modes under consideration are listed in the table.

Characteristic features of AlGaN growth in relation to the
partial pressure of trimethylaluminum (TMA)

Technological
conditions

A high partial
pressure of TMA

A low partial
pressure of TMA

If the pressure
in the reactor is 
decreased

The Al content 
increases

The Al content
is not changed

If the temperature 
in the reactor is 
decreased

The Al content 
increases

The Al content 
decreases

The distribution of 
the Al content 
(without rotation 
of the substrate)

Increases in the 
direction toward 
the entry to the 
reactor

Decreases in the 
direction toward 
the entry to the 
reactor
6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report the results of studying the
special features of growing epitaxial AlGaN layers in
an Epiquip VP-50 RP horizontal research and develop-
ment reactor and in an AIX2000HT production-scale
planetary reactor. It is established that the partial pres-
sure of trimethylaluminum at the entry to the reactor is
one of the parameters that govern the composition of
the growing solid solution. It is shown that an apprecia-
ble increase in the Al content in the AlGaN epitaxial
layer can be attained by reducing the epitaxial-growth rate.
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Abstract—Structural defects at the interface between Pb0.95La0.05Ti0.8Zr0.2O3 and La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 were stud-
ied using the method of isothermal current relaxation. Two cases were considered: (a) the width of the defect-
containing layer is much smaller than the width of the space-charge region and (b) the width of the defect-con-
taining layer is greater than the width of the space-charge region. It is shown that, for the samples studied, the
width of the defect-containing layer exceeds 50–100 Å, and the density of states for deep-level centers in the
energy interval Ev + (0.55–0.65) eV is about 3 × 1020 cm–3 eV–1; this value corresponds to a surface state density
of about 2 × 1014 cm–2 eV–1. It is shown that the density of states for deep-level centers increases from the inter-
face into the depth of the semiconductor. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, electronic memory devices based on

ferroelectric–semiconductor structures have developed
rapidly [1–4]. The quality of these devices substantially
depends on the parameters of the ferroelectric–semi-
conductor interface [4–8]. We studied structural defects
at the interface between a p-Pb0.95La0.05Ti0.8Zr0.2O3
(PZT) ferroelectric and a p-La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 (LSCO)
semiconductor.

2. THEORY
We studied a structure consisting of a perovskite

PZT ferroelectric (FE) and an LSCO semiconductor.
A Schottky barrier (Au) was deposited on the FE. The
contact to the semiconductor was ohmic. The formation
of a passive (blocking) layer was possible in PZT under
the gold layer, and the width of the passive layer dp was
much smaller than that of the PZT layer wf [9, 10]. If
we disregard the voltage drop across the passive layer,
we have

(1)

where V is the applied voltage, Vbi is the built-in voltage
between the contact to the FE and the semiconductor,
ψs is the surface potential of the semiconductor, and Vf
is the voltage drop across the FE. At the interface, the
following relation is valid:

(2)

where ε0 = 8.85 × 10–12 F/m is the permittivity of the
free space, Ef is the electric field in the FE, P(Ef) is the
polarization of the FE in the field Ef, Qsc is the charge
in the space-charge region of the semiconductor, and
Qss is the charge in the surface states.

We consider a general expression for operation over
a nonsaturated hysteresis loop (Fig. 1). To this end, we

V Vbi+ ψs V f,+=

Qsc Qss+( )– ε0Ef P Ef( ),+=
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20683
approximate the function P(Ef) using the following
expressions:

(3)

for the ascending branch, and

(4)

for the descending branch.
Here, Ps is the saturation polarization, Pr is the resid-

ual polarization, Ec is the coercive field, and 0 < a ≤ 1. In

this approximation, the derivative P(Ef) does not

depend on the amplitude of the ac field. For a = 1,
expressions (3) and (4) transform into the formulas for

P Ef( ) Ps

Ef Ec–
2d

---------------- 
 tanh Pr 1 a–( )+=

P Ef( ) Ps–
Ef– Ec–
2d

--------------------- 
 tanh Pr 1 a–( )+=

d
dEf
--------

P, µC/cm2

0

–20

–40

40

20

105–5–10

Pr aPr

Ps

1

2

Ef, 105V/cm

Fig. 1. Hysteresis loops: (1) saturated, (2) nonsaturated; the
parameters of the calculation are Ps = 35 µC/cm2, Pr =
25 µC/cm2, Ec = Emax = 2 × 105 V/cm, and a = 0.34.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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the saturated hysteresis loop [11]. The maximum elec-
tric field Emax and the parameter a are related by

(5)

This equation can be used to determine a. The quantity
d can be found from the expression

(6)

We study the defects that appear after the formation of
the blocking layer. In this case, the inequality ε0Ef ! P
is usually satisfied. Introducing the average field Ef, we
obtain

(7)

where wf is the width of the FE. Specifically, we assume
that the defects are acceptors.

The following calculations are performed as applied
to the method of measuring the current relaxation, i.e.,
the time dependence of the current after switching the
voltage.

For a strong electric field, the change in polarization
is fast (t ≤ 1 µs). However, a situation may occur in
which a significant part of the polarization changes rap-
idly, while the remaining part (and the corresponding
polarization current) changes slowly for the following
reasons:

(i) the presence of the blocking layer between the
PZT and the metal [9, 10];

(ii) the polycrystalline structure of the FE [12].
After the voltage V is switched from 0 in the ascend-

ing branch of the hysteresis loop to V > 0, the change in
polarization is much greater than after the same switch-
ing in the descending branch. Therefore, the amplitude
of the delayed polarization current can be much greater.

2Pr 1 a–( )
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1
Pr
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Fig. 2. Energy diagram of the M–PZT–LCO structure;
M stands for metal; ψs is the surface potential of the semi-
conductor; Vf is the voltage drop across the ferroelectric;
Fs and Fm are the Fermi levels in the semiconductor and the
metal, respectively; V is the applied voltage; and q is the ele-
mentary charge.
In our experiments, the delayed polarization current is
superimposed on the relaxation current. To diminish
this effect, we switched the voltage from 0 on the
descending branch to V > 0. In this situation, the curve
P(Ef) lies inside the hysteresis loop but close to its
descending branch [13]. Therefore, expression (4) was
used. Using (2) and (4), we obtain

(8)

Performing some transformations in the above
expressions, we obtain

(9)

where V is the applied voltage.

To estimate the width and other parameters of the
defect-containing layer at the interface, we consider
two limiting cases.

(I) The FE and the semiconductor are doped with
shallow impurities only, and all defects are located at
the interface in a thin transition layer of width ∆ ! h,
where h is the width of the space-charge region (SCR)
in the semiconductor. In this case, the defects can be
considered as surface states.

(II) The defect layer occupies the entire SCR in the
semiconductor (∆ ≥ h). In this case, defects should be
considered as deep-level centers in the semiconductor.

Let us discuss these two cases in turn.

2.1. Defects Producing Surface States (∆ ! h)

We choose the initial voltage V0 at which the steady-
state occupation of surface states is established in time t
on the order of τm, where τm is the time constant of the
measuring equipment. The steady-state occupation of
surface states corresponds to the following initial values
of the parameters: ψs0, Ef0, P0, Qsc0, and Qss0. At t = 0, we
switch the voltage from V0 to V > V0. After switching,
thermal emission of electrons from the valence band to
the surface states with energy Et occurs at the interface
if energies Et lie in the interval

in other words, holes are thermally emitted from these
surface states to the valence band. Here, Fs is the Fermi
level in the semiconductor in the region of electrical
neutrality, L = Fs – Ev in the region of electrical neutral-
ity, and Ev is the top of the valence band in this region
(see Fig. 2). The emission gives rise to a current that
consists of two components.

Ef = Ec 2d
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(i) The current through the surface states:

(10)

Filling the surface states with electrons results in the
screening of the SCR and in a decrease in the surface
potential ψs.

(ii) The current through the SCR:

(11)

With decreasing ψs, electrons leave the SCR. The cur-
rents jss and jsc have opposite directions, and the total
current density j is equal to their difference,

(12)

Differentiating (9) with respect to time and performing
some transformations, we obtain

(13)

where

(14)

The function Qsc(ψs) is known [14]; i.e.,

(15)

where

and Na is the concentration of shallow acceptors in the
semiconductor.

At any t, the derivative Qss has a sharp peak at

the energy Et defined by the expression

(16)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature,
ν = σpv pTNv, σp is the cross section of hole capture by
the deep centers with energy Et, v pT is the thermal
velocity of holes, and Nv is the effective density of
states in the valence band. The energy Et is measured
from the valence band edge at the interface.

Expressions (10) and (16) can be used to approxi-
mate the dependence jss(t) by the expression [13]

(17)

where Nss(Et) is the density of surface states at the
energy Et defined by (16).

We may also assume approximately that at time t the
surface states with energies below the level Et are filled
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with electrons and those with higher energies are
empty. Then the charge Qss(t) can be calculated from
the expression

(18)

Using (10)–(17) and performing some transformations,
we obtain

(19)

(20)

and jss is defined by (17). As a result, we have

(21)

The current ratio jsc/jss is given by

(22)

For R ! 1, expression (22) transforms into formula (25)
from [15] for an MIS structure with a linear dielectric.

Analysis of the experimental time dependence of
the relaxation current I(t) needed for processing exper-
imental results is complicated by the fact that the quan-
tities Qss, Qsc, and ψs in (21) are not known. However,
our estimation of the ratio jss/jsc using formulas (17) and
(20) has shown that in actual M–PZT–LSCO struc-
tures, the current jss is several times greater than the cur-
rent jsc. Thus we can set j ≈ jss and, in the first approxi-
mation, determine the energy spectrum of surface states
from expressions (16) and (17) using the experimental
dependence I(t),

(23)

where A is the surface area. The dependence Qss(t) is
given by (18).

For t < 0, we express Qsc0 and Qss0 in terms of ψs0;
the quantity ψs0 is determined from the transcendental
equation (9), where we set ψs = ψs0. Next we determine
the quantities Ef0 and P0.

At t = 0 (after switching from V0 to V1 > V0) we have

the initial values ψs =  and Qsc = , as well as

 = Qss0 (initial occupation of the surface states is

unchanged). The quantity  can be determined from

Eq. (9), where we set V = V1 and . Then we deter-

mine the quantities  and Pin.
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The time dependences ψs(t) and Qsc(t) are deter-
mined by the recursion method: we calculate the subse-
quent values of these functions in terms of their previ-
ous values. Next, using the dependence Qsc(t), we find
jsc(t) from (20) and obtain the energy spectrum of sur-
face states more accurately,

(24)

The above results are valid if the inequality

(25)

is satisfied. If the equality

(26)

becomes valid at some time tcr in the course of current
relaxation, then a steady-state occupation of surface
states is established and current relaxation stops. Equal-
ity (26) can hold for a high density of surface states, and
a smaller time tcr corresponds to a greater amplitude of
the relaxation current (i.e., to a higher density of surface
states). At low densities of surface states, equality (26) is
not valid.

The density of surface states in a given energy inter-
val does not depend on V. Therefore, the relaxation cur-
rent in the corresponding time interval does not depend
on the value of V (see expressions (16), (23), and (24)).

2.2. Defects Corresponding to Deep-Level Centers 
in the Space-Charge Region (∆ ≥ h)

We assume that Qss = 0 and disregard the edge
effects in the SCR. Let the deep-level centers be accep-
tors and let the shallow impurity concentration Na and
the density of states for deep-level centers Nt be posi-
tion-independent. Then integrating the Poisson equa-
tion, we obtain

(27)

where Ni is the sum of the concentrations of shallow
acceptors and ionized deep-level centers in the SCR.
The quantity Ni is defined by the expression

(28)

and Et is given by (16).
The charge Qsc in the SCR is defined by

(29)

We analyze transient processes using the same
method as in Subsection 2.1. We choose the initial volt-
age V0 at which the steady-state occupation of deep-
level centers in the SCR is established in time t0 on the
order of τm. At t = 0, we switch the voltage from V0 to
V > V0. On switching at t = 0, the initial occupation of

Nss

Nss'

1 jsc

jss
-----–

-----------------.=
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2ε0εsψs t( ) qNi t( )h2 t( ),=

Ni t( ) Na Nt E( ) E,d

0

Et

∫+=

Qsc qNih.–=
deep-level centers does not change, and therefore the
width of the SCR increases abruptly. Then electrons are
thermally emitted from the valence band to the deep-
level centers. This process increases the space-charge
density in the SCR and decreases the surface potential ψs
and the width of the SCR h. This is accompanied by the
current jsc defined by expression (11). The quantity h is
given by

(30)

We use (29) and (30) to obtain

(31)

Now we use (8), (9), (13), and (14) and set Qss = 0. Dif-
ferentiating (9) with respect to time, we find

(32)

where D = 2dwfPs. Differentiating (31) with respect to
time, we obtain

(33)

Performing an analysis similar to that in Subsection 2.1,

we approximate the function Ni by the expression

(34)

After some transformations, we derive

(35)

where I = jA is the measured relaxation current and A is
the sample area.

The subsequent analysis is also similar to that in
Subsection 2.1. Time dependences Qsc(t), ψs(t), Ni(t),
Nt(t), and h(t) are determined by the recursion method.
The width of the SCR increases with voltage V. There-
fore, for the energy interval considered, a greater relax-
ation current corresponds to a greater V in the corre-
sponding time interval.

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1. Samples

Our structures were fabricated on the NdGaO3 (110)
substrates using laser sputtering [16]. A layer of
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 (LSCO) of width 500 Å was formed at
a substrate temperature of 630°C, then a layer of
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Pb0.95La0.05Ti0.8Zr0.2O3 (PZT) ferroelectric of width
1500 Å was deposited at a temperature of 500°C. The
contacts to layers LSCO and PZT had an area of 200 ×
200 µm2 and were deposited by thermal evaporation
of gold.

3.2. Measurement Procedure

The hysteresis loop was measured by the Sawyer–
Tower method [17] at a frequency of 112 Hz. Measure-
ments by the method of isothermal current relaxation
were performed at T ≈ 300 K. For this purpose, a step
of positive voltage (with respect to the semiconductor
contact) from the F-4810/1 device was applied to the
FE contact. A 1-MΩ resistor was connected in series
with the sample to protect the latter from overloading
by the current pulse when the polarization changed. In
this case, the rate of the polarization change was limited
by the rate of relaxation of the voltage drop across the
sample, i.e., by the time of sample-capacitance charg-
ing through the resistor. Current relaxation was mea-
sured using an SHCH-300 device.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For a saturated hysteresis loop, we found the follow-
ing values of the parameters:

Ps = 35 µC/cm2, Pr = 25 µC/cm2, and 

Ec = 2 × 105 V/cm.

For the semiconductor, we had Na = 1019 cm–3.
Voltage switching from –V to +V was performed in

the following order: from –V to 0 (we call this the posi-
tion –0), then from –0 to V and from V to 0 (we call this
the position +0), and finally from +0 to V and from V to
–V. After each switching, a 5-min pause was made. Cur-
rent relaxation was measured after switching from –0 to
V and from +0 to V.

Figure 3 shows a typical experimental time depen-
dence of the relaxation current after the voltage was
switched from –0 to 1 V, from –0 to 2 V, from +0 to 1 V,
and from +0 to 2 V.

Estimation of the pulse of capacitive current through
the 1-MΩ resistor of, and through, the sample capaci-
tance and a comparison of the capacitive and relaxation
currents for our samples shows that, for t > 0.1 s, the
capacitive current becomes much smaller than the
relaxation current, and the voltage drop across the sam-
ple almost attains a steady-state value. Therefore, when
processing the experimental data, we used the current
values for t > 0.1 s.

Comparison of relaxation currents showed that,
after switching from –0 to V > 0, the amplitude of the
current was much greater than after switching from +0
to the same V. This circumstance may be caused by a
slowing down of the polarization current relaxation
(see above). For this reason, we determined the energy
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
spectrum of surface states or deep-level centers by cur-
rent relaxation after switching from +0 to V > 0.

After switching the voltage from +0 to 2 V, the cur-
rent was much greater than after switching from +0 to
1 V; accordingly, if we use expressions (17), (23), and
(24) to determine Nss(Et), the values of Nss(Et) would be
greater. This result is apparently incorrect (see conclu-
sions at the end of Subsection 2.1). Therefore, we can-
not assume that the width of the defect-containing layer
is much smaller than the width of the SCR, and we must
consider defects as deep-level centers distributed over
the entire SCR (see conclusions at the end of Subsec-
tion 2.2).

Figure 4 shows the calculated time dependences of
the energy Et, the barrier height L + qψs, and the width
of the SCR h after switching the voltage from +0 to 1 V.
The features of these dependences were discussed in
Subsection 2.2.

The densities of states for deep-level centers Nt are
plotted in Fig. 5 as functions of Et after the voltage was
switched from +0 to 1 V and from +0 to 2 V. It follows
from comparing these functions that the density of
states for deep-level centers increases from the FE–
semiconductor interface into the depth of the semicon-
ductor. We note that the value Nt = 4 × 1020 cm–3 eV–1

for a space-charge region of width 50 Å corresponds to
the density of surface states of 2 × 1014 cm–2 eV–1; i.e.,
it is of the same order of magnitude as for Ge–Si het-
erojunctions [18].

Determination of the parameters of deep-level cen-
ters in the defect-containing layer is a problem for fur-
ther study.
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Fig. 3. Experimental time dependences of the currents after
the voltage was switched (1) from –0 to 1 V, (2) from –0 to
2 V, (3) from +0 to 1 V, and (4) from +0 to 2 V. For curves 1,
3, and 4 the current scale is given on the left-hand axis and
for curve 2, on the right-hand axis.
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5. CONCLUSION

Structural defects are formed at the interface
between a ferroelectric (PZT) and a semiconductor
(LSCO). To study these defects, we used the method of
isothermal current relaxation with the voltage switched
from zero to different positive voltages. We developed
a method for determining the density of surface states
in the case where the width of the defect-containing
layer is much smaller than the width of the space-
charge region, and a method for determining the den-
sity of states for deep-level centers in the case where the
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Fig. 4. Time dependence after switching voltage from +0
to 1 V for (1) the energy Et, (2) the potential barrier height
L + qψs, and (3) the width of the space-charge region h (for

ν = 1010 s–1).
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Fig. 5. Energy spectrum of the density of states for deep-
level centers. The voltage was switched (1) from +0 to 1 V
and (2) from +0 to 2 V (for ν = 1010 s–1).
width of the defect-containing layer is greater than the
width of the space-charge region. We show that the
width of the defect layer is greater than 50–100 Å, and,
in the energy interval Ev + (0.55 – 0.65) eV, the density
of states for deep-level centers is on the order of 3 ×
1020 cm–3 eV–1; this value corresponds to a density of
surface states of about 2 × 1014 cm–2 eV–1. We showed
that the density of states for deep-level centers
increases from the interface into the depth of the semi-
conductor.
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Abstract—A method for calculating the probability of intersubband electron–electron scattering in quantum
wells of complex shape is suggested. Numerical data for stepped InGaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells are obtained.
The principal mechanisms of electron–electron scattering that exert the strongest effect on the intersubband
inversion of population in laser structures are determined. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The operation of lasers and detectors for the mid-IR
range, based on semiconductor quantum wells (QW), is
based on intersubband transitions of charge carriers,
and the probability of this process is defined by the
parameters of the QWs. QWs of complex shape are
promising for optoelectronic devices because they
facilitate the design of structures with the necessary
relaxation times. The period of a structure containing a
QW of complex configuration comprises several layers
of semiconductors with different band gaps. Setting the
sequence and composition of these layers, one can con-
trol the rates of radiative and nonradiative recombina-
tion. The possibility of obtaining an intersubband pop-
ulation inversion in QW lasers is mainly defined by the
relative rates of different nonradiative intersubband
transitions. Among these processes, electron-electron
(e–e) scattering can dominate when there is a high den-
sity of nonequilibrium electrons [1, 2].

In this study, we suggest a method for calculating
the probability of intersubband e–e scattering in QWs
of complex shape with finite depth. The electron wave
functions are constructed in terms of Kane’s model [3].
The method is applied in the calculations of scattering
probability in stepped InGaAs/AlGaAs QWs. The
types of e–e processes that exert the strongest effect on
the intersubband population inversion in the structures
under study are established, and the probabilities of the
main intersubband e–e processes are calculated. It is
shown that the destruction of the population inversion
as a result of the e–e interaction can be prevented by
optimizing the parameters of complex QWs in these
heterostructures.

2. SUBJECT OF INQUIRY

The rate of intersubband e–e processes in a QW of
complex configuration is calculated using the hetero-
structure proposed in [4] (Fig. 1) as an example. The
special configuration of QW provides a long lifetime of
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20689
electrons on the third level (e3) with respect to the inter-
subband scattering with the emission of optical
phonons. The lifetime on the second level (e2) is small
because of the large overlap between the electron wave
functions of levels e2 and e1. The probability of capture
of injected electrons to level e3 is much larger than the
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Fig. 1. QW with complex configuration. Scheme of stepped
potentials Uc(z) and Vv(z) of c and v  bands and energy lev-
els of electrons (e1, e2, e3) and heavy holes (hh1, hh2).
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probability of capture to level e2. Therefore, population
inversion appears between levels e3 and e2. As current
increases, the electron density on level e1 ceases to
increase if there arises a stimulated intersubband emis-
sion. Nevertheless, the threshold electron density on the
lower level, which is necessary for the onset of inter-
subband emission, can be rather high. As a conse-
quence, the probability of intersubband e–e scattering
can become comparable with the probability of inter-
subband electron–phonon scattering, which will reduce
the factor of intraband population inversion between
levels e3 and e2.

We studied the effect of intersubband e–e scattering
on the intraband population inversion. Although we
only consider one specific heterostructure, the principle
used in the calculation of the rate of e–e scattering is of
general nature, and it can be applied for other types of
QW heterostructures.

3. WAVE FUNCTIONS IN KANE’S MODEL

As shown earlier for the case of Auger processes in
the bulk, multiband approximation must be used in the
calculation of the wave functions of carriers [5]. In this
situation, the effective Hamiltonian must take into
account the admixture of |p〉-states of holes to electron
|s〉-states. This specific feature of the energy spectrum
and the wave functions of electrons in QWs is well
described by Kane’s model [3]. In this model, basis
wave functions of the bottom of the conduction band
are chosen as Bloch’s functions of |s〉  and |p〉  type, with
angular momentum 0 and 1, respectively (the direction
of z axis is perpendicular to the QW plane). The elec-
tron wave function is a superposition of basis states:

(1)

where u(r) and v(r) ≡ (v x(r), v y(r), v z(r)) are smooth
envelopes of Bloch’s functions. In the vicinity of point Γ,
the system of equations for envelopes in the spherical
approximation takes the form

(2)

Here, ε is the energy reckoned from the middle of the
band gap εg/2 of a narrow-gap semiconductor (see

Fig. 1);  = –i ; Uc(z) and Vv(z), the heights of heter-
obarriers for electrons and holes, respectively; and γ,
the Kane’s matrix element. We use the approximation
γ = const, which is valid for heterostructures based on
III–V semiconductors. System (2) corresponds to the
system of equations used in [6]. However, in contrast to
[6], system (2) does not include terms describing the
spin–orbit interaction. Furthermore, (2) does not con-

ψc r( ) u r( ) s| 〉 v r( ) p| 〉 ,+=

ε
εg

2
----– Uc z( )– u r( ) γk̂v r( )– 0,=

ε
εg

2
---- Vv z( )+ + v r( ) γk̂u r( )– 0.=









k̂ ∇̂
tain the term describing the heavy-hole states, because
taking these states into account in the calculation of elec-
tron wave functions would lead to excessive accuracy in
terms of the method of wave function envelopes [7].

For a type-I heterostructure with a QW of complex
configuration, the potentials of the c and v  bands have
a stepped form (Fig. 1):

(3)

(4)

Electron wave functions determined from system (2)
must satisfy the following boundary conditions. Com-
ponents u and v z must be continuous across each het-
erointerface (z = 0, a, b, c) [7]:

(5)

where the superscripts < and > of components u and v z
indicate the values of these components on the left and
right of the heterointerface, respectively. The compo-
nents of the electron wave function v x and v y, which are
parallel to the heterointerface, have discontinuities.

In a QW of complex configuration, the region of
electron localization can span one or several layers of a
heterostructure, depending on the electron energy. For
example, when the energy of an electron localized in
the region a < z < b near the bottom of a QW increases
to ε > U2, the boundaries of the QW change abruptly.
The regions 0 < z < a and b < z < c are the barrier
regions for an electron with energy

,

and they are the QW region for

Therefore, Kane’s equations and their solutions can be
determined by different values of potentials and effec-
tive masses in different spatial regions and at different
energies.

We seek the solution to the system of equations (2)
in the general form of a linear combination of exponen-
tials with different amplitudes:

(6)

Uc z( )

U1 for a z b,< <
U2 for 0 z a, b z c,< << <
U3 for z 0, z c,><






=

Vv z( )

V1 for a z b,< <
V2 for 0 z a, b z c,< << <
V3 for z 0, z c.><






=

u> u<, v z
> v z

<,= =

U1
εg

2
----+ ε U2

εg

2
----+< <

U2
εg

2
----+ ε U3

εg

2
----.+< <

u A1 iκ iz( )exp A2 iκ iz–( )exp+[ ] iqr( ),exp=

v z iλ i A1iκ i iκ iz( )exp[ ]–=

– A2iκ i iκ iz–( )exp ] iqr( ),exp
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where the parameters

and components

are defined by the potentials Vi and Ui and effective
masses mi in the i region, and A1 and A2 are unknown
coefficients. The κi components of the wave vector k =
(q, κ) are initially assumed to be complex, but they will
automatically be real in the QW regions and imaginary
in the barriers.

The electron wave functions in i regions have the
form

(7)

The unknown coefficients Aj can be found from the
system of equations obtained by substituting (6) into
boundary conditions (5) at each heterointerface. Since
λi and κi depend on energy ε, the determined coeffi-
cients Aj are functions of energy ε. Substituting the
found Aj(ε) dependences into the system and equating
its determinant to zero, we obtain a transcendental
equation in energy. The dependence κi(ε) determined
from this equation is used in the determination of the
energy spectrum of electrons.

Using the system of equations (2) and taking into
account the coordinate dependence of u(r) and v(r)
components, we find that the spectrum of electron ener-
gies in the plane of a quantum-confined layer εc(q) can
be found from the equation

(8)

The above method for determining the wave func-
tions and energy spectrum of electrons in QWs of com-
plex shape is based on the application of Kane’s model
to each quantum-confined layer. This method is more
versatile and, at the same time, easier as applied to
QWs of complex shape than similar calculations for
rectangular QWs discussed in the literature.

λ i
γ

ε
εg

2
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-------------------------=
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-------- ε
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4. RATE OF INTERSUBBAND ELECTRON–
ELECTRON SCATTERING

Now we discuss e–e processes in a heterostructure
with stepped QWs. Electron–electron collisions can
either reduce or raise the intersubband population
inversion of electrons in a QW. The inversion is reduced
by e–e process in which an electron passes from sub-
band e3 to e2 (Fig. 2). This transition has the highest
probability when an electron in subband e3 interacts
with an electron in the lowest subband e1, because the
density of electrons at the lowest level is the highest. In
this case, the energy of the electron in the lowest sub-
band increases within the same subband, because the
energy spacing between the first and second subbands
is large. We denote this process by index 3211 (using
the numbers of the initial and final states of two elec-
trons). Similar processes for the transition e2  e1
(2111) deplete level e2 and, consequently, enhance the

ε
e3

e2

4

1'

3'

2'

4'

3

2

1

τee
2111

τee
3211

q

e1

Fig. 2. Principal e–e processes in a stepped QW that affect
the intersubband population inversion. Numbers i = 1, 2, 3,
and 4 indicate the initial and final electron states for transi-
tion 3211; i' = 1', 2', 3', and 4' indicate the same for transi-
tion 2111.
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inversion. Other processes of the intersubband e–e scat-
tering are less important [2].

The matrix element of the Coulomb e–e interaction
can be used disregarding the screening, because the
screening only slightly affects the probability of scat-
tering in GaAs QWs with the given parameters at the
temperatures T = 80–300 K [8]:

(9)

Here, qi is the electron wave vector in the state i (i = 1,
2, 3, 4) in the QW plane (see Fig. 2); qz, the magnitude
of the wave vector transferred in the interaction in the
direction z, which is normal to the heterointerface; e,
the elementary charge; and ε0, the static dielectric con-
stant of the semiconductor. The integrals I14(qz) and
I23(qz) are defined by the overlap of envelopes of the
electron wave functions ψqi(z) in the z direction in the
states with wave vectors qi:

(10)

The Kronecker symbol in (9) expresses the law of
conservation of the longitudinal component of the wave
vector:

(11)

In first-order perturbation theory in e–e interaction,
the rate of Auger processes is given by

(12)

where f(qi) is the distribution function of electrons with
the wave vector qi over energy; εq1 and εq2, the energies
of the initial states; and εq3 and εq4, the energies of the
final states. The summation is done over all the initial
and final states of electrons. The dispersion law near the
bottom of subbands is assumed to be parabolic.

In the stationary mode of laser operation, injected
carriers are distributed over the subbands in accordance
with the times of intersubband relaxation. At a high
injection level, the distribution function of electrons
can be assumed to be quasi-equilibrium within each
subband if the intersubband relaxation times are signif-
icantly longer than those of intrasubband relaxation [9].
The intrasubband relaxation of the electron energy
occurs via the emission of optical and acoustic phonons,
as well as via fast (~10–12 s) e–e scattering involving opti-
cal phonons [10–12]. Therefore, we can assume that, in
a time less than the intersubband relaxation time, elec-
trons within each subband reach a quasi-equilibrium
state with an average energy of about kBT (kB is the Bolt-
zmann constant; T, the lattice temperature).

Mee
4πe2
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If the density of injected carriers is sufficiently high
(ns > 1011 cm–2), we may assume that there is a Boltzmann
distribution of electrons in each subband and that the elec-
trons have the same temperature as the lattice [10]:

(13)

Here, n1 and ni (i =2 and 3 for 2111 and 3211 transi-
tions, respectively) are the electron densities in sub-
bands, where the electron states are described by wave
vectors q1 and q2, respectively, and Nc = m1kBT/π"2, the
reduced 2D density of states.

As can be seen from (9), the probability of Coulomb
interaction of two electrons is the higher, the smaller
the magnitude of the wave vector transferred in the
interaction. However, in e–e processes of 3211 and
2111 types, a transition with a transfer of a small wave
vector can occur only with the transfer of high energy,
on the order of the intersubband distance (∆ @ kBT). In
this case, the energy conservation law is obeyed only
for electrons with the initial energy εq2 ≈ ∆, and the
number of such electrons is small.

Thus, the Auger processes discussed above are the
most probable at some intermediate energies and mag-
nitudes of wave vectors transferred in the interaction:

(14)

(15)

Here, qT =  is the magnitude of the ther-
mal wave vector, and ∆ is the energy spacing between
the subbands among which electrons are redistributed
in a specific Auger process. For transition 3211, ∆ ≡ ∆32;
for 2111, ∆ ≡ ∆21. Since the average magnitudes of the
wave vectors of initial states of electrons q1 and q2 are
about qT, the inequality

(16)

holds true.
The final states of electrons, which are described by

wave vectors q4 and q3, are, with high probability, free,
and the corresponding filling factors, [1 – f(q3)] and
[1 – f(q4)] in (12), are close to unity. Furthermore, we
shall use the approximation

(17)

which follows from the conservation law (11) if ine-
quality (16) is taken into account.

To perform the summation over initial and final
states in (12), we pass from the electron energies to
magnitudes of the corresponding wave vectors. First,
we sum over q4 using the Kronecker δ function. We
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replace the remaining summations, over q1, q2, and q3,
by integrations. Owing to approximation (17), the inte-
grand contains no dependences on angles ϕ12, ϕ13, and
ϕ23 between vectors q1, q2, and q3, so each integral over
ϕ12, ϕ13, and ϕ23 equals 2π.

We then integrate over q1 with the use of the δ func-
tion. Since the distribution function f(q1) has the form of
Boltzmann’s distribution, we can pass from integration

over q1 to integration over . Taking into account (17),

we can separate out  under the δ symbol into an indi-
vidual summand:

(18)

Now, using the inequality  @  in Eq. (9) [see (16)],
substituting (9), (10), and (18) into (12), and integrating

over , we obtain for the rate of the Auger process

(19)

We now find the limits of integration over q3 and q2.
As follows from the form of the argument of the δ func-
tion in (18), the sign and value of function α(q2, q3)

must coincide with . Since  ≥ 0, it should be
α(q2, q3) ≥ 0. Using this inequality and the condition
q3 > q2 (see Fig. 2), we can find the lower limit of inte-
gration over q3. Evidently, it is a function of q2:

(20)

The upper limit of integration over q3 corresponds to
the maximum wave vector that can be transmitted in the
transition of an electron from state 1 to state 4. Its value
must be determined by the energy spacing between
these subbands, and it must be reckoned from the initial
wave vector q2:

(21)

Since q2 is the magnitude of the wave vector of an
electron with the initial state in the ground subband, the
integration over q2 will be performed within the limits
from q2min = 0 to q2max = 2qT. As can be seen from (20)
and (21), the limiting values of q3 are indeed much
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larger than q2 at ∆ @ kBT; thus, the approximation (16)
used in our model is satisfactory.

We perform integrations over q2 and q3 in (19) and
over qz and z numerically. It is noteworthy that in the
case of an infinitely deep rectangular QW, when the
wave function is localized in a single quantum-confined
layer, it is convenient to calculate the integral over qz in
analytic form using the residue theorem.

From the known rates  and  of 3211 and
2111 processes, respectively, we can determine the
inverse relaxation times for these processes:

(22)

It follows from (22) that the dependence of inverse
relaxation times on n1, which is the threshold density
for the onset of band-to-band emission, is linear.

Since large wave vectors are transferred in the
Auger processes under study [see (15)], the probability
of e–e scattering can be insignificant [see (9)], and it
will have no effect on the intersubband population
inversion. The temperature dependence of the rate of
the Auger transition is weak and is defined by the tem-
perature dependence of the distribution function and
that of the limiting values of the wave vectors q2 and q3.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have calculated times  and  for a
stepped QW with the parameters listed below [4] (see
Fig. 1):

z < 0, the region of the Al0.28Ga0.72As barrier;
0 < z < a, the Al0.26Ga0.74As layer with width L1 =

3.8 nm;
a < z < b, the In0.24Ga0.76As strained layer, LNW =

6.8 nm;
b < z < c, the Al0.26Ga0.74As layer, L2 = 11.4 nm;
and z > c, the region of the Al0.28Ga0.72As barrier.
The energies of the levels are reckoned from the bot-

tom of the QW; they are ε01 = 60 meV, ε02 = 229 meV,
and ε03 = 345 meV.

Figure 3 shows times  and  calculated for
the temperature range 80–300 K for the density n1 ≈ 5 ×
1011 cm–2. This density is close to the threshold for the
onset of band-to-band emission. It can be seen that time

 is quite large compared with  (at T = 80 K,

 ≈ 47 ps,  ≈ 8 ps.) This considerable differ-
ence is due to the stepped form of the QW; it is related
to the small overlap between the wave functions of
states e3 and e2 and the large overlap between the
wave functions of states e2 and e1. As temperature
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increases, the relationship between times,  > ,
is retained.

The same figure shows the characteristic times 
of the basic processes of the electron scattering on polar
optical phonons, whose relative values determine the
possibility of obtaining intersubband population inver-

sion in a QW. As can be seen,  and  at density
n1 ≈ 5 × 1011 cm–2 are much larger than characteristic

times  and  related to the emission of optical
phonons. This means that the population inversion,

τee
3211 τee

2111

τph
ij

τee
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32 τph

21

τee
3211

τee
2111
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32
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100
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τ, ps

100 15050 200 250 300
T, K

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the times of the main
intersubband relaxation processes in a stepped QW with
density n1 ≈ 5 × 1011 cm–2; the solid and dashed lines indi-
cate e–e and electron–phonon scattering, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Times  and  as functions of the width of

a wide part of a QW, LWW; T = 300 K. The dots indicate cal-
culated data; the lines, approximation for intermediate val-
ues of LWW; numbers by the dots indicate energies ∆32
(meV) for the given LWW.

τee
3211 τee

2111
determined earlier in [4], is only slightly affected by
intraband Auger processes at density n1 ≈ 5 × 1011 cm–2.

The values of  and  obtained agree with
the times of intersubband Auger processes calculated
by other authors. Specifically, estimations presented in

[2] yield approximate values  ≈ 50 ps and  ≈ 3 ps
for electron density n1 ≈ 5 × 1011 cm–2.

It is noteworthy that characteristic times  and

 depend on the shape of the QW, which defines the
energy spacing between the levels and the degree of
overlap between the wave functions of different sub-
bands. We calculated these times for several QWs that
differed in the width LWW of the wide portion of a com-
plex well. LWW was increased by increasing L2 (see
Fig. 1). As LWW increases, the energy of level e3
decreases, whereas the positions of levels e2 and e1
remain virtually unchanged. As a result, the energy
spacing ∆32 decreases, and ∆21 remains nearly

unchanged. Figure 4 shows the dependences of 

and  on LWW and ∆32. In contrast to a rectangular
QW, the increase in LWW (and, consequently, the
decrease in ∆32) reduces the probability of a 3211 pro-
cess. The explanation is that the probability of the
Auger process is affected more strongly by the overlap
of wave functions (which decreases in this situation)
than by the transition energy. The characteristic time

 remains virtually unchanged as LWW increases,

therefore the ratio /  increases, which means
that the population inversion is improved. The times of
intersubband scattering on optical phonons behave in a
similar way [4].

However, decreasing the overlap of wave functions
leads to a decrease not only in the time of nonradiative
processes, but also in the gain. Moreover, at LWW >
30 nm, additional levels appear in a QW, and injected
electrons are trapped by these levels, so that the popu-
lation inversion n3–n2 sharply decreases. Therefore, the
width LWW = 22 nm is optimal to obtain population
inversion in this structure [4].

The population inversion n3–n2 at a given injection
current J can be estimated by solving the system of rate
equations describing the electron densities on the levels
in a QW. In our calculation, we used a system of equa-
tions including the rates of electron–phonon and e–e
interactions, as well as the rates of stimulated band-to-
band emission and electron capture on QW levels. It was
found that the population inversion n3–n2 depends on n1.

The density n1 depends on the parameters of the
QW, waveguide, and cavity. It corresponds to the thresh-
old current for band-to-band stimulated emission Jth, and
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when J ≈ Jth it can be found from the system of kinetic
equations for the steady state [4]

(23)

where the factor η defines the loss of electron–hole

pairs in different regions of the heterostructure and 
is the characteristic time of spontaneous band-to-band
emission.

Figure 5 shows results of calculating the population
inversion at currents Jth corresponding to the density n1
(23), which depends on the parameters of a structure.
The small increase in the calculated values of n3–n2
with n1 is caused by the enhanced effect of e–e pro-
cesses on the inversion, whereas the probabilities of
electron–phonon scattering processes are independent
of n1. As temperature increases, the population inversion
decreases, because the absorption of optical phonons
becomes stronger; however, this decrease is small.

6. CONCLUSION

The effect of intersubband e–e scattering on inter-
subband population inversion in QWs of complex

n1 η J thτ sp
v 1,≈

τ sp
v 1

77 K

300 K

n3 – n2, 1010 cm–2

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

2 4 6 8 10
n1, 1011 cm–2

Fig. 5. Population inversion n3–n2 vs. density n1; the data
were calculated by solving a system of rate equations for
two temperatures at currents near the threshold for band-to-
band stimulated emission.
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shape was studied. It is shown that e–e scattering in
stepped QWs exerts only a weak effect on intersubband
scattering with electron density n1 ≈ 5 × 1011 cm–2, and
the population inversion is not affected. The suggested
model for the calculation of e–e processes in a multi-
layer heterostructure is based on the wave functions in
Kane’s model, and it can be used to calculate e–e scat-
tering in QWs of an arbitrary shape.

The studied temperature dependence of probabili-
ties of e–e processes that have the strongest effect on
the population inversion give reason to believe that
lasers of this type of laser with duly optimized parame-
ters will operate at high (over 77 K) temperatures.
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Abstract—Tunnel-coupled pairs of InAs quantum dots (quantum molecules) were formed by molecular beam
epitaxy in a GaAs matrix. Optical and structural properties of the obtained quantum molecules were studied.
Four molecular exciton states forming a photoluminescence spectrum were revealed. The photoluminescence
decay times indicate the possibility of interlevel radiative recombination from the second excited state, which
is of particular importance for designing mid-infrared devices. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, interest in low-dimensional semiconduc-
tor structures has been growing steadily. The smallest
structures of this type are quantum dots (QDs) [1]. QDs
are characterized by a discrete set of levels, which cor-
responds to the electronic spectrum of a single atom.
New semiconductor devices are being designed on the
basis of QDs: vertically emitting and cascade lasers
[2, 3], as well as photodetectors and emitters operating
in the mid- and far-infrared (IR) ranges [4, 5]. One of
the most interesting effects observed when several QD
layers grows is their vertical correlation, which was
established earlier for various heteroepitaxial systems
[6, 7]. In this case, in-plane ordering of nanoislands
also occurs [8, 9]. On the basis of these effects, the for-
mation of so-called quantum molecules (QMs) is being
actively developed [10]. A QM is a pair of tunnel-cou-
pled QDs that similar in size and, accordingly, have a
similar electronic structure. The formation of a QM
leads to the splitting of an energy level of an individual
QD into symmetric and antisymmetric states, depend-
ing on the superposition of the wave functions of the
electron and hole in the QM. In this case, the value of
splitting is dependent on the distance between the QDs
and can be controlled during the growth of the struc-
ture. These objects are not only of fundamental interest,
but can also be used in device applications, in particu-
lar, in alternative transceivers operating in the mega-
hertz and gigahertz regions [11, 12], as well as in
switching devices, such as quantum computers [13]. At
the same time, the formation of a system of symmetric
QMs from two tunnel-coupled QD layers remains a
nontrivial technological problem, because this process
must satisfy at least two conditions: (i) the QDs form-
ing a molecule should be identical and (ii) the spacer
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20696
between them has to provide for the necessary value of
splitting. In addition, the question of the possibility of
radiative transitions between neighboring split states,
which is fundamentally important for the practical appli-
cation of QMs, has not been solved experimentally.

In this paper, we report the results of studying the
specific features of molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) of
symmetric QMs in the InAs/GaAs system. The struc-
tural features were analyzed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The methods of steady-state photo-
luminescence (PL) and time-resolved PL were used to
study the energy spectrum and mechanisms of carrier
relaxation in QMs.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Growth experiments were performed in an ÉP1203
MBE system with semi-insulating GaAs(100) sub-
strates. The process was optimized by fitting the growth
parameters that affect the formation of QMs. According
to the requirements for the QM symmetry and the dis-
tance between QDs, the influence of the amount of
deposited InAs and the thickness of the GaAs spacer
were studied. The effective thickness of deposited InAs
was two and four monolayers (MLs), and the thickness
of the GaAs spacer was 5 and 10 nm. We report here the
results for two combinations of these parameters. Sam-
ples of type A contained two InAs MLs in each of the
two QD layers and a spacer 10 nm thick. Samples of
type B contained four MLs in the lower QD layer, two
MLs in the upper QD layer, and a spacer 5 nm thick.
During the deposition of InAs, the substrate tempera-
ture was maintained at 510°C and the growth rate of
InAs layers amounted to 0.06 ML/s. After the deposi-
tion of each QD layer, the growth was interrupted—the
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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sample was kept at the same temperature in arsenic flux
for 60 s. The QD array was then coated by a layer of
GaAs at a rate of 0.7 ML/s, after which the substrate
temperature was increased to 610°C and the sample
was kept at this temperature for 60 s (high-temperature
annealing). In order to prevent the transport of excess car-
riers to the surface and into the substrate, the active region
was limited from both sides by short-period superlattices
Al0.25Ga0.75As/GaAs (10 pairs, 2.5 nm/2.5 nm) and placed
at the center of a 50-nm thick GaAs layer. The state of
the surface was monitored using reflection high-energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns [14]. The
appearance of bulk reflections after the deposition of
1.7 MLs of the first (lower) InAs layer indicated the for-
mation of three-dimensional (3D) nanoislands. When
the second (upper) InAs layer was deposited, bulk
reflections arose at smaller effective thicknesses of
InAs. The growth interruption and high-temperature
annealing were deliberately used to make the InAs QDs
in an array more uniform in size and to reduce the
height/base ratio, i.e., to obtain disk-shaped islands.

The structure of the samples was studied by diffrac-
tion microscopy and high-resolution electron micros-
copy on JEM 4010 (accelerating voltage 400 kV) and
Philips CM20 (accelerating voltage 200 kV) micro-
scopes, respectively. Quantitative analysis of the QM
composition was performed using the TEM images
recorded with atomic resolution.

Steady-state PL was excited by the radiation of a cw
Ar laser with a wavelength of 488 nm (2.54 eV). In
measurements of the dependence of the PL intensity on
the excitation radiation intensity, the laser beam was
focused on a sample and the power density was varied
from 0.2 to 300 W/cm2 using neutral filters. The PL sig-
nal was detected by a cooled Ge photodetector (Edin-
burgh Instruments) at the output of a 50-cm monochro-
mator. To study the time-resolved PL spectra, we used
excitation by 100-fs pulses of a Tsunami Ti:sapphire
laser with a wavelength of 790 nm (1.57 eV) and a
pulse repetition frequency of 82 MHz. The PL signal
was dispersed by a 25-cm monochromator matched
with a Hamamatsu-C1587 streak camera and recorded
by a CCD camera. The instrumental resolution of the
system was 15 ps. In all the cases, the samples were
placed in cryostats, which made it possible to vary and
stabilize the temperature in the range 5–300 K.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The problem of obtaining QDs tunnel-coupled
along the growth direction with a very small difference
in geometric parameters lies in the fact that the size of
QDs in the upper layer depends on the spacer thickness
and the size of QDs in the lower layer. Figure 1 shows
the cross sectional TEM image of an A-type sample
containing two InAs MLs in each QD layer. It can be
seen that, given the same thickness of the deposited
InAs layer, the sizes of islands in the upper and lower
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
layers differ significantly: the parameter h (height) × B
(base) for the upper QD|1〉  and lower QD|0〉  is equal to
7 × 28 and 4 × 22 nm2, respectively. The vertical corre-
lation between QDs is due to the elastic-stress fields
formed by the QDs of the lower layer. The increase in
the QD size and the decrease in the effective critical
thickness corresponding to the transition from two-
dimensional (2D) to 3D growth, which was observed
by RHEED, is explained by the effect of the accumula-
tion of elastic energy in the upper layer [9]. A decrease
in the thickness of the GaAs spacer between the QD
layers leads to an even larger difference in the sizes of
the islands, all other factors being equal. Thus, the main
growth parameters that are responsible for the forma-
tion of QMs and need to be optimized are the effective
thicknesses of InAs layers, the ratio of these thick-
nesses, and the spacer size. The optimization of these
parameters made it possible to obtain a structure with
characteristics meeting the necessary conditions for
formation of QMs (B-type sample). The TEM image of
such a structure is shown in Fig. 2a. The high-resolu-
tion electron microscopy image of a separate QM is
shown in Fig. 2b. Figure 2c shows the In-depth profile
along the growth direction. In contrast to the A-type
samples, both the composition and the sizes of islands
forming a molecule in the B-type structure are very
similar. Thus, h × B ≈ 4 × 18 nm2 for both islands in a
molecule. The general decrease in the QD size and
symmetrization of the QM were obtained as a result of
the combined action of two factors: high-temperature
annealing and the small thickness of the GaAs spacer.
It was shown in [11] that high-temperature annealing
removes the residual In layer from the surface, thus
simplifying the control of the effective thickness of the
subsequent layer. At the same time, high-temperature
annealing of an array of InAs islands covered by a thin
(5 nm or thinner) GaAs layer improves the uniformity
of QD sizes due to the evaporation of high islands. Tak-
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Fig. 1. Dark-field TEM image of an A-type structure.
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ing these factors into account in optimization of the QM
structures, we obtained the following parameters: the
effective thicknesses of the lower and upper InAs layers
are four and two MLs, respectively, and the spacer size
is 5 nm. According to the TEM data, the spacer size
strictly corresponded to the distance between the wet-
ting layers: 10 and 5 nm for A- and B-type structures,
respectively (Figs. 1, 2). The vertical gap between
neighboring QDs was 7 and 3 nm (A and B types,
respectively).
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Fig. 2. Results of structural analysis of a B-type structure:
(a) dark-field TEM image; (b) high-resolution TEM image
obtained after Fourier filtration (one transmitted and four
reflected beams sensitive to indium content were used to
form the image); and (c) indium depth profile along the
growth direction X for a coupled QD pair (the In content
was measured in the region marked by a rectangle in (b)).
0 and 1 stand for QD|0〉  and QD|1〉 , respectively. The arrow
in (b) shows the growth direction.
To study the energy-band structure and interactions
between exciton levels in QMs, we measured the PL
and time-resolved PL spectra. The PL spectrum of an
A-type sample is shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, this
spectrum has an asymmetric shape, which is indepen-
dent of both the excitation intensity and the measure-
ment temperature. Decomposition into Gaussian pro-
files shows that the spectrum consists of two bands
peaked at 1.115 and 1.165 eV. Such a spectrum is not
characteristic of transitions involving excited states but
is typical of two groups of QDs uncoupled with each
other. In our case it is obvious that these QDs are the
QD|0〉  and QD|1〉  of the lower and upper layers, respec-
tively, whose sizes, according to the TEM data, differ
significantly (Fig. 1). The absence of PL-active excited
states in the spectrum of A-type QDs is confirmed by
the high-resolution PL data, which show only one
PL-decay time for the band measured: ~650 ps (see
inset in Fig. 3). In addition, no signal was observed in
the high-energy part of the time-resolved PL spectrum
of the A-type structure.

The B-type structure has a radically different low-
temperature PL spectrum (Fig. 4). At low excitation lev-
els, two PL bands could be easily resolved: s+ (1.21 eV)
and p+ (1.25 eV). When the excitation density exceeded
50 W/cm2, the p+ band became dominant in the PL
spectrum and a new band d+ (1.30 eV) arose in the high-
energy region. At an excitation density of 300 W/cm2,
the band d+ became dominant and another short-wave-
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Fig. 3. PL spectrum of an A-type structure at a temperature
of 10 K and excitation density of 2 W/cm2; excitation by an
Ar+ laser; 0 and 1 stand for QD|0〉  and QD|1〉 , respectively.
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length band arose: dx (1.32 eV). Before coming to the
steady state, the dependence of the integrated PL inten-
sity on the excitation density (J = Pv) was described
well by the factor v = 1 for the selected PL bands. The
found evolution of the PL spectrum of the B-type struc-
ture is typical of a unified system of energy levels with
a low rate of nonradiative carrier recombination. The
temperature dependence of the PL of the B-type struc-
ture cannot be described quantitatively by a simple
Arrhenius plot and is not reported here. Radical
changes occur above 120 K, when all the bands due to
the transitions involving excited states (p+ and d+) dis-
appear in the PL spectrum.

The TEM and PL data, as well as the calculations
performed in the adiabatic effective-mass approxima-
tion [15], indicate the possibility of existence of a QM
in the B-type structure. The state of an individual single
QD is characterized by an isospin and angular momen-
tum. When two identical QDs approach each other, the
following processes occur: coherent tunneling, overlap-
ping of the electron wave functions, and isospin mix-
ing. The distribution of the wave functions of an elec-
tron e and a hole h between two identical QDs (QD|0〉
and QD|1〉) gives rise to the following four isospin con-
figurations:

The b1 and b2 states are symmetric (coupled) and
optically active, while the a1 and a2 states are antisym-
metric (uncoupled) and “dark” in PL. The presence of
QD states with different angular momenta m = 0, ±1 in
this basis leads to the mixing of s and p states in the
QM. However, the separation into the a and b states is
retained even when Coulomb interaction is taken into
account. Because of this, each exciton level (s and p) in
a QM is split into two states: symmetric |+〉  and anti-
symmetric |–〉; the d state can be split into a larger num-
ber of levels [16, 17]. The symmetric s and p states
remain optically active and can contribute to PL. Obvi-
ously, these states manifest themselves in the PL spec-
trum of the B-type structure in the form of s+ and p+
bands (Fig. 4). Successive occupation of states with
increasing excitation intensity leads to the manifesta-
tion of higher-lying states (d+ and dx) in the PL spec-
trum of the QM. In the dependence of the PL spectrum
on the excitation density (Fig. 4), the short-wavelength
shift of the positions of the p+ and d+ bands is also quite
reasonable. This shift is due to the nonuniformity of the
QD sizes and occupation of shallower QMs by exci-
tons. We attribute the insignificant red shift of the s+
band to the formation of biexcitons due to the exciton–
exciton interaction at high pump density. Radiative
recombination of a biexciton in an InAs QM with an

b1 0| 〉e 1| 〉e+( ) 0| 〉h 1| 〉h+( )/2,=

b2 0| 〉e 1| 〉e–( ) 0| 〉h 1| 〉h–( )/2,=

a1 0| 〉e 1| 〉e+( ) 0| 〉h 1| 〉h–( )/2,=

a2 0| 〉e 1| 〉e–( ) 0| 〉h 1| 〉h+( )/2.=
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
energy 5 meV below the symmetric s state was also
observed [17]. Decomposing the PL spectra into
Lorentzian profiles, we obtained the following values
of splitting in the portions of the dependence J = Pv

with v = 1: 40 meV between the s+ and p+ states, 50 meV
between the p+ and d+ states, and 20 meV between the
d+ and dx states. The ratio of the values of the energy
gaps obtained by us is in good agreement with the
results of calculations [15–17]. The value of the s+–p+
gap (40 meV) corresponds to the experimental data
[18] for a spacer ~4.5 nm thick. A gap 23 ± 7 meV wide
between the active states was observed for a spacer
5 nm thick in [17]. The insignificant discrepancy
between these data is obviously due to the difference in
the shapes and sizes of the QDs forming a QM. How-
ever, the relatively large values of splitting and gaps
between the levels (up to 50 meV) do not ensure the
conservation of the PL spectrum of a QM at room tem-
perature (kT . 25 meV). According to the calculations
[15–17], intersection of the symmetric p|+〉  and anti-
symmetric s|–〉  levels occurs when the spacer thickness
does not exceed 4.5 nm. It should be noted that,
although the antisymmetric dark states do not manifest
themselves in the steady-state PL spectra, they may be
involved in thermally activated interlevel transitions
and the processes of excitation relaxation. In this con-
text, it was very interesting to measure the PL decay
time in QMs. Figure 5 shows the time-resolved PL
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Fig. 4. Steady-state PL spectra of a B-type structure with a
QM at a temperature of 10 K and excitation density P =
(1) 0.2, (2) 2, (3) 10, (4) 13, (5) 25, (6) 50, (7) 100, (8) 130,
(9) 200, and (10) 300 W/cm2.
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spectrum of a B-type structure. The following results
are important to note.

(1) The exciton emission times in InAs QMs are no
less than 1 ns, specifically, 1.3, 1, and 1.7 ns for the s+,
p+, and d+ states.

(2) For the second excited state d+, the radiative life-
time of excitons exceeds that for the lower exciton
states s+ and p+.

(3) For the first excited state p+, the relaxation PL
decay is absent, in contrast to the second excited state
d+, for which the relaxation decay time is 0.8 ns.

The time-resolved PL data are in favor of the
mechanism of inverse population of the second excited
state d+ with respect to the lower s+ and p+ states. In this
case, the emission is in the wavelength range 13–
25 µm. Taking into account the factor v  = 1 (low rate of
nonradiative recombination and low concentration of
defects in the B-type structure), we can suggest that the
primary PL decay time in the d+ band is the time of radi-
ative transition to lower exciton levels (0.8 ns). The
absence of relaxation from the first excited state p+ to
the ground exciton state s+ can be caused by the prox-
imity of the p|+〉  level to the point of intersection with
the antisymmetric dark state s|–〉 , due to which the radi-
ative transition p+  s+ becomes forbidden, while
there is practically no intermediate level for successive
relaxation.

0 500 1000 1500
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PL Intensity, arb. units
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d+
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Fig. 5. Time-resolved PL for B-type structures. The PL
decay times are measured in the central parts of the s+, p+,
and d+ bands. The measurement temperature is 10 K and the

average excitation density is 5 W/cm2.
QMs were not observed in the A-type structure for
various reasons. As calculations [15–17] show, a 10-nm
GaAs barrier is too thick to allow for tunnel coupling
between QDs. The value of splitting expected in this
case (5 meV) is much smaller than the inhomogeneous
broadening of the PL bands (~50 meV) due to the dis-
persion of QM sizes. QM may also be absent in the
upper layer of the A-type structure because of the
inconsistency in the sizes of the QDs. Since QDs are
larger in the A-type structure, a spectrally resolved
structure of PL bands involving excited states cannot be
formed (Fig. 3) and, instead of rotation of isospins and
splitting of exciton levels, carrier transport occurs in
asymmetric QD pairs.

Thus, we determined the process parameters neces-
sary to obtain InAs/GaAs structures with QMs. Using
intermediate high-temperature annealing, we obtained
symmetric QMs with a 5-nm spacer. Four radiative
transitions in the PL spectrum, related to the symmetric
exciton QM states (one ground and three excited), were
investigated. The values of the decay times of the QM
PL indicate the probability of interlevel radiative
recombination from the second excited state and the
absence of any relaxation between the first excited and
ground exciton states of the QM.
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Abstract—The complex high-frequency conductivity of GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As heterostructures that are δ-doped
and modulation-doped with silicon was investigated by acoustic methods under conditions of the integer quan-
tum Hall effect. Both the real (σ1) and imaginary (σ2) parts of the complex conductivity σ(ω, H) = σi – iσ2 were
determined from the dependences of the absorption and velocity of surface acoustic waves on magnetic field.
It is shown that, in the heterostructures with electron density ns = (1.3–7) × 1011 cm–2 and mobility µ = (1–2) ×
105 cm2/(V s), the high-frequency conductivity near the centers of the Hall plateau is due to electron hopping
between localized states. It is established that, with filling numbers 2 and 4, the conductivity of the
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer efficiently shunts the high-frequency hopping conductivity of the two-dimensional inter-
face layer. A method of separating the contributions of the interface and Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layers to the hopping
conductivity σ(ω, H) is developed. The localization length of electrons in the interface layer is determined on
the basis of the nearest neighbor hopping model. It is shown that, near the centers of the Hall plateau, both σ(ω, H)
and ns depend on the cooling rate of a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As sample. As a result, the sample “remembers” the cool-
ing conditions. Infrared light and static strain also change both σ(ω, H) and ns. We attribute this behavior to the
presence of two-electron defects (so-called DX– centers) in the Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the dc magnetoresistance components

 and  and the conductivity  calculated from
the values of these components for heterostructures
with the quantum Hall effect showed that, in the mag-
netic fields corresponding to Hall plateaus with small

even filling numbers ν, the values of  and  are
exponentially small [1]. It is agreed that this circum-
stance is due to the localization of charge carriers at a
random potential formed by charged impurities sepa-
rated from the two-dimensional (2D) interface layer by
an undoped layer (spacer). When conductivity is due to
hops of electrons between localized states, dc conduc-
tivity can be observed only when an electron passes
through the entire sample along the cluster of impurity
atoms. At the same time, ac conductivity can be
observed only when electrons hop within so-called
compact pairs [2]. Therefore, the ac conductivity

exceeds the dc conductivity: | (ω)| > .

ρxx
dc ρxy

dc σxx
dc

ρxx
dc σxx

dc

σxx
as σxx

dc
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If the absorption of a surface acoustic wave (SAW)
with frequency ω is measured simultaneously with the
change in its velocity ∆V (both the absorption and the
change in velocity are related to the interaction of this
wave with electrons in the heterostructure), one can
determine the complex high-frequency conductivity

(ω) = σ1(ω) – iσ2(ω) at frequency ω. In this case,
both the imaginary and real parts can be determined
separately. It was shown by Éfros [3] that, for a struc-
ture with 2D hopping conductivity, σ2(ω) @ σ1(ω) and
σ1(ω) ∝  ωξ3 (ξ is the localization length of electrons).
If the hops between the electronic states localized in the

2D layer mainly contribute to (ω), the measured
value of the complex conductivity can be used to deter-
mine the localization length in the 2D interface layer
near the centers of the Hall plateau. This was the initial
aim of our study.

The results of high-frequency measurements carried
out on a large number of GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As hetero-
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structures δ-doped and modulation-doped with silicon
[4] made it possible to conclude the following.

(1) In the magnetic fields corresponding to the cen-

ters of the Hall plateau, the value of  at T = 1.5–4.2 K,
as expected, turned out to be finite.

(2) In this case, it was observed that σ2(ω) @ σ1(ω).
According to [3], this fact indicates the hopping nature
of the high-frequency conductivity.

(3) At the same time, the localization length of elec-
trons ξ, calculated from the experimental value of the
high-frequency conductivity, turned out to be too large:
about 10–5 cm. Such a large value of ξ is beyond the
range of applicability of the two-site model [2], on
which the calculations are based [4]. In addition, we did
not observe in [4] dependences of σ1 and σ2 and,
accordingly, ξ on magnetic field near ν = 2. The results
of the experiments carried out in [4] were inconsistent
with the data of [5], where ξ was determined from dc
measurements under conditions of hopping conductiv-
ity. The experiments performed in [5] demonstrated a
very heavy dependence of the localization length ξ on
magnetic field in the vicinity of ν = 2.

On the basis of all these facts, we concluded that the
observed high-frequency hopping conductivity is,
apparently, due to the carrier transport not only over the
interface layer but also over parallel layers. It is likely
that the Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer, which supplies charge
carriers to the interface channel, serves as a shunt in the
multilayer heterostructures under study.

It is well known (see, for example, [6]) that silicon
forms defects called DX– centers in the alloy
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si. These centers are generally believed to
be responsible for the effects observed in this com-
pound: persistent photoconductivity [7], the difference
in the energies of thermal and optical activation, and the
increase in the carrier mobility in the 2D interface layer,
which arises due to the effects of correlation in the posi-
tion of charged impurities [8].

In order to determine the role of Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si lay-
ers in the high-frequency conductivity of the multilayer
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si heterostructure with small filling num-
bers, it was reasonable to measure the acoustoelectric
effects arising due to various external factors. We inves-
tigated the influence of the following factors: infrared
(IR) light, strain, and the cooling of samples to T =
4.2 K under different conditions, since it is precisely
these factors that affect the electron configuration of
DX– centers and, accordingly, the conductivity of the
system under study. It should be noted that the exten-
sive data in the literature on DX– centers in
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si films and GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si hetero-
structures refer mainly to the effect of these centers on
static conductivity due to the presence of delocalized
electrons. In this paper, we report the results of study-
ing the influence of external factors and, accordingly,
the state of DX– centers on the high-frequency conduc-
tivity in a magnetic field due to the presence of local-
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ized charge carriers, i.e., on the high-frequency hop-
ping conductivity. Analysis of the experimental data is
performed for magnetic fields corresponding to small
even filling numbers. In essence, we generalize here the
results of our previous research [4, 9–11].

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Measuring Technique

The experimental technique was described in detail
in [12]. We only note here that the heterostructure under
study was pressed by a spring against the surface of an
insulator substrate made of lithium niobate (LiNbO3),
over which a piezoactive SAW propagated (Fig. 1a).
The electric field accompanying the strain wave and
changing with time with the SAW frequency penetrates
the 2D layer. Interacting with electrons, the wave
induces electric currents and, therefore, gives rise to
Joule losses. As a result, the amplitude of the wave
decreases and its velocity changes. It is important that,
under these experimental conditions, the piezoelectric
crystal and sample are not mechanically coupled and a
SAW is only used to introduce an ac electric field into
the sample using no electric contacts.

In this study, we measured the absorption coefficient Γ
and the relative variation in the velocity ∆V/V of SAWs
with frequency f = ω/2π = (30–150) MHz in mag-
netic fields up to 7 T, at T = 4.2 and 1.5 K, in
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si heterostructures grown by
molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and doped in different
ways. The heterostructures δ-doped with Si had elec-
tron density in the 2D layer ns ≈ (1.4–4) × 1011 cm–2 and
mobility µ ≈ 1.5 × 105 cm2/(V s), whereas the hetero-
structures modulation-doped with Si had ns ≈ (2.4–7) ×
1011 cm–2 and µ ≈ (0.4–1.2) × 105 cm2/(V s). The values
of ns and µ were determined from acoustic measure-
ments [13]. The structure of the samples is shown in
Figs. 1b and 1c. As can be seen, the heterostructures are
multilayer systems in which the interface channel is
located at distance d from the sample edge.

The penetration depth of the electric field of an
SAW in the dielectric part of the structure is about q–1,
where q = ω/V is the wave vector of the SAW. For an
adequate interpretation of the experimental results, it is
important that, in the frequency range under study, this
depth is much larger than the distance between the
interface layer and the doped AlGaAs region. There-

fore, the high-frequency conductivity (ω) measured
by us is the effective conductivity of the interface and
doped layers connected in parallel. In determining the
high-frequency conductivity from the experimental
data on the absorption and velocity of SAWs, a system
consisting of the interface and doped layers is simu-
lated by one layer with effective complex conductivity
σxx(ω). In this case, the permittivities of the GaAs and
AlGaAs layers are assumed to be the same: εs = 12, and
the effective permittivity of LiNbO3 ε1 is assumed to be
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equal to 50. The vacuum gap between the heterostruc-
ture and the LiNbO3 plate a is determined by the sur-
face roughness of the sample and insulator plate. It is
difficult to control the value of a in experiment; hence,
it is considered as a fitting parameter. This parameter
can be determined in the range of magnetic fields where
electrons are delocalized and the high-frequency con-
ductivity can be considered frequency-independent.
For differently mounted samples, these values are in the
range (1–5) × 10–5 cm.

a (clearance)

1 µm i-GaAs1 µm i-GaAs1 µm i-GaAs

SampleSampleSample

IDTIDTIDT 2DEG channel2DEG channel2DEG channel :d:d:d

LiNbO3 substrateLiNbO3 substrateLiNbO3 substrate

400 Å GaAs400 Å GaAs400 Å GaAs

100 Å AlGaAs100 Å AlGaAs100 Å AlGaAs
400 Å AlGaAs400 Å AlGaAs400 Å AlGaAs

600 Å AlGaAs spacer600 Å AlGaAs spacer600 Å AlGaAs spacer

i-GaAs (100)i-GaAs (100)i-GaAs (100)

77 Å GaAs(Si) 1.5 × 1018 cm–377 Å GaAs(Si) 1.5 × 1018 cm–377 Å GaAs(Si) 1.5 × 1018 cm–3

600 Å AlGaAs(Si) 2 × 1018 cm–3600 Å AlGaAs(Si) 2 × 1018 cm–3600 Å AlGaAs(Si) 2 × 1018 cm–3

300 Å AlGaAs spacer300 Å AlGaAs spacer300 Å AlGaAs spacer

11 Å i-AlAs11 Å i-AlAs11 Å i-AlAs

0.23 0.23 0.23 µµµmmm i i i-GaAs-GaAs-GaAs

i-GaAs (100)i-GaAs (100)i-GaAs (100)

Si δ-layer 2 × 1012 cm–2

Si δ-layer 1 × 1012 cm–2

2D channel

SL GaAs/AlGaAs

2D channel

SL GaAs/AlGaAs

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the acoustic experiment, (b) the
structure of a sample δ-doped with Si (ns = 1.5 × 1011 cm–2),
and (c) the structure of a sample modulation-doped with Si
(ns = 2.4 × 1011 cm–2).
The absorption coefficient Γ and the relative varia-
tion in the SAW velocity ∆V/V are related to the com-
plex conductivity as follows [4]:

(1)

where the absorption coefficient Γ is expressed in
dB/cm; K2 is the electromechanical coupling constant
of LiNbO3; q and V are the wave vector and velocity of
the SAW, respectively; ε1, ε0, and εs are the permittivi-
ties of lithium niobate, vacuum, and gallium arsenide,
respectively; a is the distance between the insulator and
heterostructure under consideration; d is the depth at

which the 2D layer is located [4]; and  = σ1 – iσ2.
These formulas make it possible to determine σ1 and σ2
from the measured values of Γ and ∆V/V.

2.2. Dependence on the Cooling Conditions

One of the specific features of the acoustic tech-
nique used here is that one has to work in vacuum or
rarefied gas, since SAWs are strongly absorbed by a liq-
uid when the latter is used. In order to cool a sample
(mounted on a cold finger) to 4.2 K, an exchange gas
(rarefied He4 at a pressure of ~0.1 Torr) was let into the
preliminary pumped chamber containing a sample. The
chamber was placed in liquid He4, which could be
pumped. In addition, before pouring the liquid helium,
the superconducting solenoid was, as a rule, prelimi-
narily cooled by liquid nitrogen.

If the exchange gas was let into the chamber with a
sample at room temperature and the Dewar flask con-
taining the chamber was slowly (for 1.5–2 h) cooled by
a flow of cold He4 gas, the filling of the Dewar flask
with liquid helium began at sample temperature T0 no
higher than 7–8 K. We call this cooling procedure slow.

Γ  

=  8.68
K2

2
------qA

4πσ1t q( )/εsV

1 4πσ2t q( )/εsV+[ ] 2 4πσ1t q( )/εsV[ ] 2+
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,

A 8b q( ) ε1 ε0+( )ε0
2εs 2q a d+( )–[ ] ,exp=

∆V
V

-------
K2

2
------A

1 4πσ2t q( )/εsV+[ ]
1 4πσ2t q( )/εsV+[ ] 2 4πσ1t q( )/εsV[ ] 2+

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,=

b q( ) b1 q( ) b2 q( ) b3 q( )–[ ][ ] 1– ,=

t q( ) b2 q( ) b3 q( )–[ ] / 2b1 q( )[ ] ,=

b1 q( ) ε1 ε0+( ) εs ε0+( )=

– ε1 ε0–( ) εs ε0–( ) 2qa–( ),exp

b2 q( ) ε1 ε0+( ) εs ε0+( )=

+ ε1 ε0+( ) εs ε0–( ) 2qd–( ),exp

b3 q( ) ε1 ε0–( ) εs ε0–( ) 2qa–( )exp=
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To change the cooling procedure, the chamber with a sam-
ple was pumped and the Dewar flask with the chamber
inside was filled with liquid helium. In this case, the
sample temperature T0 was higher than liquid helium
temperature and depended on the residual pressure.
After liquid helium was poured into the Dewar flask, an
exchange gas was let into the chamber; as a result, the
sample was cooled from T0 to T = 4.2 K in 5–10 min.
The highest temperature from which the fast cooling
was performed was T0 ≈ 77 K. Samples were always
cooled to T = 1.5 K by pumping liquid helium from the
Dewar flask to a pressure of 5–6 Torr for 40–60 min.

Figure 2a shows the experimental dependences of Γ
and ∆V/V (slow cooling) on magnetic field H at T = 1.5 K.
These data were used to calculate the dependences
σ1(H) and σ2(H) shown in Fig. 2b for a GaAs/AlGaAs
sample δ-doped with silicon. It should be noted that, in
magnetic fields corresponding to small integer even fill-
ing numbers (electrons are localized), σ2 @ σ1 and, in
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Fig. 2. Dependences of (a) Γ and ∆V/V and (b) σ1 and σ2 on
magnetic field H for a slowly cooled sample with ns ≈ 1.5 ×
1011 cm–2 at f = 30 MHz and T = 1.5 K.
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magnetic fields corresponding to half-integer filling
numbers (electrons are delocalized), σ2 = 0.

Figure 3 shows the dependences of σ1 on magnetic
field H in the range 2–4 T (near ν = 2) for different val-
ues of T0. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that, depending on
T0, not only the value of σ1 at its minimum changes but
also the impurity concentration in the 2D interface
layer (equal to the electron density ns), since the min-
ima of conductivity are obtained in different magnetic
fields. Similar results were obtained for σ1 in magnetic
fields corresponding to filling number ν = 4. Figure 4
shows the dependences of (a) σ1 and σ2 and (b) ns on T0

at ν = 2 for T = 4.2 K. It can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4
that the conductivities σ1 and σ2 increase and the con-
centration ns decreases with increasing T0. At low T0,
the ratio of conductivities σ1/σ2 is about 1.5; at T0 ≈
30 K, σ1 ≈ σ2; and at higher T0 σ1 > σ2. Thus, in this
case, the mechanism of high-frequency conductivity is
not purely hopping even at low T0, since, according to
[4], the characteristic values of the ratio σ2/σ1 range
from 3 to 4 under conditions of high-frequency hopping
conductivity. The decrease in this ratio with increasing
T0 indicates that the contribution of delocalized elec-
trons to conductivity increases. The same behavior of
σ1 and σ2 was observed in the samples that were mod-
ulation-doped with silicon. When a sample was cooled
from maximum temperature T0 = 77 K, the electron
density in the interface layer was the lowest (ns = 1.2 ×
1011 cm–2), while the conductivity σ1 was the highest. The
values of these parameters remained the same for 28 h.

2 3
0.1

1.0

4
H, T

σ1, 10–5 Ω–1

T0, K
77
47
36
27
8

Fig. 3. Dependences of σ1 on magnetic field H near ν = 2
for different values of quenching temperature T0 for a sam-

ple with ns ≈ 1.5 × 1011 cm–2 at f = 30 MHz and T = 4.2 K.
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2.3. Effect of Illumination

We measured acoustoelectric effects in identical
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si heterostructures exposed to IR
light of different wavelengths. Proportioned illumina-
tion of samples was performed by micro-light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) operating in the wavelength range λ =
0.8–5 µm, installed in the chamber with a sample,
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Fig. 4. Dependences of (a) σ1 and σ2 and (b) ns on T0 at ν = 2

for a sample with ns ≈ 1.5 × 1011 cm–2 at f = 30 MHz and
T = 4.2 K.
which made it possible to increase the concentration of
carriers in the 2D layer by small amounts. LEDs with
wavelengths of 0.81, 1.44, 2.6, and 5.3 µm [14] were
used for illumination. It turned out that when the energy
of an IR photon decreases below a certain threshold
value, frozen high-frequency hopping photoconductiv-
ity is not observed. This threshold is between 0.86 eV
(λ = 1.44 µm) and 0.48 eV (λ = 2.6 µm). The depen-
dences of σ1 on H under successive illumination of a
δ-doped sample with ns ≈ 3.9 × 1011 cm–2 with small
doses of radiation from an LED with λ = 0.81 µm are
shown in Fig. 5 (T = 4.2 K, f = 30 MHz). It can be seen
from Fig. 5 that the values of σ1 at its minimum
decrease under successive short-term (shorter than 10 s)
events of illumination and are obtained in different
magnetic fields, which is indicative of a change in ns.

Figure 6 shows the characteristic dependences of σ1
and σ2 on the electron density ns obtained from the
curves in Fig. 5. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that, under
proportioned successive illumination of a sample, the
increase in ns is accompanied by a decrease in both σ1
and σ2, while their ratio σ2/σ1 ≈ 3–4 remains almost
constant. Such values correspond to the conditions of
high-frequency hopping conductivity [4]. However,
such behavior is observed only at ns below a certain
limiting value above which the illumination hardly
changes the value of ns but significantly increases the
conductivity.

2.4. Effect of Strain

The aforementioned measurements of acoustoelec-
tric effects were performed under the following experi-
mental conditions: a sample was freely lying on the sur-
face of lithium niobate, only slightly pressed by a
spring. In this experimental layout, the strain induced

1 2

10–6

3 4 5

1
2
3
4
5

10–7

10–5

10–4

σ1, Ω–1

H, T

Fig. 5. Dependences of σ1 on H for a sample with ns ≈ 3.9 ×
1011 cm–2 (1) before illumination and (2–5) after successive
proportioned IR illumination at λ = 0.81 µm; T = 4.2 K and
f = 30 MHz.
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by a sound wave is not introduced into the sample; only
the electric field accompanying the strain wave pene-
trates the sample. However, in this experiment, one of
the samples was glued to lithium niobate by a special
adhesive capable of transferring strain into the sample.
Figure 7 shows the dependences of the high-frequency
conductivity σ1 for (a) the sample slightly pressed by a
spring against the lithium niobate substrate (slow cool-
ing), (b) the same sample glued to the substrate (slow
cooling), and (c) the sample glued to the substrate, after
illumination. It can be seen from the curves in Fig. 7
that the electron density ns in the glued sample
decreases relative to the initial value by almost 30%,
while the high-frequency conductivity of the hetero-
structure increases by almost two orders of magnitude.
Thus, no contribution of hopping conductivity is
observed. Short-term exposure to IR light (curve 3)
increased ns almost to the initial value and returned the
sample to the state with hopping conductivity; however,
the value of σ1 = 3 × 10–7 Ω–1 at its minimum was in this
case an order of magnitude larger than in the same sam-
ple freely lying on the substrate. All the above refers to
the effects observed in a magnetic field corresponding
to ν = 4.

It is well known [15] that a hydrostatic pressure
applied to GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si heterostructures
decreases the electron density ns and increases the free-
electron mobility. This effect is generally attributed to
the enhanced filling of deep-level DX– centers with
increasing pressure (increase in the thermal activation
energy) and, accordingly, the correlation in the position
of charged impurities.

Since the changes in ns in the sample glued to the
lithium niobate substrate are the same as in the
deformed sample [16], we can suggest that, upon cool-
ing, a static strain arises in the glued sample, because
the adhesive and the sample have different expansion
coefficients. Regarding the dynamic strain, the very
small power of the SAW introduced into the sample
(~10–8 W) induces a strain of about 10–7, which appar-
ently does not affect the state of the sample. The
absorption due to the strain interaction of an SAW with
electrons should also be very low in the frequency
range from 30 to 150 MHz in comparison with the
piezoelectric interaction observed in this experiment.
Thus, we believe that gluing GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si het-
erostructure to a lithium niobate substrate exerts a static
strain-like effect on the heterostructure.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For definiteness, we will call “true” a value of ns in
the interface channel that is observed upon slow cool-
ing of a sample in darkness, since apparently this value
is closest to equilibrium. We will also focus on the
vicinities of small even integer filling numbers (i.e., the
regions where electrons are localized) and leave spin
effects out of the discussion.
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
The main experimental facts that relate to these
regions and have to be explained are as follows.

(1) The high-frequency conductivity increases and
ns decreases with increasing quenching temperature T0
(Fig. 4).

(2) Exposure of the samples to IR light leads to a
decrease in σ1 and σ2 and an increase in ns (Figs. 5, 6).

(3) A strain decreases ns and increases σ1 (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 6. Dependences of σ1 and σ2 on electron density ns;
λ = 0.81 µm, T = 4.2 K, f = 30 MHz, and ν = 4.
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Fig. 7. Dependences of σ1 on H for (1) a sample with ns ≈
3.9 × 1011 cm–2 slightly pressed by a spring onto a lithium
niobate substrate (slow cooling), (2) the same sample glued
to a lithium niobate substrate (slow cooling), and (3) a sam-
ple glued to a lithium niobate substrate, after illumination;
T = 1.5 K and f = 30 MHz.
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(4) Dissimilar values of σ1 and σ2, obtained under
different cooling conditions or due to the effect of dif-
ferent external factors on a sample, may correspond to
the same value of ns (Fig. 8).

(5) Under IR illumination, minima are observed in
the dependences of σ1 and σ2 on ns (Fig. 8).
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the electron density in the interface channel ns. The values
of σ1 and σ2 were obtained under different cooling condi-
tions (close symbols) and successive illumination of a
slowly cooled sample (open symbols); T = 1.5K, f =
30 MHz, and ν = 2. The inset shows the dependences σ1(ns)
and σ2(ns) after illumination of a slowly cooled sample.
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(6) σ1 and σ2 are independent of H near even filling
numbers (Fig. 9).

In order to explain the above experimental facts, we
have to analyze the complex set of phenomena related
to electronic transitions in the heterostructures under
study. According to [17], doping with silicon intro-
duces shallow donor levels with an activation energy of
~7 meV [17] (related to the Γ band) into the band gap
of Al0.3Ga0.7As alloys and gives rise to deep donor DX–

centers with an activation energy of ~80 meV [18]
(related to the minimum of the L band) as a result of the
reaction

2d0  d+ + DX–. (2)

Here, d0 is a neutral Si atom and d+ is a Si ion. In a
heavily doped material, where electrons form a degen-
erate gas (the case under consideration), DX– centers
can be formed as a result of the trapping of two elec-
trons by an ion:

d+ + 2e  DX–. (3)

In this case, if the Si atoms forming the shallow levels
substitute the Ga atoms in the AlGaAs lattice, the for-
mation of a DX– center leads to the displacement of the
Si atoms into interstitial sites and is accompanied by
lattice strain.

Thus, the situation when donors in AlxGa1 – xAs are
partially occupied by electrons corresponds to the pres-
ence of positively charged d+ ions and negatively
charged DX– centers. The occupation of donor impurity
Si centers by electrons occurs so as to minimize the
Coulomb interaction between these centers [16]. In this
case, spatial correlations between impurity centers
arise. Correlations in the position of impurity charges
lead to a noticeable decrease in the amplitude of the
random impurity potential [15]. Since it is precisely
this random potential that is responsible for the local-
ization of electrons in the interface layer, the correla-
tions in the position of impurities should also affect the
hopping conductivity in this layer.

When a sample is cooled, carriers are transferred
from the conduction band of Al0.3Ga0.7As to the Si
impurity states and tunnel into the 2D interface layer.

We believe that, when fast cooling occurs, the elec-
tron distribution at the quenching temperature T0 is fro-
zen in a sample and does not change significantly as the
temperature is further decreased to 4.2 K. Thus, in these
cases, σ1 and ns at T = 4.2 K are in fact controlled by the
corresponding values of σ1 and ns at T = T0. Therefore,
at the high quenching temperature T0 = 77 K, both the
electron density ns and the population of impurity levels
in the barrier Al0.3Ga0.7As layer are low. Apparently, at
this temperature, not all the electrons are frozen out of
the conduction band. Therefore, conductivity occurs
not only over the interface layer with large mobility, but
also over the conduction band of Al0.3Ga0.7As. In this
case, the localization effects manifest themselves only
slightly and hopping conductivity is absent (Fig. 4).
According to our experimental data for all the samples,
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the electron density ns and the random-potential ampli-
tude increase with decreasing T0. The role of localized
states in the conductivity also increases. Accordingly,
the conductivity via extended states decreases in this
case. These processes manifest themselves in the afore-
mentioned decrease in the high-frequency conductivity
and the change in the ratio σ1/σ2 with decreasing T0.

If we assume that, at T = 4.2 K, the conduction band
of a slowly cooled Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si sample is completely
depleted, the sum of the concentrations of electrons at
impurity levels in the Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer and in the
interface layer should be equal to the concentration of
Si impurity in the Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier layer. Therefore,
the experimentally observed change in ns due to the
external effects occurs with changes in the occupation
of donor levels and subsequent rearrangement of impu-
rity ions (correlation effects), along with changes in the
random potential amplitude.

Indeed, exposure of the samples to IR light leads to
the depletion of the donor DX– centers, which is con-
firmed by the existence of the IR energy threshold at
which the frozen hopping high-frequency photocon-
ductivity arises. In this case, ns increases and σ1
decreases. Such behavior is consistent with the above
concepts of the corresponding decrease in the occupa-
tion of impurity levels, reduction in the correlation in
the position of impurity ions [8, 15], increase in the ran-
dom potential amplitude (Fig. 5), and increase in the
role of localization effects.

The opposite effect is observed when a strain is
applied to the sample under study. Indeed, in this case,
the electron density ns decreases and the high-fre-
quency conductivity increases by more than two orders
of magnitude relative to the equilibrium value (Fig. 7).
This effect can be explained in the same way: the
decrease in ns corresponds to a larger degree of occupa-
tion of donors, greater influence of the correlation
effects, and, accordingly, smaller random potential
amplitude (Fig. 7, curve 2). When the random potential
is low, the localization of electrons in the 2D interface
channel is almost absent; therefore, conductivity occurs
via delocalized electrons and the hopping contribution
is absent. The explanation of the effect of IR illumina-
tion on the glued sample is the same as the one above.

At 1.5 K, under conditions of the quantum Hall
effect, all electrons are localized in both the interface
and barrier layers and the hopping conductivity
becomes the dominant mechanism. The radical change
in the high-frequency conductivity caused by the exter-
nal effects (in magnetic fields corresponding to the cen-
ter of the Hall plateau) confirms the suggestion [4] that
the hopping conductivity over the interface layer is
shunted by the hopping conductivity over the
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer.

The question of the mechanism of the hopping high-
frequency conductivity via localized states in the
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si barrier layer remains open. According
to [19], high-frequency hopping conductivity can be
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
implemented via hops of a pair of electrons as a whole.
However, the probability of this process occurring seems
to be low. One-electron hops via shallow donor levels
may also play an important role. Since these levels can-
not be completely filled with electrons due to the pres-
ence of the interface layer, there should always be at least
one pair of ionized impurity atoms with one electron
(two-site model), which can hop between these atoms.

Let us estimate the high-frequency hopping conduc-
tivity due to one-electron hops between shallow donor
levels of the impurity band formed by Si in Al0.3Ga0.7As
using the model of relaxation absorption in the two-site
approximation [2–4]. For this mechanism, the expres-
sion for σ1 has the form

(4)

Here, g is the one-electron density of states at the Fermi
level; ξ is the localization length; e is the elementary
charge; εs is the permittivity of GaAs; LT = lnJ0/kT (J0 is
the typical value of the overlap integral, which is on the
same order of magnitude as the Bohr energy); and Lω =
ln(1/ωτ0), where τ0 is the time of refilling pairs during
hops, which is controlled by the mechanism of interac-
tion between electrons and phonons. In the case of
piezoelectric interaction, τ0 ≈ 10–11 s. The radius of the
state aB can be estimated using the value of the activa-
tion energy for shallow levels E ≈ 7 meV [17]: aB =

 ≈ 9 × 10–7 cm. Then, the width of the impu-
rity band can be roughly estimated as ∆E ≈ e2/εsaB ≈
14 meV. According to this estimation, the impurity
band is almost completely overlapped with the conduc-
tion band, which makes further estimations very rough.
When the total Si concentration in the barrier layer N =
1012 cm–2, ns ≈ 1.5 × 1011 cm–2. Under the assumption
that, due to reaction (2), the concentration of Si impurity
atoms responsible for shallow impurity centers is two-
fold lower than N,  ≈ 5 × 1011 cm–2. Bearing in mind

the above values, we obtain the density of states in the
impurity band: g = /∆E ≈ 3.6 × 1010 cm–2 meV–1.

As a result, the calculation by formula (4) for f =
30 MHz yields σ1 = 9 × 10–8 Ω–1, which is in satisfac-
tory agreement with experiment.

Obviously, high-frequency hopping conductivity
should depend on the number of pairs at which one
electron is localized. If all the impurity levels are occu-
pied by electrons or completely depleted, the hopping
conductivity should be zero. Thus, the high-frequency
hopping conductivity attains its maximum at some
intermediate filling of levels. Therefore, the reduction
in the hopping conductivity under illumination of a
sample or upon cooling at different rates can be easily
explained by the change in the degree of filling of local-
ized electronic states, i.e., the number of pairs involved
in the high-frequency hopping conductivity.
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Figure 8 shows all the experimental curves obtained
for the sample with ns ≈ 1.5 × 1011 cm–2 cooled under
different conditions (close symbols) and exposed to IR
light after slow cooling (open symbols), plotted in the
coordinates σ1, 2(ns). It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the
values of σ1 (large symbols) and σ2 (small symbols),
although showing a large spread, seem to yield “univer-
sal” curves 1 and 1a, respectively (the curves are plot-
ted manually). The data for the sample cooled under
different conditions (specifically, the sample was kept
for a day at 77 K before the liquid helium was poured)
are shown by curves 2 and 2a. The spread of experi-
mental points shows that the occupation of impurity
levels and 2D interface channel by electrons occurs ran-
domly, and, thus, the sample “remembers” its history.
This result is consistent with the conclusions of
[15, 16]. The changes in σ1 and σ2 in comparison with
the changes in ns upon illumination of the sample by
small portions of IR radiation are shown in the inset to
Fig. 8. It can be seen that the decrease in σ1 and σ2, with
the ratio σ2/σ1 remaining constant (3–4), corresponds
to the variations in ns in the range (1.5–1.8) × 1011 cm–2.
This situation corresponds to the conditions of high-
frequency hopping conductivity. With a further
increase in ns (up to more than 1.8 × 1011 cm–2), σ1
begins to increase much faster than σ2 and the condi-
tions for hopping conductivity become violated. We
explain this fact by the depletion of the impurity DX–

centers and the development of conductivity via delo-
calized carriers.

Figure 9 shows the dependences of σ1 and σ2 on H
in the vicinity of ν = 2 for the slowly cooled modula-
tion-doped sample with ns = 2.7 × 1011 cm–2. It can be
seen that both σ1 and σ2 are almost independent of H. If
hopping conductivity occurs over the impurity band
formed by shallow-level donor centers, then, according
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Fig. 10. Dependences of  and  on filling num-

ber ν near ν = 2 at f = 30 MHz and T = 1.5 K.

F1log F2log
to the above calculations, the magnetic length lH > aB up
to fields of 6 T. Thus, the condition of a weak field is
satisfied. That is why the dependence of the conductiv-
ity on magnetic field is weak and does not manifest
itself in a narrow magnetic field range.

Summing up, we believe that the strong effect of
external factors on the hopping high-frequency conduc-
tivity and the fact that this parameter is not dependent
on magnetic field in the vicinity of small even filling
numbers, along with the inconsistency of the theoreti-
cally predicted value of the localization length ξ [5, 20],
indicate that, in the magnetic fields corresponding
to  these filling numbers, the high-frequency hop-
ping conductivity is completely controlled by the
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer.

This circumstance makes it possible to determine
the high-frequency hopping conductivity over the inter-
face layer by extrapolation. Let us return to Fig. 9. If the

conductivities  = 4 × 10–7 Ω–1 and  = 2.4 ×
10–6 Ω–1 are completely controlled by the Al0.3Ga0.7As
layer, the contributions of the interface layer to σ1 and

σ2 near ν = 2 are F1, 2 = σ1, 2 – . The dependences

of  on ν near ν = 1 are shown in Fig. 10. Both
dependences can be extrapolated to ν = 2 using linear

functions. Such an extrapolation yields  = 10–8 Ω–1

and  = 5 × 10–8 Ω–1. It should be noted that these

values of  are almost two orders of magnitude

smaller than the experimental values of . Using

these values of  to determine the localization
length, we obtain ξ = 2 × 10–6 cm, which is twofold
smaller than the spacer width and is similar to the value
of magnetic length in this magnetic field. This estima-
tion makes it possible to use the two-site model for
analysis of the high-frequency hopping conductivity in
a 2D interface channel under conditions of the integer
quantum Hall effect.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report the results of studying
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si heterostructures with a mobility
of about 105 cm2/(V s) at T = 4.2 K. A pronounced inte-
ger quantum Hall effect is observed in these hetero-
structures with direct current. In fact, this means that
the dc conductivity is entirely determined by the 2D
interface layer. The situation with high-frequency con-
ductivity of these heterostructures at low temperatures
is quite different. It is shown that external factors—IR
light, strain, and different conditions of cooling—sig-
nificantly affect both the high-frequency conductivity
near the centers of the Hall plateau and the electron
density ns in these heterostructures. This fact, as well as
the large value of high-frequency conductivity of the

σ1
ν 2= σ2

ν 2=

σ1 2,
ν 2=

F1 2,log

F1
ν 2=
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ν 2=

F1 2,
ν 2=

σ1 2,
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samples at low temperatures after their slow cooling, is
reason to conclude that high-frequency hopping con-
ductivity occurs over the impurity band formed by shal-
low donor levels in the Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si layer. The con-
tribution of this effect significantly exceeds the contri-
bution of the hopping conductivity over the interface
layer in the magnetic fields corresponding to small even
integer filling numbers and, therefore, shunts the latter.
The results obtained can be explained qualitatively in
terms of the well-known concept of DX– centers in
Al0.3Ga0.7As:Si alloys.

A method is proposed that makes it possible to
determine both the high-frequency hopping conductiv-
ity and the localization length ξ in a 2D interface layer
from simultaneous measurements of the absorption and
velocity of an SAW as functions of magnetic field.

It should be noted that a certain spread of the values
of carrier density and mobility in these and similar het-
erostructures was also observed in dc measurements.
The results obtained here suggest that this spread may
be related to different conditions of cooling the sample.
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Abstract—Specific features of the formation of thick porous silicon layers on n-type silicon substrates in the
galvanostatic mode have been studied. An abrupt change in the electrolyzer voltage with time was observed in
the course of anodization with exposure to a visible light without the IR component. This abrupt change is
accompanied by the formation of a large-grained disrupted silicon layer. It was shown that these effects are due
to an insufficient density of holes, which are necessary for etching silicon. As a result, the mechanism for the
generation of minority carriers changes from light generation to that of the avalanche type. © 2004 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Layers of porous silicon (por-Si) are most fre-
quently fabricated by anodic etching (anodization) of
silicon in aqueous or aqueous-alcoholic solutions of
hydrofluoric acid (HF). This method was developed as
far back as the middle of the 20th century [1]. When
por-Si layers are fabricated on n-Si substrates, the sili-
con substrate is exposed to high-intensity illumination,
most often, white light. The illumination increases the
surface density of minority carriers, holes, whose
absence hinders the electrochemical dissolution of sili-
con. It is known that por-Si layers are far from uniform
across their thickness. A clearly pronounced boundary
that separates por-Si into two regions that differ sharply
in color and morphology can be seen in cross-sectional
microscopic images. It has also been noted that these
two layers have different luminescent properties. The
upper layer is a conglomerate of quantum-confined sil-
icon crystallites with a characteristic size on the order
of several nanometers (nanocrystallites). This layer
exhibits a strong photoluminescence (PL) in the visible
spectral range. The lower layer is composed of a mac-
rocrystalline (or mesoporous) por-Si with crystallites
more than 10 nm in size. This layer exhibits PL in the
IR spectral range [2, 3]. It was mentioned in [3] that the
reason why a two-layer structure of por-Si is obtained
is the strong absorption of light in the surface region of
the por-Si as it forms.

The illumination of the substrate not only generates
holes, which are necessary for etching, but also has a
considerable effect on many physicochemical proper-
ties of the formation of por-Si, e.g., the intensity and
spectral composition of PL, irrespective of the type of
conduction in silicon. The reasons for, and the mecha-
nisms of, such an effect of illumination on the growth
of por-Si were considered in [4, 5].
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20712
In the present study, an attempt was made to corre-
late some specific features of how thick por-Si layers
grow on n-Si substrates with the type of illumination of
silicon during its anodization.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The study was performed with (100) n-Si substrates
that were chemically and mechanically polished with a
resistivity of 2–3 Ω cm.

The electric contacts on the samples were fabricated
by chemical deposition of copper on the back (non-
working) side of the samples. A mixture of 48% HF
with ethanol in a 1 : 1 ratio served as the electrolyte.
The counter electrode was fabricated in the form of a
coil of platinum wire. All the experiments were carried
out at a constant anode current, i.e., in the galvanostatic
mode, which was maintained automatically with a cur-
rent stabilizer (potentiostat). In the course of electroly-
sis, the electrode potential of the anode or the electro-
lyzer voltage was measured and recorded. Preference
was given to the second method, which is simpler.

Illuminators with halogen or tungsten lamps served
as the sources of light. In most of the experiments, the
IR light (with λ > 0.65 µm) was cut off with an SZS-23
glass filter. The maximum illumination level of the sam-
ples was about 0.1 W/cm2. When necessary, the intensity
of light was attenuated with neutral glass filters.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Electrolyzer Voltage and Outward Appearance 
of the Samples

In the open-circuit mode and with zero illumination,
the voltage across the electrolytic cell, Vel, is deter-
mined by the electromotive force of the Si/electro-
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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lyte/Pt galvanic cell. When a sample is exposed to light,
Vel changes by an amount equal to the steady-state pho-
tovoltage.

In the course of electrolysis when the sample is illu-
minated, the electrolyzer voltage is set automatically at
a level from tenths of a volt to several volts (with Si pos-
itive) and remains virtually stable until a certain instant
of time tV at which the voltage increases fast to several
tens of volts. A typical dependence of the electrolyzer
voltage Vel on the duration of electrolysis is shown in
Fig. 1.

It can be seen that, during the first 30 min, the elec-
trolyzer voltage remains unchanged, at a level of about
2 V (portion A of the curve). Then chaotic voltage
surges (spikes) appear (portion B), and, beginning at the
instant of time tV, a rapid (over 3–4 min) rise (abrupt
change) in the voltage by more than 16 V occurs (por-
tion C). At the same time the outward appearance of the
sample changes. Its smooth, shining, and nearly black
surface turns matte (velvety) and light yellow. Later, the
voltage gradually stabilizes at about 17–18 V, and the
oscillatory mode gives way to a slow and gradual
change in the voltage, usually toward lower values
(portion D). In this region, illumination has virtually no
effect on Vel.

It is important to note that the dependence of the
voltage on the electrolysis duration mentioned above is
only observed in the case when the white light used for
illumination contains no IR component with wave-
lengths longer than about 0.65 µm. Otherwise, the elec-
trolyzer voltage remains equal to several volts and no
abrupt change in the voltage is observed. Moreover, if
additional IR illumination is switched on after this abrupt
change (i.e., in region D), the voltage decreases to values
characteristic of region A (dotted line in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Electrolyzer voltage vs. electrolysis duration; n-Si,
current density 15 mA/cm2, illumination level 0.92 of the
maximum value, IR part of the spectrum cut off with an
SZS-23 filter. Portion A of the curve in the figure is shown
incompletely. Inset: reverse current–voltage characteristic
of a photodiode (for explanation, see text).
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As the anode current density J is raised, the time tV,
after which the abrupt change in the voltage occurs,
becomes shorter (Fig. 2, curve 1) and the voltage corre-
sponding to portion A increases [Fig. 2, curve 2, Vel(A)].
These dependences are nearly exponential. At the same
time, after the abrupt change in the voltage, Vel is virtu-
ally independent of the current density.

The intensity of sample illumination also strongly
affects the course of the electrolysis. The time tV, at
which the steplike change occurs, becomes longer as
the illumination level increases (Fig. 3, curve 1).
Despite the wide scatter of the experimental points, this
dependence can also be interpreted as exponential. The
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Fig. 2. (1) Time of occurrence of an abrupt change in volt-
age and (2) initial electrolyzer voltage corresponding to
curve portion A in Fig. 1 vs. the current density; n-Si, illu-
mination level 0.75 of the maximum value, IR part of the
spectrum cut off.
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Fig. 3. (1) Time of occurrence of an abrupt change in the
voltage and (2) initial electrolyzer voltage vs. the current
density. n-Si, current density 15 mA/cm2, IR part of the
spectrum cut off.
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value Vel(A) decreases exponentially as the illumination
level grows (Fig. 3, curve 2).

3.2. Thickness and Morphology of por-Si Layers

Cross-sectional microscopic studies of the samples
demonstrated that a two-layer structure of por-Si is
formed in all the samples, irrespective of whether the
spectral composition of the light used includes an IR
component, and an abrupt change in voltage is
observed in the course of electrolysis.

The upper layer of por-Si has a chaotic loose struc-
ture. Below lies the second layer, which is pierced by
numerous vertical pores hundreds of nanometers in
diameter (columnar structure) (see Fig. 4a). The lower
boundary of this layer may not be clearly pronounced
(Fig. 4b). With the total thickness of the samples stud-
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Fig. 4. Cross-sectional micrographs of the samples.
(a) Stage of por-Si formation before the abrupt change in
the potential (t ≈ 20 min): (1) upper structureless porous
layer and (2) second layer with columnar structure. (b) The
result of a more prolonged electrolysis, t = 90 min: (1) and
(2) the same layers, and (3) the third layer with a horizontal
“block” structure.
ied ranging from 8 to 175 µm, the thickness of the
upper layer varies within a comparatively narrow
range, from 1–2 to 20 µm. There is a certain relation-
ship between the quantity Q of electricity that passes
and the thickness of por-Si layers. The thickness of the
upper layer ceases to increase further after 50–80 C has
passed and stabilizes at a level of 15–20 µm (Fig. 5,
curve 1), whereas that of the lower layer grows virtually
linearly with Q (Fig. 5, curve 2). It is noteworthy that,
after the abrupt change in the voltage occurs, illumina-
tion no longer has a noticeable effect on the rate of for-
mation of the por-Si layer and its thickness increases fur-
ther at the same rate in the dark and under illumination.

In some cases, a third layer is formed under the sec-
ond, columnar por-Si layer. This layer is a conglomer-
ate of large (of micrometer size) grains and crystallites.
These grains may be arranged both chaotically and in
the form of inclined, or even horizontal, layers (Fig. 4b).
According to original observations by the authors, this
layer starts to be formed at approximately the same
instant of time as when the abrupt change in the electro-
lyzer voltage is observed. However, if the electrolysis is
continued, the third layer starts to gradually disappear
30–40 min after this abrupt change occurs. As a result,
the third layer is observed in a relatively narrow range
of the quantities of electricity that passes through the
electrolyzer, which is illustrated by points 3 in Fig. 5.

4. DISCUSSION

Below, the experimental results described above are
considered taking into account the fundamental aspects
of por-Si formation and the nature of the absorption of
light in the formation of a por-Si layer.

The exponential dependence of Vel on the current
density (Fig. 2) indicates that a major contribution to
this dependence is made by abrupt changes in the elec-
trode potentials across the electrode/electrolyte inter-
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Fig. 5. Variation of the thickness of por-Si layers with the
quantity of electricity that passed through the electrolyzer:
(1) upper layer, (2) second layer, and (3) third layer.
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faces and in the space-charge region (SCR) in silicon,
rather than by the ohmic voltage drop in the electrolyte
or in the bulk of a sample. However, the abrupt changes
of the potentials across the phase boundaries cannot
exceed tenths of a volt at the current densities used.
Hence, it follows that the increase in the voltage to 15–
20 V in region C is primarily due to the abrupt change
in the potential in the SCR of the semiconductor.

The behavior of the voltage during the formation of
the porous layer, namely, the voltage spikes in region B
and the abrupt change in the voltage in region C, can be
understood by taking into account the fact that the
semiconductor/electrolyte interface is a rectifying con-
tact whose properties are similar to those of a Schottky
diode and by using the model of a reverse-biased pho-
todiode.

Owing to the absorption of light in the growing por-
Si layer, the illumination level in the SCR of the crys-
talline Si substrate gradually decreases as the thickness
of por-Si increases, which results in the fact that the
rate of carrier generation becomes lower. The inset in
Fig. 1 shows schematically the reverse current–voltage
characteristics of a photodiode at various illumination
levels: at a high illumination level of the semiconduc-
tor/electrolyte interface (curve 1); at a certain critical
illumination level (2); at a somewhat lower illumination
level, which is insufficient to provide the process with
holes (3); and in the dark (curve 4).

At the chosen current J0 and a high illumination
level of the substrate, the working point of the diode
corresponds to a small voltage V1 across the electro-
chemical cell. As the illumination level gradually
decreases because of the absorption of light in the
growing porous layer, the system reaches a state in
which, ideally, the number of holes that are formed is
exactly that necessary to stabilize the current at J0
(curve 2 and potential V2). After that, upon a further
rather small decrease in the illumination level, a transi-
tion to curve 3 occurs, when the potentiostat raises the
applied voltage in order to maintain the preset current
J0. In this case, as can be seen from the figure, the work-
ing point falls within the initial region of the avalanche
breakdown, and the voltage increases to V3. In the lim-
iting case, in the dark, a voltage (V4) that corresponds to
the avalanche breakdown is established.

Region A in Fig. 1 corresponds to a high illumina-
tion level of the electrolyte/semiconductor interface
(curve 1 in the inset), when the number of holes gener-
ated by light far exceeds that necessary for ensuring the
preset current J0. Region B, in which potential fluctua-
tions are observed at the preset current J0, corresponds
to the critical etching mode (curve 2). In this case, fluc-
tuations in the level of illumination of the sample,
which are attributed to, e.g., gas evolution at the silicon
electrode or to convective flows in the electrolyte,
become important. Region C corresponds to the mode
with a clearly pronounced deficiency of holes generated
by light, when a transition to the avalanche breakdown
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
mode occurs. In this case, too, fluctuations in the illu-
mination level manifest themselves in a return to a
lower voltage upon an accidental increase in light inten-
sity (part of the current is provided by photogeneration
of carriers, and the rest, by avalanche generation).
Region D corresponds to a very low illumination level,
and in the limiting case, to total darkness at the electro-
lyte/semiconductor interface.

In principle, current J0 can be maintained under con-
ditions of insufficient illumination not only by means of
an avalanche breakdown. The rise in the electric field
strength at the electrolyte/semiconductor interface (not
only in the SCR, but also in the Helmholtz layer) may
lead to the tunneling of electrons from atoms or ions in
solution into the conduction band of the silicon sub-
strate. In this case, an electrochemical reaction that
leads to the release of electrons should occur at the
anode. The discharge of hydroxy ions of water by the
reaction 2OH–  O2 + 2H+ + 2e– may serve as such a
process. However, this part of the current will be
expended on the formation of oxygen, rather than on
the dissolution of silicon, which will decrease the rate
of por-Si formation. Since, according to Fig. 5, the rate
of formation of the main (second) por-Si layer is time-
independent, the main mechanism of carrier generation
at this stage is, admittedly, avalanche ionization. In this
case, there is no need for further illumination of the sam-
ple, and the growth of por-Si can proceed in the dark.

It follows from the authors’ observations that the
formation of the third por-Si layer coincides in time
with the onset of the oscillatory electrolysis mode. The
thickness of this layer may exceed severalfold the por-
Si thickness corresponding to the quantity of electricity
that has passed and to the amount of silicon dissolved
in the process. Moreover, there is no clearly pro-
nounced dependence of the thickness of the third layer
on the quantity of electricity passed (points 3 in Fig. 5).
This gives reason to believe that the “third layer” is not
porous silicon in the conventional understanding of this
term, but rather a mechanically damaged part of the sil-
icon substrate. Such a layer may appear as a result of
local electric breakdowns at the bottom of pores under
conditions in which the generation of carriers by light
is insufficient to maintain the preset current density.
This process continues until a fundamental change in the
mechanism of carrier generation occurs: a transition to
avalanche ionization, which provides further growth of
por-Si. In this case, the second layer grows through disso-
lution of the previously disrupted layer of the substrate,
which leads to a gradual elimination of the third layer.

It is, again, noteworthy that the above refers to the
case when a sample is exposed to light that contains no
IR component. Otherwise, the IR light passes freely
through the por-Si layer and provides the necessary rate
of carrier generation in the substrate and the formation
of the second, mesoporous layer. There is no character-
istic abrupt change in the voltage in this case.
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It does not, however, follow from these conclusions
that mesoporous silicon can be formed on n-type sub-
strates without any illumination. As experiment shows,
illumination should be present in the early stages of
electrolysis. Otherwise, carriers are predominantly
generated in places where the crystal structure of the
surface layer of silicon is disrupted, rather than uni-
formly over the entire surface of the silicon. In these
local places, the current density is so high that the sili-
con dissolves without any por-Si being formed. At the
same time, illumination makes the distribution of the
carrier density uniform over the surface. Moreover, it is
the illumination that largely provides the growth of the
nanoporous layer, which exhibits strong PL in the visi-
ble spectral range.

Thus, it may be stated that mainly mesoporous
por-Si, which has no luminescent properties (second
layer), is formed in the course of prolonged electrolytic
etching of n-Si under illumination. The upper lumines-
cent layer is formed only as a relatively thin film whose
thickness does not exceed 10–20 µm. The third, lower
sublayer of por-Si is far from always formed. Both the
thicknesses of separate por-Si layers and their struc-
tural features are largely determined by the intensity
and spectral composition of the illuminating light used
in etching n-Si (silicon). Specifically, the morphology
(formation) of the mesoporous layer depends on
whether the illuminating light has an IR component. If
it does, an ordinary mesoporous layer with a columnar
or branching structure (depending on the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the substrate) grows. In the
absence of an IR component, the generation of holes,
which are necessary for etching, ceases to be caused by
light, and this is accompanied by the formation of a dis-
rupted (third) layer composed of micrometer-size sili-
con conglomerates.

As for the formation of the upper por-Si layer,
which has no clearly pronounced crystal structure and
exhibits strong luminescence, the discussion above and
the reasoning in [4, 5] once more lead the authors of the
present study to conclude that this layer is predomi-
nantly composed of atoms of secondary origin. They
are formed via charge exchange between Si2+ ions as a
result of the so-called disproportionation of ions,
described in detail in [5]. The disproportionation of Si2+

ions occurs according to the scheme

Si2+ + Si2+  Si + Si4+

and leads to the formation of amorphous and nanocrys-
talline silicon. As demonstrated in [4], the dispropor-
tionation of Si2+ ions is markedly accelerated by strong
illumination, and, therefore, it mostly occurs at the sur-
face of por-Si, where the illumination level is the high-
est. At the same time, the concentration of Si2+ ions at
the surface of por-Si may be rather high, since Si2+ ions
formed at the lower boundary of por-Si can move to the
surface of por-Si both through diffusion in the electro-
lyte and as a result of convective flows in the electrolyte
in coarse pores. However, the thicker the por-Si layer,
the more difficult the transport of Si2+ ions to the sur-
face of por-Si, and, therefore, the upper layer gradually
ceases to increase in thickness in the course of electrol-
ysis, which can be clearly seen in Fig. 5 (curve 1). The
same scheme describes the formation of the upper,
strongly luminescent layer of por-Si on p-type silicon
under illumination [5].

5. CONCLUSION

While studying how the electrolysis parameters
affect the growth of thick (>10 µm) films of por-Si on
n-Si substrates, we discovered that the use of visible
light without an IR component results in the fact that
the electrolyzer potential changes abruptly in the
course of anodization and a very thick disrupted silicon
layer appears. This is due to a change of the mechanism
by which the holes necessary for etching silicon are
generated: the generation of minority carriers by light
in the SCR of the silicon substrate is replaced by ava-
lanche breakdown and the ionization of silicon atoms.

It was shown that the morphological structure of
porous silicon strongly depends on the intensity and
spectral composition of the light used in the electroly-
sis. Previous assumptions about the secondary nature of
the silicon that constitutes the upper, nanoporous layer
of por-Si were confirmed. The thickness of this layer is
determined by the intensity of illumination and by the
possibility of transporting Si2+ ions from the interior to
the surface of por-Si.

Thus, in fabricating thick por-Si layers on n-Si, it is
necessary to take into account changes in the distribu-
tion of light absorption in the structure that is formed
and the different mechanisms of generation of minority
carriers in the substrate.
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Abstract—GaSb-based crystals shaped like a stepped pyramid with smoothed steps are obtained. The crystals
are intended for the fabrication of light-emitting diodes in which the short-wavelength emission band of a dou-
ble-charged intrinsic acceptor is transformed into the long-wavelength band without loss in the amount of pho-
tons emitted. It is shown experimentally and theoretically that an increase in the ratio of the area of the light-
emitting diode crystal to its volume increases the external quantum yield of photons. A yield of 5.1% for the
intrinsic acceptor in GaSb is attained. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

In our previous paper, we showed that electrochem-
ical faceting of a crystal for fabrication of light-emit-
ting diodes (LEDs) allows one to make one of the crys-
tal faces in the shape of a truncated cone [1]. A crystal
with such surface has an emissivity higher than that
with a plane surface due to the convexity of the cone.
This circumstance yielded an increase in the emissivity
by a factor of 1.5 for the first incidence onto a surface.
This surface is nonorthogonal with respect to other
mutually orthogonal crystal faces, and the beams inci-
dent on this surface partially undergo a total internal
reflection. Thus, these beams may fall onto other sur-
faces at an angle smaller than the angle of the total
internal reflection and can be emitted by the crystal.
These circumstances allow one to use multiple passage
to increase the external quantum yield of emission. This
especially concerns the impurity emission, which is
weakly absorbed at band-to-band transitions. In addi-
tion, due to the absorption of the short-wavelength
emission of a double-charged acceptor at band tails in
GaSb [1], multiple passage along with reemission can
be used to transform short-wavelength band into long-
wavelength one.

The objectives of this study were the following.
First, we aimed to obtain a developed convex pyramidal
surface of an LED crystal via multistage electrochemi-
cal etching. Second, we planned to use such an LED
chip to transform the short-wavelength band of a dou-
ble-charged acceptor into the long-wavelength band
without substantial loss in the total number of photons.
This study continues our research on the development
of LEDs for the mid-range infrared (IR) spectral region
(1.6–2.4 µm) [1–7].
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20717
2. EXPERIMENTAL

The LED structures under investigation were formed
by liquid-phase epitaxy on Te-doped n-GaSb(100) sub-
strates 400 µm thick with an electron concentration as
high as 8 × 1017 cm–3. Initially, an active undoped layer
with a composition similar to GaSb was grown from the
usual solution–melt with the addition of 0.03% In. This
addition decreased the band gap by a mere 1 meV. The
layer grown has p-type conduction due to the partial
accommodation of Ga atoms at Sb sites of the crystal
lattice. The layer was 2 µm thick. A wider-gap confin-
ing Ge-doped p-Ga0.66Al0.34SbAs layer 3.5 µm thick
with a hole concentration as high as 1018 cm–3 was then
grown. The p-GaSb contact layer 0.5 µm thick heavily
doped with Ge had a hole concentration as high as 8 ×
1018 cm–3 and was grown on the previous layer.

For experiments with electrochemical faceting of
semiconductor crystals, one large wafer with epitaxial
layers was cut into several parts. Using contact photoli-
thography, LEDs with variously shaped crystals were
fabricated from these parts (Fig. 1).

(i) Type I LED semiconductor crystals were
~380 µm thick (Fig. 1a). On the epitaxial layer, i.e., in
the p-region, the contacts 100 µm in diameter were
formed by sequential deposition of the layers of Cr,
Au + Ge, and Au using a VUP-4 system. On the sub-
strate, i.e., in the n-region, layers of Cr, Au + Te, and
Au were also deposited. The contact layers were then
fused for 1 min at 250°C. On the epitaxial layer, the pat-
tern in the form of squares with a side of 480 µm and a
step of 500 µm was formed to divide the structure into
separate chips. At the next stage, mesas 300 µm in
diameter and 10 µm in height were formed at the center
of these squares. The earlier fused contacts 100 µm in
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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diameter were at the center of these mesas. Then the
semiconductor crystal was divided into separate small
parallelepiped-shaped crystals (chips) by cleaving.
Each small crystal (chip) was mounted with the sub-
strate down on a TO-18 LED plane-stage crystal holder.

(ii) Type II LEDs (Fig. 1b) were fabricated so that
the point contacts, mesas, and dividing channels were
formed in the n-type region, i.e., on the substrate,
whereas a continuous contact layer was formed on the
epitaxial p-layer. Each of these chips was mounted with
the epitaxial layer down on a TO-18 LED plane-stage
crystal holder. The radiation was emitted mainly
through the substrate.

Thus, type I and type II LED chips had the usual
plane-rectangular geometry and differed only in emis-
sion direction. Type I chips emitted radiation mainly
through the epitaxial layers, and type II chips emitted
radiation through the substrate.

(iii) For comparison with standard-geometry LEDs
(types I and II), LED chips with a developed surface
(Fig. 1c) were fabricated from the same LED structure
via multiple electrochemical faceting of the LED crys-
tal. Chemical faceting was carried out using contact

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Schematic structure of four types of LED crystals:
(a) parallelepiped-shaped with the substrate soldered to the
crystal holder, (b) parallelepiped-shaped with the epitaxial
layer soldered to the crystal holder, (c) with a parallelepi-
ped-shaped substrate, and (d) shaped like a stepped pyramid
with smoothed steps.
photolithography as follows. At the first stage, windows
for nonrectifying contacts were photolithographically
formed on a chemically cleaned n-type substrate. Con-
tact layers were formed in these windows. The contacts
to the p-region were formed over the entire surface of
the epitaxial p-layer. To separate out the boundaries of
individual chips, a pattern made up of squares with a
side of 480 µm and a step of 500 µm was formed on the
substrate of the LED crystal, and boundary channels
were etched to a depth of 70 µm by electrochemical
etching in a CrO3-based etchant. The channels were
160 µm wide. At the next stage of photolithography, a
pattern shaped made up of circles 300 µm in diameter
was formed at the center of the open squares. By etching
it similarly to the squares, a pattern 140 µm in height was
formed. The pattern was pyramid-shaped at the base and
shaped like a truncated cone at the top with an upper area
200 µm in diameter. After dividing the LED crystal into
separate small crystals (chips) by cleaving, each chip
was mounted with the epitaxial layer down on the TO-18
LED plane-stage crystal holder.

(iv) In order to reduce the emission optical path,
one-quarter of the starting LED structure was thinned
to 200 µm (Fig. 1d). Thinning was carried out from the
substrate side by grinding with subsequent chemical
etching. The LEDs were fabricated by multistage deep
etching. The first stage of fabrication, specifically, the
formation of windows for nonrectifying contacts 100 µm
in diameter and the deposition of a gold-containing
alloy on the substrate side, was carried out similarly to
procedure (iii). At the second stage of photolithogra-
phy, i.e., at the stage of pattern formation on the sub-
strate side of the LED structure, the duration of etching
of each separate pattern was shortened. As a result, the
squares, circles, etc. obtained were less deep than in
procedure (iii). We strived to round and smooth the
sharp bulges that are inevitably formed during multi-
stage etching (four photolithographic stages). To this
end, at the fifth stage, when the upper area with a non-
rectifying contact was 200 µm in diameter, a mesa
200 µm in diameter was formed photolithographically.
All the features beyond the circle 200 µm in diameter
were etched electrochemically for 20 s. As a result of
this, a pattern 120 µm in height shaped like a stepped
pyramid with smoothed steps was obtained (Fig. 2).
Then the LED crystals were divided into separate chips
by cleaving. Each chip was mounted with the epitaxial
side down on the TO-18 LED plane-stage crystal holder.

The spectra and directivity diagrams of emission
were measured for various pulse currents with an
amplitude of 10–300 mA, frequency of 512 Hz, and
off-duty factor of 2. The measurements were carried
out at room temperature with the LED cooled by a
household fan. The MDR-2 diffraction monochromator
that was used to measure the spectra was calibrated in
units of emission power divided by the wavelength
range in micrometers. To calculate emission power, the
spectra were measured in two directions, in particular,
in the direction normal to the p–n junction plane or par-
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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allel to it but normal to one of the crystal facets. In the
parallel direction, power was taken as doubled for the
calculation of total emission power, which corre-
sponded exactly to the direction diagram of parallelepi-
ped-shaped type I and II LEDs. This procedure of cal-
culation was also retained for other LEDs, since they
were based on a parallelepiped.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Emission Spectra

The design of type I LEDs included the arrangement
of epitaxial layers at the outer facet of the parallelepi-
ped; radiation is emitted through epitaxial layers. These
circumstances allow one to observe virtually an undis-
torted spectrum of recombination radiation of the dou-
ble-charged acceptor, as we showed previously [1].
Such a spectrum is observed in the direction normal to
the p–n junction plane (Fig. 3, curve 1) due to the short
emission path in the crystal (~5 µm). In this direction,
the spectrum comprises a doublet peaked at the wave-
lengths λs = 1.76 µm (photon energy hνs = 0.705 eV)
and λ1 = 1.9 µm (photon energy hν1 = 0.65 eV) with
band half-widths of 0.06 and 0.07 eV, respectively. In
the direction lying in the p–n junction plane (Fig. 3,
curve 2), the long-wavelength band of the doublet is
dominant in the emission spectrum. The short-wave-
length band is almost indistinguishable. The intensity of
the long-wavelength band is lower by a factor of 2 than
that in the direction normal to the p–n junction plane.

Type II, III, and IV LEDs, in which the crystal is sol-
dered to the crystal holder by the epitaxial side, emit

(‡)

(b)

Fig. 2. Photomicrographs of a wafer with etched pyramid-
shaped LED crystals having smoothed steps: (a) the sub-
strate-side view and (b) the profile obtained by cleaving.
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virtually one band with parameters close to those of the
long-wavelength band mentioned above (Figs. 4–6).

In the type II LEDs (Fig. 4), the emission intensity
in the direction normal to the p–n junction plane is
lower than that in the direction parallel to this plane. In
the type III and IV LEDs (Figs. 5, 6), the emission
intensities in these directions are approximately equal.

3.2. Directivity Diagrams

Each shape of the LED crystal is characterized by a
specific radiation distribution in the far-field zone
(Fig. 7). Type I LEDs emit most intensely in the direc-
tion normal to the p–n junction plane (Fig. 7, curve 1).
The emission intensity falls off gradually as the angle
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Fig. 3. Spectra of emission of type I LEDs in the direction
(1) normal to the p–n junction plane and (2) parallel to the
p–n junction plane.
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Fig. 4. Spectra of emission of type II LEDs in the direction
(1) normal to the p–n junction plane and (2) parallel to the
p–n junction plane.
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of deviation from this direction increases, and at devia-
tion angle θ = 90°, the intensity is 10–20% of that at
θ = 0. For a deviation angle larger than 90°, the emis-
sion intensity of all types of LEDs drops due to shading
by the crystal holder.

The direction diagram for type II, III, and IV LEDs,
in which the crystal is soldered to the holder by the epi-
taxial side, has a minimum at θ = 0 (Fig. 7, curves 2–4).
This feature is most pronounced for type II LEDs
(Fig. 7, curve 2), which are parallelepiped-shaped with
a square base of 500 × 500 µm2 and a height of 380 µm.
At angles of 75° and 90°, the emission intensity
exceeds that at the zero angle by a factor of 2.2 and 1.5,
respectively.

Type III LEDs, whose substrate part was subjected
to deep etching, are characterized by lower angles
(~60°), at which the emission intensity is the highest
(Fig. 7, curve 3). The peak intensity exceeds that at θ = 0
only by a factor of 1.5. At an angle of 90°, the emission
intensity is the same as at θ = 0. The central minimum
is less pronounced in the direction diagram for type IV
LEDs (Fig. 7, curve 4) with the crystal shaped like a
stepped pyramid with a total height of 200 µm. These
LEDs have a weak dependence of emission intensity on
the observation angle up to an angle of deviation from
the normal to the p–n junction plane of 90°.

3.3. Photon Quantum Yield

Emission power W depends on current I (Fig. 8)
nonlinearly. For small currents up to 10 mA for type I
LEDs and up to 75 mA for LEDs of other types, this
dependence is superlinear, and for heavier currents, this
dependence is sublinear.

For currents larger than 250 mA, the emission
power of type I LEDs starts to decrease as the current
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Fig. 5. Spectra of emission of type III LEDs in the direction
(1) normal to the p–n junction plane and (2) parallel to the
p–n junction plane.
increases. This circumstance is associated with the fact
that the emission is concentrated under a nonrectifying
contact with a corresponding increase in the rate of the
Auger recombination, as was shown by Grebenshchikova
et al. [1]. Among LEDs of various designs, these LEDs
have the lowest power for currents larger than 70 mA.

The highest emission power is characteristic of type
IV LEDs with crystals shaped like a stepped pyramid
(Fig. 8, curve 4). For a current of 300 mA, their emis-
sion power is as high as W = 7 mW. These LEDs also
have the highest differential quantum yield of photons,
which is no lower than ηe = 5.1% at a current of 75 mA
(see table). For type III and IV LEDs, the quantum yield
peak ηe = 3.2 and 4.1% is also attained at a current of
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Fig. 6. Spectra of emission of type IV LEDs in the direction
(1) normal to the p–n junction plane and (2) parallel to the
p–n junction plane.
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Fig. 7. Directivity diagram of emission of LEDs with vari-
ously shaped crystals: (1) type I, (2) type II, (3) type III, and
(4) type IV.
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75 mA. For type I LEDs, the highest differential quan-
tum yield of photons is ηe = 3.8% at a current of 10 mA.

In addition, the table presents average photon ener-

gies h , wavelengths , and half-widths ∆λ of the
emission spectrum, which are necessary for the calcu-
lation of the external quantum yield of photons, as well
as other quantities considered below.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Theoretical Grounds

The emission spectra, direction diagrams, and quan-
tum efficiency of LEDs with various crystal shapes are
different. This is an indication of the effect crystal
shape has on electroluminescence processes and phe-
nomena: the generation, propagation, and absorption of
recombination radiation, reemission, etc.

To reveal the relationship between these phenom-
ena, let us consider the generalized pattern of operation
of an LED chip.

In the operation mode, photons are initially emitted
into the crystal and only then are emitted outwards. Let
us denote their total number in a crystal as Φ. The spec-
tral distribution of photons in wavelengths λ will be
expressed by the function dΦ/dλ. Photons are gener-
ated due to the recombination of electron–hole pairs
formed as a result of injection by the electrical current
I and due to the band-to-band or quasi-band-to-band
absorption of photons circulating in the crystal. This
process can be described by the definite integral

(dΦ/dλ)dλ, where α is the coefficient of photoac-

tive absorption averaged over the crystal and c is the
speed of light in the crystal. The number of photons
decreases due to the photoactive absorption mentioned
above and absorption loss, including absorption in
metal contacts, which is denoted by αd. An additional
decrease is due to emission outwards, represented by
the corresponding absorption coefficient αe. We will
express the spectral resolution of the primary recombi-
nation radiation by the function dη/dλ, where

is the internal quantum yield of emission.
We will assume that the emission in the crystal is

isotropic. The resulting equation of balance of the spec-
tral distribution of photons is written as

(1)

ν λ

αc
0

∞∫

η η / λdd( ) λd

0

∞

∫=

d dΦ/dλ( )
dt

-------------------------
dη
dλ
------ I

e
-- cα Φd

λd
------- λd

0

∞

∫+=

– c α α d α e+ +( ) Φd
dλ
------- 0,=
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where e is the elementary charge. From Eq. (1), the
spectrum of the radiant flux from the crystal can be
determined:

(2)

Important conclusions follow from Eq. (2). Specifi-
cally, the spectrum of emitting radiation is independent
of reemission, which is represented here by a definite
integral taken over λ. However, this spectrum depends
on the spectrum of primary recombination radiation

 and on the absorption spectrum (α + αd + αe).

Quantities αd and αe are almost unchanged within the
limits of wavelengths of the larger part of primary radi-
ation. However, α increases strongly as the wavelength
decreases and can reduce the emitted part of the short-
wavelength radiation compared with its initial part.
This takes place in the wavelength region λ < λb, for
which α > αd + αe, and allows us to calculate approxi-

dPe

dλ
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dΦ
dλ
-------=

=  
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Fig. 8. Emission power vs. the current of LEDs with vari-
ously shaped crystals: (1) type I, (2) type II, (3) type III, and
(4) type IV.

Table

LED 
type

W, 
mW ηe, %

h , 
eV

∆λ, 
µm

, 
µm

S/V, 
cm–1

αe, 
cm–1

,
 %

I 2.8 3.8 0.68 0.35 1.8 106 1.13 3.9

II 5.3 3.2 0.65 0.21 1.9 106 1.13 3.9

III 6.7 4.1 0.65 0.20 1.9 122 1.30 4.4

IV 7.0 5.1 0.65 0.20 1.9 167 1.79 5.7

ν λ ηe
calc
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mately the definite integral mentioned above. Multiply-
ing Eq. (2) by α/αe and integrating over λ, we derive

(3)

where ηs is the internal quantum yield of short-wave-
length photons with λ < λb. Substituting integral (3)
into Eq. (2), integrating over λ, and dividing the result
by I/e, we derive the external quantum yield of photons

(4)

where ηl is the internal quantum yield of long-wave-
length photons with λ > λb.

It follows from expression (4) that, in order to
increase the external quantum yield of photons ηe, it is
necessary not only to increase the internal quantum
yield of long-wavelength (ηl) and short-wavelength
(ηs) photons. It is also necessary to increase the effec-
tive absorption coefficient αe that expresses the emis-
sion of photons from the crystal. For ηs + ηl = 1 and
αd/αe ! 1, ηe is close to unity, which points to the pos-
sible transformation of short-wavelength photons into
long-wavelength photons without loss in their number.
To determine αe, let us take into account that the density
of photons dΦ/dV close to various areas dS of the crys-
tal surface can be different. Hence, the integral of
dΦ/dV over the crystal volume V is equal to Φ. Taking
into account that photons intersect the surface only at
the angle of total internal reflection and undergo partial
reflection into the crystal, let us find αe if the refraction
index of the crystal n @ 1:

(5)

For a uniform photon distribution and optical homoge-
neity of the crystal, Eq. (5) is simplified:

(6)

where S is the area of a free light-emitting surface of the
crystal.

It follows from formula (6) that αe can be increased
by increasing the S/V ratio, for example, by thinning the
crystal. Changing the crystal shape from cubic to semi-
spherical increases αe by a factor of 1.5. The curvature
of a spherical surface is favorable for the uniformity of
distribution and isotropy of emission in the crystal. In
contrast, plane orthogonal facets of a cube are unfavor-
able since they reduce αe. The mesa etched on one of
the facets of the LEDs investigated is favorable for a
certain restoration of isotropy of emission. Bulges or
hollows over the whole surface of the crystal could do
it more radically. They additionally increase the crystal
surface thus additionally increasing αe. Metal contacts
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cover a part of the surface and decrease αe. In addition,
they can absorb radiation, thereby strongly increasing αd.
Diffuse radiation reflection into the crystal from the
metallized surface, which reorients photon fluxes, can
play a positive role.

The photon density can be slightly different in dif-
ferent areas of the crystal surface. In this case, Eq. (5)
can be used to estimate the equivalent absorption factor
corresponding to the radiation emitted outward through
each area by integrating Eq. (5) only within the limits
of this area. The result obtained can be used to calculate
the photon flux through separate areas of the crystal
surface. Thus, despite the simplicity and conventionality
of the theoretical consideration above, it allows us to
answer the most important questions of the generation,
reemission, and propagation of photons, as well as their
emission by the crystal. Let us now analyze the experi-
mental data on the basis of this theoretical consideration.

4.2. Analysis of Experimental Data

The emission intensities in the direction normal to
the p–n junction plane for type I and type II LEDs are
different. This difference can be explained by the dif-
ference in distances from the active regions to the outer
surfaces parallel to the p–n junction plane. This circum-
stance manifests itself both in the spectra of emission
power and in directivity diagrams (Figs. 3–8). A large
crystal thickness (380 µm) leads to different photon
densities close to the outer surfaces and different equiv-
alent absorption factors that define the radiation emit-
ted outwards according to Eq. (5). In type I LEDs, the
epitaxial layers adjoin the outer surface, and the afore-
mentioned coefficient is larger than for type II LEDs.
Accordingly, a larger photon flux is emitted through the
outer surface with a much larger fraction of short-wave-
length photons. Photon densities at outer surfaces in
these LEDs differ by a factor of approximately 2, since
this is the difference between the fluxes emitted through
the outer surfaces.

It follows from the approximate equality of the
external quantum yield of emission for these LEDs that
the contacts, which cover the entire p-type surface in
type II LEDs and only a small area of the surface in type
I LEDs, are virtually nonabsorbing. Moreover, the con-
tacts can diffusely reflect photons, since the semicon-
ductor–metal interface is not optically smooth because
of lattice mismatch. Therefore, metal contacts are
favorable for isotropy of the photon flux in the crystal.

The small average crystal thickness in type III and
IV LEDs provides equality of radiation intensities in
directions normal and parallel to the p–n junction
plane. This equality is an indication of the uniformity of
radiation flux in the crystals. Isotropy of fluxes in them
is sustained by radiation reflection from the smoothed
intersections of faces. Therefore, the conditions for the
above theoretical consideration can be considered satis-
fied for type III and IV LEDs. To calculate the equiva-
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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lent absorption factor related to the radiation emitted by
the crystal, we can use formula (6). Let us also apply
this formula to type I and II LEDs. The table lists the
equivalent absorption factors αe related to the radiation
emitted by the crystal and the theoretical external quan-

tum yield of photons . These quantities are calcu-
lated from the ratios of the area of the light-emitting
surface S to the crystal volume V corresponding to
LEDs of various types. The typical internal quantum
yield of photons η = 58% and the ratio of generated
fluxes of short-wavelength and long-wavelength pho-
tons ηs/ηl = 2 [1], the coefficient of photoinactive
absorption αd = 8 cm–1, and the refractive index n = 3.9
[8] are used in calculations. The theoretical external

quantum yield of photons  is found to be close to
the measured ηe for all types of LEDs. An insignificant

excess of  over ηe can be accounted for by the dis-
regarded absorption in the heavily doped contact layer
and other disregarded factors.

Despite the fact that type III and IV LEDs emit only
a short-wavelength band, unlike type I LEDs, which
also emit a stronger short-wavelength band, they have a
higher external quantum yield of radiation. This fact
points to the transformation of short-wavelength pho-
tons into long-wavelength photons with conservation
of, and even an increase in, the total number of photons.
The increase is accounted for by the effective reemis-
sion and by a decrease in the substrate thickness. Both
theoretical and experimental values of the external
quantum yield of photons increase as the ratio of the
light-emitting surface area to the LED crystal volume
increases.

5. CONCLUSION
The main result of this study is the fabrication of

variously shaped LEDs, including those with a highly
developed light-emitting surface, which shows the con-
siderable potential of multistage electrochemical etch-
ing. LEDs shaped like a stepped pyramid with
smoothed steps in which isotropic luminous flux is well
sustained are

fabricated. Isotropy is favorable for reemission and
a high external quantum yield of photons. In these
LEDs, the two-band emission spectrum of a double-

ηe
calc

ηe
calc

ηe
calc
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charged acceptor is transformed into a single-band
spectrum without a loss in the total number of photons.

Theoretical formulas for the spectrum of emitting
radiation and the external quantum yield of photons are
derived. It is shown both theoretically and experimen-
tally that the spectrum of emission is determined by the
spectrum of primary recombination radiation and by
the absorption spectrum of the crystal. The external
quantum yield of photons is proportional to the ratio
between the light-emitting area and the volume of the
crystal.
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Abstract—The effect of electric stress on current–voltage characteristics of Al/SiO2/p+-Si MOS diodes with a
tunnel-thin (2.5–3.0 nm) insulator was studied at constant current and constant voltage. Under constant-voltage
stress, the current increase related to soft breakdown was followed in several cases by an abrupt drop in current.
Typically, the drop occurs at a high bias, and it may be a specific manifestation of a soft breakdown. At strong
nonuniformity of the SiO2 thickness, the effect can be significant even if the breakdown is localized within a
rather small area. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

The process of miniaturization of MOSFETs
requires that increasingly thin SiO2 layers be used as
gate insulators. In modern MOSFETs, the thickness
of insulators is 3–4 nm, and substrates are doped to
~1018 cm–3 [1], but the investigation of transistors with
a thinner insulator or a higher doping level has attracted
considerable attention [2].

We studied a soft breakdown of MOS diodes with
tunnel-thin SiO2, fabricated on p-Si substrates doped to
NA = 2 × 1018–2 × 1019 cm–3.

The damage of a thin oxide layer is often qualita-
tively regarded as a three-stage process: the increase in
stress-induced current at a fixed voltage, soft break-
down, and, finally, hard breakdown [3]. Soft breakdown
[4] is a local breakdown of an insulator without further
enlarging of the broken-down area, unlike a hard (cata-
strophic) breakdown, when local damage may expand
over the whole area of a device.

An abrupt rise in current seems to be a natural, and
the only possible, result of a soft breakdown [3–6].
However, as shown in this study, an abrupt drop in cur-
rent can and must be observed along with the possible
rise in current, although this might seem strange at first
glance.

2. MODEL OF CURRENT DROP AFTER 
A SOFT BREAKDOWN

For simplicity, we assume that the region of a soft
breakdown is a portion of the MOS structure area in
which the local current–voltage (I–V) characteristic is
nearly ohmic, in contrast to undamaged portions, where
this characteristic is tunnel-type (roughly, exponential
[7], Fig. 1).
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20724
With a small bias V, the total current in the structure
sharply increases after the soft breakdown, owing to the
contribution of the defective area. However, the tunnel
resistance sharply decreases as the bias increases and
finally becomes smaller than any ohmic resistance,
regardless of the parameters of tunneling. In other
words, sooner or later, the tunneling exponential will
cross the linear I–V dependence of the breakdown area
(V = V*, Fig. 1). This simple reasoning shows that at
V > V*, the current should fall, not rise, after the soft
breakdown.

A natural suggestion [6] is that the conducting
region formed under a soft breakdown (breakdown
spot) is quite small. Thus, the possibility of experimen-
tal observation of the drop in current seems unlikely.
Indeed, if the current density is uniform, even total
exclusion of the breakdown area from the charge trans-

Applied voltage V*

Current in defective area

Linear ohmic
characteristic

Tunnel exponential
characteristic

Intersection
point

Fig. 1. Schematic I–V characteristics of the undamaged por-
tion of a MOS structure (exponential) and of the region of
soft breakdown (linear). At high voltage (|V| > |V*|), the tun-
neling resistance exceeds the ohmic resistance.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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port will not lead to any measurable decrease in the cur-
rent across the device. However, the distribution of the
oxide thickness over the area is always nonuniform,
and the breakdown occurs at the thinnest fragments, so
the influence of defective regions on the total current
increases drastically.

Figure 2 shows the fraction of the current that flows
through the thinnest region of a structure as a function
of relative area of this region for different values of the
standard deviation σ of thickness from its nominal
value. This dependence was obtained using a model
similar to [8]. It can be seen that, when σ is as small
as ~0.1 nm, 10–4 of the total current flows through a
10–6 fraction of the device area (note that in the best
commercial samples σ ~ 0.15 nm [9]).

It appears that the presence (or intentional forma-
tion) of a considerable spatial variation of SiO2 thick-
ness enables a significant drop in current as a result of
a soft breakdown, even if the damaged area is very small.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiments, we used MOS tunnel diodes
fabricated on boron-doped (111) p+-Si substrates. Thin
SiO2 oxide was grown in a dry [O2 (20%) + N2] mixture
at a temperature of 700°C; the average thickness of the
oxide was ~2.7 nm, and σ ≈ 0.3 nm. Circular Al con-
tacts with area S = 1.26 × 10–3 cm2 were deposited
at 200°C.

The value of parameter σ is quite large, so the I–V
characteristics of our samples agree well with those cal-
culated theoretically for a slightly lower thickness of an
insulator (2.2–2.3 nm) [10].

Samples were tested under constant current stress
(CCS) and under constant voltage stress (CVS). In CCS
mode, the current was kept at a level of 5 × 10–6 A, and

10–10

10–2

10–8 10–6 10–4 10–2 100

10–1

10–3

100

10–4

Current fraction

Area fraction

σ = 3Å σ = 2Å
σ = 1Å σ = 0 

Fig. 2. Fraction of current flowing through the thinnest
region of a device as a function of the relative area of this
region, with different values of the standard deviation σ of
oxide thickness. The nominal thickness of SiO2 is 25 Å, the

doping level in p-Si NA = 2 × 1018 cm–3. Temperature T =
300 K. Gate voltage V = –2 V (solid line) and –3V (dashes).
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in CVS mode, the voltage was fixed at 1.0–3.5 V. Vari-
ations of voltage and current were recorded simulta-
neously as functions of time. I–V characteristics were
recorded after each series of tests. All measurements
were done at temperature T = 300 K in the dark (to
exclude the photovoltaic effect).

Typical examples of the evolution of current with
time are shown in Fig. 3. Usually, smooth variations
arise immediately as the bias is applied to the structure;
they are related to the capture of carriers on the inter-
face. An abrupt step in current can occur either to
higher (Fig. 3a) or to lower (Fig. 3b) values. The novel
effect revealed in this study is the drop in current. It can
be clearly seen in Fig. 3b (>1–3%), and it was observed
in the many devices under study. It is noteworthy that
both up and down steps may be observed at the same
voltage (or at similar voltages). The model suggested in
Section 2 can be made to agree with this experimental
observation if we assume that the value of V* can vary
between successive breakdown events in a sample or
between samples.

Now we discuss the modification of the I–V charac-
teristics as a whole (Fig. 4). An increase in current is
observed at small voltages |V|, whereas at high voltages
the current definitely decreases. Figure 5 gives addi-
tional information concerning this behavior: the depen-
dence of (Ist – I0)/I0 = ∆I/I0 as a function of the applied
bias is constructed for another sample (Ist was recorded
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Fig. 3. Variations of current under constant bias: (a) smooth
and sharp increase in current (V = –3.5 V); (b) stepwise drop
in current V = –3 V).
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after applying the stress; I0, before it). The results pre-
sented in Figs. 4 and 5 can be explained in terms of the
suggested model. The resistance of the defective region
at high voltage (|V| > |V*|) becomes higher than the tun-
nel resistance (see Fig. 1), which results in the decrease
in current. At small voltages, we have the opposite sit-
uation; thus, the current increases.

Certain devices only demonstrated the increase in
current, but one should stress that it was significant only
at small voltages and was almost imperceptible at high
voltage. This behavior also supports the model of cur-
rent drop discussed above. We believe that voltage V*
is not reached in these structures, although the reduc-
tion of the rise in current indicates that a value near this
voltage is attained.
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Fig. 4. I–V characteristics after a series of stresses with the
injection of electrons from (a) the substrate and (b) the
metal. The values of the charge that crossed the structure
prior to recording the corresponding curve, averaged over
area, are shown; (a) and (b) are different samples.
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Fig. 5. The ratio ∆I/I0 = (Ist – I0)/I0 as a function of the bias
across the structure in the most typical case: ∆I is positive at
low voltage and negative at high |V|. The arrow indicates the
evolution of characteristics during tests.
The data in Fig. 2 allow us to obtain the lower esti-
mate of the characteristic size of the defective region,
ldef (assuming that the current in the broken-down
region is zero). In our samples with σ ≈ 0.3 nm, 1% of
current flows through 10–8 of the device area. Assuming
a drop in current of 1%, we obtain the estimated mini-
mum size ldef ≈ (10–8S)1/2 ≈ 40 nm.

We have presented the first observation of the
decrease in current in an MOS tunnel structure after a
soft breakdown. Note that the significance of this effect
may grow as FETs become increasingly miniaturized,
because the relative fraction of a defective area
increases when the device size decreases.

4. CONCLUSION
The behavior of Al/SiO2/p+-Si MOS tunnel diodes

with 2.5 to 3.0-nm-thick SiO2 was studied under elec-
tric stress in the constant-current and constant-voltage
modes. A nontrivial stepwise decrease in current was
observed, mainly in the high-voltage range; the effect is
interpreted as a consequence of the soft breakdown.
The drop in current should be even stronger in samples
of small area and/or with a significant spatial scatter of
the oxide thickness, which raises the relative contribu-
tion of the broken-down region to the formation of the
total current.
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Abstract—Light–current, spectral, and far-field characteristics of InGaAsN injection lasers on GaAs substrates
were studied in a wide temperature range (77–300 K) at various driving current densities. The increase in
indium content in InGaAsN solid solution results in a modification of the QW structure, which is manifested in
the spontaneous formation of InGaAsN nanoclusters. These changes result in N-shaped temperature depen-
dences of the threshold current density and slope efficiency. © 2004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor lasers with a 1.3-µm wavelength are
widely used in optoelectronic telecommunication sys-
tems. In recent years, great attention has been paid to
the problem of growing such lasers on GaAs substrates.
First lasers based on an InGaAsN/GaAs system were
suggested and fabricated by Kondow et al. [1], and
since then they have been the main alternative to
InGaAsP/InP lasers of the same wavelength range. In
the time since Kondow’s work (1995), many attempts
have been made to fabricate lasers on GaAs substrates
with an active region made up of InGaAsN quantum
wells (QW) [2–7].

Currently, lasers on InP substrates are the most pop-
ular sources of 1.3-µm emission. Their characteristic
temperature is not high (T0 = 50–70 K) [8], which is
related to the weak localization of electrons in the
active region [9, 10]. For InGaAsN/GaAs lasers, the
predicted value of T0 is above 150 K; this is related to
the strong electron confinement caused by the larger
difference between the band gaps. The prospect of
designing low-cost long-wavelength lasers with
improved temperature characteristics makes InGaAsN
QW lasers a very attractive object for investigations and
further applications.

This study is concerned with the emission character-
istics of InGaAsN/GaAs lasers in a wide temperature
range.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The laser structures that were studied were grown
on Si-doped (100) GaAs substrates in a Riber Epineat
MBE setup. The source of atomic nitrogen was a UNI
Bulb (Applied EPI) plasma source. The operating mode
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20727
of the source was carefully optimized to suppress the neg-
ative effect of bombardment of the surface by high-energy
ions formed in the plasma source. The active region of the
laser structures was a single QW, In0.36Ga0.64As0.97N0.03
(structure 1) and In0.38Ga0.62As0.974N0.026 (structure 2).
The growth rate was 2.5 Å/s at a temperature of 440°C.
The active region was embedded in a 0.35-µm-thick
GaAs waveguide confined by p- and n-Al0.33Ga0.67As
emitter layers. The emitters were grown at 700°C.
Structure 2 was annealed at 750°C for 15 min, structure 1
was not annealed. The lasing wavelength at room tem-
perature was 1.28 and 1.24 µm for structures 1 and 2,
respectively.

Lasers with stripe contacts were produced from the
heterostructures grown. The width of contact was 100 µm;
the length of the cavity, 2000 µm. The samples were
pumped in quasi-CW mode by current pulses of 1 µs
duration with a repetition rate of 5 kHz. Spectral, light–
power and far-field characteristics of the electrolumi-
nescence were studied in a wide temperature range
(77–300 K). For this study, the samples were soldered
onto the heat sink with the epitaxial layer facing down
and placed into a cryostat.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The light–current characteristics of both structures
were measured. The data obtained were used to recon-
struct the temperature dependences of the threshold
current density and slope efficiency, which are shown in
Fig. 1. The heterostructure with a 3% nitrogen content
(structure 1) demonstrates an N-shaped temperature
dependence of these characteristics, whereas for struc-
ture 2 (2.6% nitrogen) this specific feature is not
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of the threshold current
density Jth and slope efficiency for laser heterostructures
(a) 1 and (b) 2.
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Fig. 2. Lasing spectra of heterostructure 1 at T = 113 K;
density of driving current: (1) 190, (2) 205, (3) 255, (4) 380,
(5) 510, (6) 765, (7) 1015, and (8) 1270 A/cm2.
observed, and the characteristics change steadily as the
temperature increases.

The emission spectra of structure 1 were recorded in
the temperature range corresponding to that of the
light–current measurements. In this study, special
attention was given to those temperatures at which spe-
cific features in the temperature dependences of the
threshold current density and slope efficiency were
observed.

It appeared that, in the temperature range 110–130 K,
lasing is first obtained in the short-wavelength spectral
range, and then, as the driving current increases, a sec-
ond peak appears at longer wavelengths, and lasing at
two different wavelengths occurs simultaneously. As
the driving current is further increased, the short-wave-
length spectral peak virtually disappears. The evolution
of this process at a temperature of 113 K is shown in
Fig. 2. At all the other temperatures, lasing started at a
definite wavelength and remained in the same spectral
range as the driving current increased. Figure 3 shows
the temperature dependence of the lasing wavelength.
Two specific portions are seen in this dependence, in
the temperature ranges 77–120 and 120–300 K.

In order to determine whether two spectral peaks,
which are observed in the temperature range 110–130 K,
correspond to the same transverse mode of emission or
whether they refer to different modes, we studied the
spectrally resolved far-field emission from structure 1.
The measurements were performed in planes normal
and parallel to the p–n junction plane (Figs. 4a and 4b,
respectively) at 113 K; the driving current density was
255 A/cm2. The monochromator was tuned to different
peaks of the emission spectrum (λ1 and λ2, Fig. 2). The
procedure we used was suggested in [11]. These exper-
iments have shown that both spectral peaks are identi-
cal in the distribution profile, and they correspond to the
same transverse mode.

The spectra of spontaneous emission from structure 1
were studied at different temperatures at a driving cur-

50 300

1200

1275

Temperature, K

Wavelength, nm

1260

1245

1230

1215

250200150100

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the lasing wavelength of
heterostructure 1.
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rent density of 25 A/cm2 (Fig. 5). This driving current
density was chosen considering the condition that it
must be considerably lower than the threshold current
density at each temperature in the range under study.
Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of FWHM
of the spontaneous emission spectrum. It can be readily
seen that the dependence is N-shaped, similar to those for
the threshold current density and the slope efficiency.

4. DISCUSSION

The characteristic temperature T0 was estimated
from the temperature dependence of the threshold cur-
rent density for structure 2 (Fig. 1b). The value
obtained was 80 K, which means that the characteristics
of the laser are improved compared with lasers on InP
substrates [8]. The dependences of the threshold cur-
rent density and the slope efficiency, similar to those
obtained for structure 1 (Fig. 1a), were observed earlier
in the study of laser heterostructures based on
InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs) [12]. Taking into
account the transition from a nonequilibrium to equilib-
rium distribution of nonequilibrium carriers in the
active region of a laser, which occurs as the temperature
increases, made it possible to account for specific fea-
tures of this kind in the behavior of the temperature
characteristics of QD lasers [12, 13]. Earlier, it was

–4 –2 0 2 4
Angle, deg

(b)

T = 113 K
J = 255 A/cm2

λ1

λ2

–20 –10 0 10 30

(a)

T = 113 K
J = 255 A/cm2

λ1

λ2

20

Intensity, arb. units

Fig. 4. Spectrally resolved far-field emission of heterostruc-
ture 1 in planes: (a) normal and (b) parallel to the plane of
the p–n junction.
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stated that clusters can be formed in an InGaAsN solid
solution with a high (>30%) In content to give quantum
entities with 3D confinement [14]. Thus, we have every
reason to believe that the N-shaped temperature depen-
dences of the threshold current density and the slope
efficiency in structure 1 are related to entities with
properties similar to those of QDs, which are formed in
the active region of this heterostructure.
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Fig. 5. Spectra of spontaneous emission from heterostruc-
ture 1 at different temperatures; the driving current density
was 25 A/cm2. L and N are peaks related to radiative recom-
bination via localized states and standard band-to-band
recombination in a QW, respectively. Temperature: (1) 77,
(2) 113, (3) 125, (4) 138, (5) 150, (6) 175, (7) 200, (8) 225,
(9) 250, and (10) 300 K.
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of FWHM of spontaneous
emission from heterostructure 1.
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Spectral studies of structure 1 have shown that, in
the temperature range 110–130 K and at a current den-
sity slightly exceeding the threshold current density,
simultaneous lasing at two different wavelengths
occurs (Fig. 2). In this case, lasing first arises in the
short-wavelength region, and later a “switchover” to
longer wavelength occurs. As discussed in the previous
section, the spectrally resolved study of far-field emis-
sion of this heterostructure allowed us to reject the pos-
sibility that two spectral peaks belong to different trans-
verse modes. Furthermore, the relatively small energy
spacing (~4 meV) between the two spectral peaks,
along with the fact that the short-wavelength peak
arises first when the driving current is raised, suggests
that these two peaks are not related to lasing via the
ground and excited states of some entities with 3D spa-
tial confinement of carriers. The point is that the char-
acteristic distance between the ground and first excited
state in QDs is over 50 meV [15, 16]. In this case, when
the driving current density increases, the switchover to
lasing via the high-energy state in QDs (the short-wave-
length peak) occurs only after the lasing via the ground
state (the long-wavelength peak) is saturated [17].

It is well known that there are localized states in QW
heterostructures, and the recombination of carriers can
proceed via these states [18–20]. In this case, the emis-
sion wavelength can be less than that in the case of ordi-
nary recombination of electrons and holes in a QW
[18–20]. The energy spacing between the two peaks
corresponding to recombination via the localized and
normal states in a QW is about 5 meV [18–20]. When
the driving current density increases, the emission via
these states must be rapidly saturated, and this was
observed in our experiment. As can be seen in Fig. 2,
the contribution of the short-wavelength component to
the total intensity of emission is already very small
when the driving current density becomes equal to
twice the threshold density, and it tends to zero as the
driving current increases further. Therefore, we may
suggest that the coexistence of two peaks in the emis-
sion spectrum of heterostructure 1 under certain condi-
tions is caused by the presence of a large number of
localized states in this structure, which are responsible
for the short-wavelength emission.

The N-shaped temperature dependence of FWHM
of the photoluminescence line of an unannealed hetero-
structure with an InGaAsN QW was observed earlier in
[20]. This specific feature disappears after the anneal-
ing. In [20], the N-shaped dependence was explained as
follows: At low temperatures, the emission is mainly
associated with localized states. Then, in a certain tem-
perature range, radiative recombination proceeds
simultaneously via localized and normal states in a
QW; thus, the photoluminescence line is broadened. As
temperature increases further, the contribution of local-
ized states to emission virtually disappears, so the spec-
tral line turns narrow again. We have observed similar
behavior of the line of electroluminescence for struc-
ture 1 (Fig. 5). The sharp drop in intensity of the short-
wavelength peak with increasing temperature can be
explained as follows: as stated above, our data show
that InGaAsN nanoclusters are formed in the active
region of structure 1. If their size is small enough, the
additional quantum confinement of carriers in the QW
plane raises the energy of the ground state (we suppose
that the energy states in nanoclusters and QWs are sep-
arated by barriers). At low temperatures, the time of
radiative recombination of carriers in nanoclusters is less
than the time of their thermal excitation to the contin-
uum. Thus, carriers captured in a nanocluster recombine
within it, and lasing occurs via the nanocluster states. As
temperature increases, carriers are excited from nano-
clusters, a quasi-equilibrium distribution is established in
the system, and lasing occurs via the QW states.

Annealing reduces the efficiency of carrier localiza-
tion, because the localization is induced by inhomoge-
neities in the solid solution. Apparently, the N-shaped
temperature dependence of FWHM of the spontaneous
emission spectrum of heterostructure 1 (Fig. 6) is
caused precisely because no annealing procedure was
used in the postgrowth treatment of this structure. We
believe that the physical reasons of this N-shaped
dependence are similar to those discussed in [20]. Thus,
the results obtained for the temperature dependence of
FWHM in heterostructure 1 are additional confirmation
of our suggestion that simultaneous lasing at two differ-
ent wavelengths under certain conditions, which was
observed in structure 1, is caused by localized states in
this structure. Besides, these data present indirect evi-
dence of the existence of cluster units in the active
region of heterostructure 1, because it is precisely these
units that can be a source of a large number of localized
states. In the annealed structure 2, clusters were
destroyed, so the specific features related to localized
states discussed above were not observed.

5. CONCLUSION

Light–current, spectral, and far-field characteristics
of emission of InGaAsN/GaAs QW injection lasers
were studied in a wide temperature range (77–300 K).
A heterostructure with a 3% nitrogen content that was
not subjected to annealing exhibits N-shaped tempera-
ture dependences of the threshold current density, slope
efficiency, and FWHM of spontaneous emission. These
specific features are attributed to the possible formation
of InGaAsN nanoclusters. This interpretation agrees
with the data of transmission electron microscopy [14].
The characteristic temperature T0 = 80 K was obtained
for an annealed heterostructure with a 2.6% nitrogen
content. In this case, the slope efficiency was 0.74 W/A
at room temperature. The results obtained expand our
understanding of processes in lasers with an active
region based on InGaAsN QWs, and they can be used
in the design of advanced semiconductor light sources.
SEMICONDUCTORS      Vol. 38      No. 6      2004
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Abstract—Light–current, spectral, and temperature characteristics of long-wavelength (1.46–1.5 µm) lasers
grown on GaAs substrates, with an active area based on InAs–InGaAs quantum dots, are studied. To reach the
required lasing wavelength, quantum dots were grown on top of a metamorphic InGaAs buffer layer with an In
content of about 20%. The maximum output power in pulsed mode was 7 W at room temperature. The differ-
ential efficiency of the laser, which had a 1.5-mm-long cavity, was 50%. The temperature dependence of the
threshold current is described by a characteristic temperature of 61 K in the temperature range 10–73°C. © 2004
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
1. INTRODUCTION

Lasers of 1.55 µm range are principal components
of fiber-optic telecommunication lines. GaInAsP or
AlGaInAs heterostructures on InP substrates, which are
usually used for this range, have an insufficient thermal
stability of the lasing wavelength and threshold current.
Because of the small difference between the refractive
indices of GaInAs and AlInAs, no less than 50 pairs of
layers are needed to reach a reflectivity of >0.99 in a
distributed Bragg reflector, which is the level necessary
for VCSEL. Thus, in this system of materials, the
design of monolithic VCSELs based on a vertical
microcavity seems highly problematic. Therefore, con-
siderable effort has been made to devise structures on
GaAs substrates in the 1.45–1.55 µm range. It is
expected that the stronger localization of carriers in the
active region of these structures will make it possible to
improve the temperature stability of long-wavelength
lasers. In VCSELs on GaAs substrates, it is possible to
apply the routine techniques of GaAs–AlGaAs Bragg
reflectors, oxidized GaAs–AlO mirrors, and oxidized
apertures.

Several technological approaches have been sug-
gested to attain 1.45–1.55 µm wavelengths in structures
on GaAs substrates: vertically coupled quantum dots
(QD) [1], the growing of QDs on low-temperature sub-
strates [2], and the use of GaInAsN/GaAsN [3] or
GaInNAsSb/GaNAsSb [4, 5] quantum wells (QW). In
a laser with an active region based on GaInAsN/GaAsN
QW, lasing at 1.49 µm with a threshold current density
of 7 kA/cm2 was obtained [3]. The slope efficiency and
maximum output power in pulsed mode were, respec-
tively, 0.14 W/A and 130 mW in a stripe 4 µm in width
and 1200 µm in length, with two cleaved faces. Lasing
1063-7826/04/3806- $26.00 © 20732
at 1.463 µm was obtained in a laser with a GaInNAsSb
active region, the differential efficiency was rather high
(45%), and the threshold current density was compara-
tively low (2.8 kA/cm2) [4]. The maximum output
power was about 70 mW (the stripe width was 5 µm;
the length, 1200 µm). Lasing at a long (compared to
[4]) wavelength of 1.5 µm was obtained in a laser with
similar GaInNAsSb active region in [5]. At the same
time, the threshold current density (3.5 kA/cm2) was
somewhat higher, and the differential efficiency (12%),
lower than those obtained in [4].

Self-organized QDs seem to be the most promising
choice for use in an active layer of long-wavelength
light-emitting devices on GaAs substrates. This con-
cept made it possible to produce lasers for the ~1.3-µm
range [6, 7] with a low threshold current density
(100 A/cm2 with ten layers of QDs), a high differential
efficiency (88%), and high temperature stability (char-
acteristic temperature T0 = 150 K). Recently, we dem-
onstrated lasing at a wavelength of 1.488 µm in struc-
tures with an active region based on multilayer arrays of
self-organized QDs grown on GaAs substrates [8]. To
reach this spectral range, structures were grown on a
thick metamorphic In0.2Ga0.8As buffer layer. In a stripe
of length L = 1200 µm, the threshold current density
was 1.5 kA/cm2 at room temperature. The maximum
quantum efficiency was 50% (L = 2000 µm) [7].

In this study, we investigate power, temperature, and
spectral characteristics of lasers with an active region
based on QDs deposited on an In0.2Ga0.8As metamor-
phic buffer layer and show that the use of these struc-
tures makes it possible to obtain a record-breaking high
output power in 1.5-µm lasers on GaAs substrates.
004 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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2. EXPERIMENT

The laser structures that we studied were grown by
MBE on (100) n+-GaAs substrates. Special modes of
growth of the metamorphic InGaAs buffer layer
allowed us to significantly reduce the density of dislo-
cations propagating into the upper (active) layers. An
In0.2Ga0.8As layer was used as the laser waveguide; the
emitters were In0.2Al0.3Ga0.5As layers. Ten layers of
self-organized InAs/In0.4Ga0.6As QDs separated by
45-nm-thick spacers were embedded in the middle of
the waveguide layer. Special growth modes allowed us
to prevent the formation of a high density of disloca-
tions in the active region (Fig. 1). A more detailed
description of the laser structure and modes of epitaxial
growth was presented in [8].

Laser diodes were produced in a configuration with
four cleaved facets and in a stripe configuration with a
stripe width of 100 µm. The samples were soldered
with In solder onto copper heat sinks, p-layer down.
The laser characteristics were studied in pulsed mode
(the duration of the driving current pulses was 300 ns;
the repetition rate, 1 kHz).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In determining the maximum possible wavelength
of lasing and the minimum threshold current density in
our structures, we used samples with four cleaved fac-
ets. The external loss in this configuration is negligible.
The lower the external loss, the longer the wavelength
and the lower the current density for the onset of lasing
[9]. Growing structures on a metamorphic InGaAs
buffer, which is designed to relieve stresses, makes it
possible to reach a lasing wavelength of 1488 nm at
room temperature (Fig. 2). It is significant that the
threshold current density does not increase as the wave-

1
2

3

100 nm
In0.2Ga0.8As layer

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional electron micrograph of
InAs−InGaAs QDs grown on a metamorphic InGaAs
buffer layer: (1) In0.2Ga0.8As spacer, (2) QD layer,
(3) In0.2Ga0.8As/AlGaAs superlattice.
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length increases (see table). At a temperature of 83°C,
the lasing wavelength is 1515 nm.

In a stripe laser at room temperature, the peak of the
lasing spectrum lies at 1460 nm (Fig. 3a). The blue shift
is related to the increase in external loss [9]. The tem-
perature dependence of the peak wavelength in the las-
ing spectrum can be approximated by a linear depen-
dence with a slope of 0.43 nm/K (Fig. 3b). The absence
of a stepwise decrease in the lasing wavelength with
increasing temperature means that the generation pro-
ceeds via the ground state of QDs at all temperatures.

Temperature dependences of the differential effi-
ciency and the threshold current density are shown in
Fig. 4. At 25–72°C, the increase in threshold current
density is described by the characteristic temperature
T0 = 61 K. The differential efficiency is 50% at 25°C; it
remains virtually unchanged up to 40°C and then
decreases to 32% at 72°C. In a laser with a GaInNAsSb
active region, T0 equals 83 K in the temperature range
10–35°C [5], but at higher temperatures a sharp rise in
the threshold current density was observed.

Figure 5 shows the light–current characteristic of a
1.5-mm-long laser in pulsed mode. No reflecting coat-
ings were deposited onto the laser facets. The threshold
current density Jth equals 2.0 kA/cm2. The light–current

1200 1300 1400 1500 1600
Wavelength, nm

EL intensity, arb. units
1515 nm

1488 nm

20°C

83°C

Fig. 2. Lasing spectra for a sample with four cleaved facets
at 20 and 83°C. Size of the sample, 350 × 350 µm.

Threshold current density of long-wavelength lasers on
GaAs substrates in relation to the lasing wavelength

Epitaxial
structure no.

Lasing
wavelength, nm

Threshold current 
density, A cm–2

5–450 1445 880

5–451 1466 860

5–478 1480 800

5–449 1488 800
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characteristic is nearly linear up to a current of 17 A,
which indicates that the active region is not overheated.
The differential efficiency ηD is 50%. The lasing spec-
tra are shown in the inset of Fig. 5. The half-width of
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Fig. 3. (a) Lasing spectra at different temperatures and (b)
temperature dependence of the lasing wavelength for a
stripe laser. The stripe width is 100 µm; the length, 1500 µm.
Temperature: (1) 23, (2) 36, (3) 51, and (4) 65°C.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of the differential effi-
ciency and threshold current density.
the spectrum equals 5 nm at a current of 3 A. When the
current increases to 16 A, the spectrum is broadened to
19 nm, but the peak position remains unchanged. Thus,
generation proceeds via the ground state of QDs up to
maximum power.

4. CONCLUSION

We have produced InAs–InGaAs QD lasers for the
1.4 to 1.5-µm range on GaAs substrates. The threshold
current density and differential efficiency of lasers with
a 1.5-mm-long cavity were, respectively, 2 kA/cm2 and
50%. A high output power of 7 W at room temperature
in pulsed mode is obtained. These results demonstrate
the validity of the approach based on the concept of
metamorphic growth in the design of long-wavelength
light emitters on GaAs.
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(b) lasing spectra at different driving currents: (1) 3.3, (2) 6,
(3) 10, and (4) 16 A.
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